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JANUARY

two

or three

in

the

army,

disability

number, I was told,

House,

from

500,

that

“Home,”

in

which is

front, ‘for the

fortune and wealth in the

land,

and

that

sleeping place for the nation’s dead in the
rear upon scenes is equally charming, became to me an indignant refutation of
the calumny, that ¢‘Republies are un-

Then stay at home, my heart, and rest;
O’er all that flutter their wings and fly
A hawk is hovering in the sky;
To stay at home is best.
—H. W. Longfellow, in Feb, Atlantic.

grateful.”

:

THE VISTA.

Or

NOLES.

Yl.

BOY'S MOTHER.

House,

actual

| humblest soldier, with its surroundings so
extensive and grand that they might
well be coveted by the most favored of

The bird is safest in its nest;

Arlington

the

main building for which was completed
in 1857. The conditions of admission are
of three kinds: 20 ‘years of honorable

about the average for several years past
As I stood in the portico of the Arlington

By the winds of the wilderness of doubt;
To stay at home is best,

the

1851, Congress established

temporary asylums, which, in process of

time,

Weary and homesick and distressed
They wander east, they wander west,
And are baffled and beaten and blown about

at

About the year

ment of pension, on the part of pensioners. Alf these classes may find here a
pleasant home: for the remainder of their
natural lives. The inmates at the present

Are full of trouble and full of care ;
To stay at home is best,

TilE SOLDIER

soldiers of the Republic.

disabled

wounds or disease incurred during

HOME:

While

an asylum for the worn-out and

service, and,in some cases, the relinquish-

23, 1878.

of

whieh I have previously spoken, there
came an aged woman, weary and alone,
who had walked all the way from Georgetown. After taking breath, she remarked that being at the capital, she had
learned that there was a national cemetery on the ¢* Hights,” and had come over
to visit the grave of a son, who was kill-

“ed in the war of the rebellion, stating, by
the way, that her home was in Syracuse,
N. X. Upon inquiry, she said that her
son had served in the 136th N. -Y. Regiment, I think that was the number, and
—was—shot—in—the—battle
of Gettysburg:
¢ Ah, then,” said my friend who accompanied me,and whose service in the army
and position in the War Department

As we were riding along ome of the
| most pleasant drives of the “Home” with
a dense grove on our right, extending to
quite a distance in the direction of the city,
and hiding it entirely from view, our attention was attracted to a painted board,
set by the side of the way, bearing this
simple inscription,
‘The Vista.” This
set us looking about expectant for some
strange and perhaps interesting sight.
We were presently gratified by discovering

a small

opening

through

the

grove,

clean cut and of an oval shape. Through
that opening, and three miles away, is
seen the capitol building, crowning’ Capitol
hill. That and ‘‘ nothing more,” its outline just filling the space. That magnificent edifice, thus set in green, living
foliage, constitutes one of the most beauti-

ful and interesting pictures it has been my
fortune to see. 'f'o be appreciated it must
be seen, and to be seen it will leave a
gave him a better uiderstanding of such ‘most delightful and.an unfading impresmatters than I possessed, *‘ your son was sion on the eye of the beholder.
, not buried here, but in the cemetery -at
THE COLORED CEMETERY.
Gettysburg.” At this, the poor woman's
This
brings
me back to Arlington, from
countenance fell, her chin quivered, and
whence
I
have
wandered
to note the results
her eye moistened. #The thought of payof
a
brief
visit
to
the
“Home,”
made afew
ing the tribute of a mother’s tear at the
grave of a long-lost son, who had been days previous.
On our return to the bridge; whence we
the hope of her dec ining years, had nervdeparted
on our foot tramp to the ¢‘Hights,”
ed her to sustain the long walk in the
It may
dnst of noonday, and under a scorching we took a wholly different route.
sun; but the sudden disappointment
moment quite overcame

her.

for a

With

the

aid of the superintendent of the place, the
records were searched, and the name of
her son, his regiment, and the record of
his death, were found as she had related,

and she was comforted with the suggestion
that on her return home, she might take
Gettysburg on the way, and so not fail of
realizing that part of the object of her
long journey, which related to the grave
of her son. She went on to say, that she
gave her son freely to the country, and
had determined to ask nothing \in return ;
but now the infirmities of age 'were upon
her, and she thought, as did w#,. that the
government should afford her a little aid,
and had been in Washington consulting
with friends to that end. When I looked
upon that mother on this sad pilgrimage
to the grave of a prematurely lost son,
relating her tale of grief in those once
‘proud halls, and thought of him who went

forth from them to join the wickedest rebellion ever waged under the sun, I confess
to no maudlin pity for him, though
compelled to die an exile from that beau_ tiful home, and to sleep in a grave, which

shall be only known to posterity as that
of a rebel against the best government on
earth.

-

:

| THE

’

SOLDIERS’

HOME.

ses through the trees of some of the build:

ings which belong

be called the river route, since it brought
us to the low lands near the river at a con-

siderable distance below the bridge. Here
we passed the colored cemetery, with its
some 300 graves, located on each

side

of

the drive way. This is kept in the same
neat and careful manner as the larger one
for white soldiers on the hill. And why
there should have been any distinction
in locality of burial between those who
fought and died for

the

same

cause, and

for the salvation of the same glorious
Union, I did notlearn. But probably it
began to be made in the early part of the
war, when the government and

our

gen-

erals, supposed that the Union could be
saved without enlisting on our side
the colored man and his God.
But Bull
Run, the Peninsula, Fredericksburg and
two whole years mainly of defeat, dissi-

pated this strange madness, whilst Lincoln’s’ Emancipation - Proclamation, and
Gettysburg, five months afterwards; gave

fresh confirmation to the old inspired
adage, “Righteousness exalteth a nation.”
A

motto

that

shonld

be

emblazoned

on

every national ensign, and inscribed on
all skies.
Itis a matter of satisfaction to note,

to the ‘Soldiers’ Home.”

graves here. in the'valley ‘marble memorials just as large and just as white as those
on the hill.—J. Fr.
PRINS

or Sr

SACs

embrace some five hundred acres, and are
laid out into lawns, flower plats, groves,
&c., with ponds and streams of ‘water,

education, andits importance to the welfare

ing drives and walks.
The main building, constructedof marble, is some one

the State, but it is unfortunate that any

hundred and sixty feet in length, contain-

ing a mess-room, . offices,
4,000" volumes;

&c.

a library

There. are

8 as a summer

the

brethren

and

especially

embarrassing for the two brethren who
are responsible for it, as they are poor,
with families to support. They have a
school of fifty or sixty scholars the most
of them in the primary department.
If
the room on the second floor was finished
and they had two teachers, thereis no
doubt but there would be scholars, enough
|pase
to
a good school and pay the teachers a fair salary. If this school fails, or
its influence is lost to our people, the denominationg#ill suffer an irreparable loss,
if not extinéyjon in this

section

of coun-

of the community that the people need.
The public schools are sustained some
four months in the year with funds by
do not send their children evén for this
short period. The most of their school-

FAITH TRIUMPHANT OVER DOUBT.
Many questions

trouble

an

inquiring

Christian;~which—do—not—seem—to—have-|

troubled an inquiring Jew.
The very
fact of knowing so much, makes us impatient of not knowing more.
A thousand questions remain unanswered concerning the power of God, the justice of
God,

and the goodness of God, which

the more exercise the patience

and

all

even

burden the conscience of a Christian, because God has told him so much, and be-

cause Christ has come to be the Light of
the world, and the Justifier of the ways of
God
2
ir
:
invisible— Christian

faith,

which

is

the

sight of the invisible God in Christ—must
needs have an office to discharge in reference to these difficulties and perplexities.
It was so from the beginning.
The
apostles themselves felt this when they
were first called to believe in the possibility, in the fact, of a resurrection:

‘‘When

they saw him, they worshiped him, but
some doubted.” Did they not worship?

Did doubt preclude faith?

Rather faith

triumphed in and over doubting ; and they
who could not understand, yet felt themselves to be in the presence of a mightier
and more convincing reality; and even
when they eould not see, they could adore
and they could believe still. So it is now.
A man keenly sensible of difficulties—
a man on whose very soul lie the burdens
of a thousand unreconciled contradictions
—a man who feels that he would give all
that he possesses for one ray of solution
and explanation,—is no hypocrite and no
unbeliever,
if he still calls Christ his
Saviour, offers before him all the capaci-

ties of his being. His doubts are nothing
in comparison with his evidences. Is he

sible man

and omnipotent God?

If he

can find a lamp for his feet and a light for
his steps, if he can find a Saviour worthy
of his devotion, and a Spirit omnipresent
to

wait

for

explanation till he reaches a land where
there is no temptation nor weakness; a
life in which the intellect may expand itself in God's presence and the soul drink
in knowledge atthe fountain head of God’s
truth. In the meantime faith triumphs

faith is wrapped up and involved

in the

confidence that God loves

and is

as

little

in-

terest as the people have in education,
tasty chapel, construgted - of: there has been an increased interest withne, not far from the main in the last few years. Many are sending

{which ave. conducted both ‘their children to the high. schools and

‘and Catholic . worship.
In
rtions these two somewhat in«

‘colleges and the number will be increased

elements are mixed, 1 did not

tion are realized.

as wealth and the importance of educa

the race—*¢ the tabernacle of Gods

men.”

For us let the cross

be

with

the cen-

tral point of thé world, from which

are

evolved the powers that will lead to that

blessed time when,
and wanderings,

after

all stumblings

our - brethren, with us,

will have reached the mark, and the purposes of God will be finished, in a redeemed humanity and a perfected world.
Thus, ¢¢ reach forth unto the things that
are before.” —Alexzander MacLaren.
lp
Ay Apr

OHRISTIAN LOYALTY.

Christian loyalty is not purely the homage of the intellect, still less formal sery-

Club life can be defended only where
home life is impossible.
Home should
furnish all that a club furnishes and much
more, and all in better quality. Bach one’s

home should be a place for the free meeting of friends and for all the pleasures

in-

coming power of that higher

life which

isnot love alone

alone,

and tender that only under an image of
the most glowing manifestations of human
love could it ‘be ‘adequately represented.
The tendency is, ever, to make religion

wisdom and love in perfect union and
ever increasing fullness.
This will give
to man the mastery of himself and his surroundings. It will secure the supremacy
of the spirit o¥er all things which are
meant to be its servants; the conquest of
the outward by the inward ; and the subjugation of body to soul,—whether it be
the body personal, the body politic, or
the body ecclesiastic.—Christian Regis

as

an

angel

us

all,

shaping this earth’s; history to his. own
perfect, aim.
And. instead of looking

back and lamenting, and

saying,

former days were better than

‘‘ The

now,”

let

us for ourselves and for those whom we
love, for the church, for the world, gaze
into the future with bold, bright, hopeful

ever reported as preparing for the .ministry at one time.
:
Rl

It is a matter of hopeful significance to
our ministry and to the denomination that
a larger proportion

than

ever before of

our young men coming forward to the
ministry, feel called upon, before offering

themselves to the churches for a service
at once the grandest and most responsi-

ble ever performed

by

men, to avail

themselves of the benefitsof a full course
which spring from social life.
The- of academic and theological study.
:
Itis not intended here to discourage
games, the papers, the books, the dance
should be there.
Home should once a from entering the ministry all who feel
week turn into a club-house and friendly compelled to forego the advantages of a
gangs should move about and fill in, liberal education, ner yet to undervalue
with each other, many an evening hour. the services of those who have sought
— Alliance.
the pulpit by some short route.
But, in’
this
last
quarter
of
the
nineteenth
century
This is the revival we need: The

ice, and least of all a ceremonial observance, but a devotion of heart so intense

nor wisdom

but

of

of our Lord, it is too late to hope fer the

permanency of a ministry, the majority of
whose new recruits are uneducated men.
It:is, moreover, too late

to

look for

any

considerable growth in the numbers of a
Christian denomination that is dependent
for leadership upon an illiterate and therefore transient ministry. Permanent work
in the church, no less than

requires not only

in

the

state,

intensity of purpose,

but breadth of view, and breaflth of

view

implies that breadthsof mind which is
born only of discipline and culture.
We have, then, these two hopeful signs

of the times for our ministry ‘and the denomination : First,—that a larger number

of our young men than ever before are
preparing themselves for the pastoral office ; secondly, that a larger proportion of
our students than ever before are taking
a full course of study before entering upon their great work.
The entire report is worthy of the most
careful attention ofall who canhave access
to it, especially of our ministers and theological students. We will give our readers
the benefit of someof its best parts from

timeto time as we have space atcommand.
MISSIONARY HELPER.
The

first

number

of this

:

new

periodical,

published by the F. Baptist Woman’s Missionary Society, is before

me, and I hasten

to wel-

sinner that suffers it, but for his punish- come it, in the mame of all Christian workers,
light.
a
;
‘ment.
Itis a part® of the penalty that to the field of Christly labor for the salvation of
~—¥ have come upon wsingtar natural an=
was attached to the law that forbade sin. the world.
Nothing is more befitting than its exiestence,
alogy of this fact. Among flowers there — Vt. Chronicle.
“and its purpose to call into more active service
is none more beautiful than the sun-dew of
There are'two kinds of heresy.
The the women of our denomination, in behalf of
our bogs. It puts upon every leafa garniture
one
consists
in
denying
the
doctrines
of their degraded sex in heathen lands.
of ruby points; it hangs everywhere upon
The editoral address by Mrs. Brewster is
The other heresy, while brief and modest, but bears on its face intelliitself glittering diamonds. In the sun- the gospel.
light it is like some precious jewel. But loudly proclaiming a belief in the doc- gence, determination and faith; the very
all this display is death for the insects at- trines, yet lives as though they were all a trinity of qualities that means success.
Its pages are largely occupied with accounts
fiction. The one heresy denies the divinity of the Lord Jesus Christ.
The other of the work of the Society, and its guxiliaries
for the last year, all encouraging, and all pointrepudiates this denial, but pays no regard ing to renewed effort and to larger successes.
to his commands; practically makes him Its future pages will doubtless tell us more of
of less account than the dictates of fash- the results o
0
n foreign lands,
aswe
ion, of the neighbors.
The one heresy as in our own, in the special sphere of its
glue balls. When the victim is fairly denies the inspiration of the Scriptures; ultimate operation.
The present number is aglow with womanly
snared, the leaf slowly winds itself about the other believes inthe inspiration, .but
him, and all the slender, alluring points
zeal, and hope, and faith;
responsive to the
pays
less
regard
to
the
Scriptures
than
to
bend towards him and the plant feeds uputterances of those earlier Christian women,
the daily paper, the latest novel.
The ¢“ The Lord is risen!” ‘ Come and seea man
on its helpless prey.
. Thus is it always. Temptation at first one rejects the doctrine of future punish- Pi told me all things that ever Idid; is not
shines, glitters, and allures, and then

en-

traps.— Wayland Hoyt in Standard.
[7

ment;

the other abhors such a rejection,

prides itself on a belief in endless punishment, yet lives as though punishment was

“APTISTS.”

a fable, suffers men

to

go

on

unwarned,

By an accident that occurred last week
in sliding our forms on the bed of the
press, a protruding B in the head-line
‘English Independents and Baptists,”

yet all the while believing that at death
they plunge into a gulf of remorseless

was broken
was printed

average congregation feel called on to
thank their pastor for any sermon of his
which brings to them a word of comfort,

off, and the word Baptists
¢‘ aplists.” At first sight, it is

quite likely that some of our readers got
the idea that they were to be informed of
some new sect of Christendom of which
they had never before heard. The reading of the article, however, was sufficient
to show that these

¢ aptists™

were

none

other than the people commonly called
Baptists. But the accidental name is not
without its appropriateness, since it fully
describes one of the characteristics of our

denomination which has contributed not
a little to its unparalleled success. We

posite, and
do things ¢
ably ” have
all Baptists

who, for want_of a talent to
fitly,” ¢ properly ” and *¢ suitutterly failed of success. May
win for themselves the new

‘title of ¢¢ aptists.”—Baplist
rr

—

EXOHANGE

pt

CI

Weekly.

l—ererrer
+

NOTES AND QUOTES.

So far from being below human dignity,
prayer is the highest assertion of human
dignity. It proclaims that man was made
for God, and can notlive

witheut him.—

Watchman.
But the old idea that newspapers are to
supplant pulpits ispretty generally abandoned. The readers of the morning paamidst doubting; and when Christ asks,
per
go to church Sundays, and those who
“Will ye also go away?” he is content -to-ianswer, ‘Lord, to whom shall we™ go! do not read are the hardest to reach by
Thou hast the words of eternal life.”—./J. religious influences.—S. S. Times. °
If enthusiastic people trample on the
C. Vaughan, D. D.
laws
of life and common-sense, those
>
laws are not thereby extinguished. . If a
A HAPPY FUTURE.
church insists on treating its priests begLive in the future for yourselves; live
garly, it will have beggarly priests.
If
in the future for the world. Believe in a it treat its bishops beggarly, it will have

and limited in’ their attainments.
poor as the schools are, and

which proceed {rom ill-regulated pasall the sions, distempered minds, vain ambitions,
dimness of the unknown generations, the rapacious selfishness, and morose resistconquering servant of the Lopd, and as ance of the truth! : «Tt is hard to kick
the last result of the perpen
sory of against the pricks."—1I1. Christian Weekly.
the one figure that towers above

apfists applied tout
to give up Christ and go back into the | wish the term
We have known a few
outer darkness of sin unforgiven,
and our churches.
that have showed themselves just the opheaven unopened, because he
can not

millennium of some sort or other, in better times than we have ever seen, or than
the world has ever seen; because that

There

eyes, like the prophets of old, and see as

us, it is most. frequently

and are mot very comfortable in cold
weather. The teachers are poorly paid

But as

Y

try. If someYoung man, more ambitious an observance, or else an ethical rule,
to do good than to be president of a col- or at least an intellectual belief. The
lege, would ceme herehe would find a whole view given us, in both Testaments,
of the Christian relation, whether it be
great field for usefulness.
doctrine, in precept, in poetical imageReligious meetings are held in the col- in
ry, is that it must be rooted in deep, tenlege, being the best room for worship that der, absorbing spiritual affection. We
we have for any of our churches, and if belong to Christ only as we love Christ. ter.
There is one great and all-pervading
the college is lost, the church will lose its His kingdom is “within” us, because it
fact in regard to the effect of sin upvisibility, We are sorry to say that there is over hearts that he reigns.— Patmos.
AO
OE
fi
on the body, a fact to which all bear testiare some who look upon the institution
TEMPTATION.
It ‘makes the
with mo friendly spirit and prophesy its
mony and none can deny.
Temptation always garbs itself with fas- body mortal. It subjects it to death, if
failure, and that our churches. have to
contend earnestly for the faith against cinations., It hides its evil beneath allure- not to dissolution, as some deny who
think that the body would have decayed
strong opposing influences.
Publishing ments.
A Dbroad-shouldered Scotchman
was Iniied had not sin entered the world,
what these influences are would be only
to intensify them. We want to say em- looking at Ary Scheffer’s painting of ** The yet surely to. the pangs and paroxysms
phatically to the friends in the North that Temptation of the Lord.” In that picture that attend dissolution. The Word of God
here is an inviting. field, the most promis- —as is usual in pictures—Satan is repre- ‘splain on this point: ¢ By one man sin
ing that we know of to build up the de- sented as some grim, dark, ugly monster, entered into the world, and death by sin;
Said and so death passed upon all men for that
nomination and to do good, and if not the very sight of whom is terrible.
the
Scotchman,
‘If
that
chiel
cam
to
me
This death, even if it
all have sinned.”
improved will be a less that will be lain
sicdn
ugly
shape,
I
think
he
would
directly refer to spiritual death, includes
mented in future years.
ha'e a teuch job wi’ me, too.”
the death ofthe body, as the "greater inA. H. CHASE.
The thought of the Scotchman was truer cludes the less. . And this death, be it re—e—
than the artist's. When Satan appears to membered,is not for the correction of the

houses are built, of logs, with fireplaces,

late years

resort.

for

of

been-oooupicd by the Presidents of the

United

burden

other

buildings near, used as the officers’ headquarters, one of which has of

East Tennessee.
The hard times and
other circumstances prevented finishing
the building ; one or two hundred dollars
would complete it, and make it a power
for goodto the denomination in this section
of country. There is a debt of some ten or
twelve hundred dollars which is a heavy

to guide, he must be content

This is an asylum for the worn-out sol- BAST TENNESSEE CORRESPONDENCE.
EDUCATION,
diers of the United States Army. It is
located on a high plateau, three miles
The three ¢Rs” are the hight of the
north of the city, and is one of the most ambition of the parents in the South.
beautiful spots in ‘or around Washington, It is not so much the want of good laws,
I had the pleasure of visiting. Its grounds or public funds, as the want of interest in

and intersected by the most pleasant wind-

Freewill Baptists commenced buildcollege three years ago,and succeederecting a good brick building,
by sixty feet, two stories high. We

fathom the deep abyss of a Trinity in
that wherever the government has dis- ? Unity, or combine in one: logical theory
placed the headboards, that at first marked
the two opposite necessities, of a responthe resting place of all soldiers, “both
white and colored, it has set over colored

As you standin front of the mansion,
and look across the river, and over the
cityto the hills beyond, you catch glimp-

The
ing a
ed in
thirty

capture, and suggested the founding of have seen but a few better buildings in

service

Stay, stay at home, my heart, and rest;
Home-keeping hearts are happiest,
For those that wander they know not where

WASHINGTON

at its

time, were consolidated into this one,

if paid strictly

@he Moming Star,
WEDNESDAY,

As early as 1848, Gen. Scott plac-

ed in the hands of the Secretary of War,
$100,000, as part of the tribute ‘money he

NEWSPAPER,

RELIGIOUS

A WEEKLY

learn.

STAR,

MORNING

THE

STAR, BOSTON AND CHICAGO, JANUAR

beggarly bishops.— Church! Journal.
Genuine revivals of religion all over
the land will do more to improve public

sentiment and invigorate patriotism, and

woe.—

National Baptist.

It is strange

how

few

persons

in the

stimulus, orfhstruction.
They, perhaps,
value his ministrations, but they do not
tell him so. Indeed, some of them think

itwould savor of forwardness or flattery for themto say in so many words
that they were helped by the truth he
preached to them, and that they were
grateful accordingly.
Yet these same
personsgyould feel it no more than their
simple hi! uty, to say, ‘I thank you,” if
the man who is their pastor should direct
them on the street to some place of which
they were in doubt; or if he should assist them into or out

of a

crowded

riage, or point to some danger
they had been unobservant.

car-

of which

Why,

then,

should they hesitate to express their
thanks as freely when he has sought earnestly and prayerfully to prepare that
which shall direct, or assist, or

warn,

or

theer them, and has brought it to them in
the hope that it will prove
serviceable P— Evangel.

timely

and
:

dia.
mm ce

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C.WATERMAN, |

and heart-aches,

. MIDNAPORE

LIFE.

I have just got back from a little evening
stroll. First, I went to the house where our
‘seven orphan boys live, George, about ten years
old, a Mussleman boy,
was acting school-

magter and
school.

the

four

smaller boys were the

It was a lively little scene, though

not

| very

light, one little. lamp with one wick being
all they had. Aaronis the brightest of all
these boys. = A year and a half ago,he came to
us a helpless cripple,not knowing a letter, now
he is as nimble as any one, and in geography.
Mr. Hogbinis taking him into the book sfitehing department, as an apprentice, being in
school half the day. A little: worship with
them, and then the lantern and I went over inte
the next compound,
past our pretty new
school-house, out of the compound by the new
rotary gate, across the public road, under the

grand old peepuls, in thrdugh the ol time pretentious gate-way, to the chapel compound,
past the chapel, the printing press, the village
tank one side and native Christian houses om
the other, up to the fur end of the village street
into the yard of the farthest left hand house,
and on into the house. Here were,in one reom,
twenty-three boys and young men, all studying

or reading, and

doing it aloud.

They were in

REPORT OF THE EDUCATION SOCIETY.
.|.on their stomachs, radiating from the light.
" We ask attention this week to a brief Immediately they saw me, they all stood up
notice of the Thirty-eight Annual Report and gave me such a hearty greeting, as made
of the Education Society. We shall here- me feel very happy. We had alittle lively
conversation on ¢ Seek and ye shall find;” and
after make several extracts on important then prayer. These Santals. are always so.
topics discussed therein.
hearty, and appreciative. Just here a little.

One year ago, sixty-eight young

were preparing for the ministry
schools.
ed some

men

word.

Now Mary has taken

most of the re--

in our

sponsible part of the zenana wark, I can again

Nearl y all of these have receivaid from this Society, without

be in the school, and with the Santals.
The next house was the Head Master’s, the
converted Brahman. His house has two rooms.

which many

of them

obliged toleave

would

school.

have

been

= Ten of these

young men have completed their theological studies and are now settled as pastors. The present number in our schools
through the channels ofthe press.—Chris- of all grades, who have the ministry in
tian Intelligencer,
: view, i8'seventy-nine, of whom thirty are
How
much of all the misery seen. in the theological schools, twenty-eight
around is but the faint, external expres- in the oolleges, and twenty-one in various

head-aches

Helper.—J. ¥.

groups around their lamps. Some of them were

overthrow existing evils, than any deluge
of sentimentalism that may be: poured

sion of the

this the. Christ?”
The array of editoral talent already enfisted inits behalf, is an ample guarentee that no number shall be wanting in readable intelligence,
inspiring thought and Christianly devotion.
This work is going to take. Its low price
will help to induce many to subscribe by way
of experiment, and its ability and thorough
Christian spirit and purpose will induce its
continuance.
One young lady proposed it in the Sundayschool class of which she is a member, and the
names of the entire class, six in number, were
given in, together with that of the teacher, in
just the time it took-to record them. Help the

academies.

This is the largest number

In one was a knot of boys

studying
and read-

ing.’ A little talk about geod things; and the:
lantern and myself came back to ourown
compound, and took alittle peep into our
zenana, that is,the house where our unmarried

zenana teachers live.
gate locked at night.

It is enclosed and the
}
:

The zenans work goes on well.
we have
had a call to twe new houses.

In ene:

of them the lady has a harmonium
and wishes
to learn
to play.

Things move on. B.P.B.
!

§
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JEHOSHAPHAT

BY REV. O. E, BAKER,

|

PROF.

J.

HOWE.

A.

Papers.)

A VOLUNTEER

A

Sunday-school
missionary in Michigan
writes to the Independent that some time
since a man living in a small village, who
described himself as ‘‘ a rough, wicked

REPROVED.

GOLDEN, TEXT:
* There is mo iniquity
with the Lord our God, nor respect of per-

sons, nor taking of gifts.”

SUPERINTENDENT.

2 Chron. 19:7.

old sinner,” wrote to him to come to that

place and organize a Sunday--chool. He
said he had no children ; but his neighbors
had, and they were all going astray.
Said he: ** There areno Christians here ;
bt, if you can’t do better, 1 will super-

2 Chron.--19:1-9.

Notes and Hints,
«t Jehoshaphat returned to his house in
peace.” At Ramoih-gi'ead, Jehoshaphat
was the ully of Ahab, who there fought
the Syrians and there received his death
wound. The death of Abab was the signal for the end of the contest. The Syrians were too badly beaten to take advantage of this loss, and so Jehoshaphat
and his men returned ic peace to Jerusalem. ‘Jehu, the son of Hanani the seer.”
Hanani,

here called the seer, is

intend

Then,

son

the same

of Oded,

hating Jehovah.

here condemned

right’ to my

as the story

goes,

in

the

fall he

were converted ; but he was

not.

Then,

and

more efficient superintendent,

evidently,

than hnndreds of Christians make, and
pretty sure to become a good Christian,
too.

S. 8. SINGING Books.
tempting to point out the

Without

now

What is

before the:

public,

books

we

are

one thing : Any bo k that is

was not the political al-

as are
‘clear on

worth

buy-

the

would

what

be to

seems

select,

to be,

on

nusic our children and young people

A CaurcH GROWN OUT OF A SUNDAYScHOOL.
A missionary of the American
Sunday-school Union writes thatat a
meeting ofan ecclesiastical body in one
of the Southern Stites he met the super-

At another and

the goddess of the

number

succeed

God.”

In this, the huwmblest

Thirteen years

house on the bar.

Jehosha-

Local mag-

istrates, in all the important towns, were

cities.”

—Phis-was-a-revival
-of an
1 Chron. 23:4. ‘*¢ Fenced

Fortified

places,

‘magistrate because

given

a local

of their population.

:¢« Ye judge for the Lord.”

‘Jehovah judg-

-e8 between men, and executes righteous-

‘ness.
Magistrates are his assistants,
helping him
execute righteousness;

‘hence,

the judge should be like him, and

“not respecy persons.
* Who is with you in Fulgmen?

With

‘hem; to hear their verdicts and to con«dempn, or to reward, according to the

character

which

the

judges

exhibit.

Judges are less trustees of men
God,

who holds them:to a strict

“«¢ Fearof the Lord.”

than of
account.

Respect forthe will

of God, and afear to offend him.

+ Nor

(taking
of gifts.” Judgment ought not to
be given to please the great, nor for
ipresents nor bribes, but according

to the

right of the case.
The ‘temptations of
jodges, magistrates should resist, be«cause they are judged by the just God.
«Tn Jerusalem

the Leviles, priests, and

chief
of the fathers.” “From these classes
were the judges appointed in other cities ;
but, at Jerusalem, a supreme court was
‘instituted,
an incipient Sanhedrim. their “attention.
: vim

Sil

Gand

given,
should

sud they

Questions

should be

promiscuously,
In form they
short,” clear and definite, so

1 that the pupil need have no difficulty in
comprehending them, remembering them,
and answering them fully.
in i

‘God, and. that: therefire all may. trust |

theit-omuso with him. He will do Tight
bl

ER

a;

shonld

| earnestin. manner.

to our. trusts; ‘that heGi
Aa

£08 wis

apost'es,

upon those rounded

Protestants

&e.

by the

way

would

of the

do

Church

of

Rome, of her bishops und councils, and
should be doubly careful to repudiate

To the first question, ‘* May we not use

questions and answers’

haunts

church as instituted by Christ, and

warm,

as well?

and

why

waterat all? Once we deviate from wine,
why not take coffee, or tea, or any other

fluid ?
To the second question,

discern the Eord'sbody

Ad May we not

wih the use of

bread and water, as well as with

bread

and wine?” we would, emphatically, as
in the other case, say no. The Scriptural discernment of the Lord's body requi-

We are not sure that we understand the
answer to the fourth. "We are quite sure,
however, that to call water wine.inthe case
supposed, knowingly, would be deserving of some strong term ; the reader can
wine

Christ's calling ‘the

*‘ blood,”

and

the

bread

/his

*‘ body,” is not a parallel case to that of
calling water wine, and asto

any

varie-

wine and water.

To the fifth question,

* If grape juice,

or raisin juice, or. jelly is wine, why is
not water also wine?” we would answer,

grape juice, whether newly pressed, or
extracted from the raisin, or in the form
of jelly, diluted for use at the. Supper, is
esseniially the same. The use of wines
not of the grape. should be discouraged,
and the use of any fluids not wines, abstained-from——Such—would-PBe—our-vers

dict upon the case in hand, and we
a few reasons:
1. Wine can be procured by any
sons having sufficient interest in the
ter to be worthy of partaking it.
2.. If wine can be substituted,
not bread,as well?
3. If, by any possibility, these
blems, both, or either, can not be

ed, the duty
binding,

offer
permatwhy
em-

obtain-

to take

the

Supper

is not

meanwhile,

as,

without

water,

baptism would be justly omitted.
4. Christ used wine .in preference

to

water, which was, of course, much more
abundant.
He had his reasons for the

choice.

We may not known

them,

and

may-not need be curious to know them.
It should be enough to know that our
Lord made the choice,had the preference.
Wine was used by the Jews for sacred
purposes, —in drink offerings,
for example, and is often spoken of in the Scriptures as having many real or supposed|

good qualities.

Both bread and wine are

significantly spoken of by the Psalmist.

God giveth ** wine that maketh glad the
heart of man, and bread which

strength-

were

not

put

in

held.

RE
Aa Sa

SOMEBODY'S DOLLAR.
BY PILGRIM.

A vessel is wending its way over the
deep waters, bearing to a distant continent a little company of missionaries.
They go to a land where Nature's lavish'hand has scattered many a gem; a
land where it would seem the intelligent
mind must *“ look up from Nature to Nature’s God,” yet where the brightness
and beauty all around but show in
deeper contrast the darkness and degradation of its teeming millions.
What sends that

little

band

over

the

trackiess deep to encounter the thousand
discomforts,
the dangers seen and unseen incident to such a voyage? Why
leave they the refinement and civilization
of their native land, and go to mingle

with those whose lifelong habiis and
childish. superstitions: render them uncongenial if not repulsive? '
They are young and talented; here,
spheres of usefulness awaited them ; here
honored

positions

of trust

and

Why

have they left these spheres?

gone

Why

to labor almost unaided and alone where
discouragements will meet them at every
step, and isolation and

loneliness

some-

times wave their dark shadows over them
till even their brave spirits will be bowed

to the very earth?
Has the pen of the novelist or poet
thrown such a glamour over that land of
Ind, that the fascinations of romance have

led them on until they have been willing
to sunder even the strong ties that bound
them to home and native land?

Not so! vot so! They are but heeding
the directions of the Master they serve.
His voice has been ringing in their
ears:

¢ Go ye into all the world, and preach
the Gospel to every creature.”
Gladly, joyfully they obey the voice;
gladly, joyfully go, to dissipate, if they
may, a little of the thick darkness
shrouding that fair land.
But whence come the means for this
grand life-work?
Somebody

has

heard

the

same

call;

somebody has seen the desolation of that
portion of the Master’s fair heritage, and
though not going in person, just as effectually obeys that command, by bestowing of his abundance or of his penury,
that others may bear the bread of life to
those perishing millions.
Somebody's dollar carries them there.

not

eeanide

nis

i.

be animated and

They

‘misiaken who suppose

The teacher,

are

greatly

that he oun

3 nothi

oo hedug dig Bs:

=

USCi-

Baphif Teacher.
Th

lions

ly, whole and entire Christ, and

seeking, amid discouragement and opposition, to educate their God-given powers.
Schools have spruug up mn the sunny

are

taken,

that,

the true
therefore,

those who receive only one kind are deprived of no grace necessary to salvation. The holy mother, the Church, ac-

iniquity,

and

place

them

in

. - ..

In nearly every religious journal, I
read of some benevolent enterprise
crippled for want of funds. Why
is this?
Somebody's dollar is hoarded away.
From

our own

are free, and sceking, painfully

South, and, noble men and women

are

mission,

laborers

are constantly

waters.

The fields

cries for

echoing

more

over the

are .all white,

ready

for the harvest, but the reapers are
weary and worn. Why not answer those
appeals? Why not send the help they
need, ere they wear themselves out %y
overwork and anxiety ?
'Becanse

the

treasury

is

empty;

ay,

worse than empty; a heavy debt rests
like an incubus upon the society. What
means this? Has God withheld the silver
and the gold from his people? Are his
purposes all accomplished? Is the world
given to him for an inheritance? Ah!
somebody is recreant to his trust. Somebody has forgotten his baptismal vows.
Somebody is disobeying
his Master's
command.
Somebody’s dollar is in its till.
Reader, is it your dollar? Is it mine?
— Aaa

respongi-

bility would doubtless be theirs.

it to the apostles, yet, under one king onsacrament

of

sober earnest, but possibly for the purpose of calling
out some communicative

Christian homes, where love and joy shall
surround them and their youthful feet be
member of the class, for the amusement
guided into the pleasant paths of pease?
‘of the rest.
If so, we offer no apology |- Somebody's dollar. for contributing to the realization of the
Yes, somebody's dollar feeds the hunend; but jokes, too much indulged, de- gry, clothes the naked, teaches the igno- |
moralize a class, and possibly a whole| rant, gives to the starving soul the bread
school, rather than serve as a healthful of life.
diversion ; and we may be pardoned the | Reader, is it your dollar? Is it mine?
suggestion that, after the excessive liberNot many months since, in the city of
alism indulged in some quarters, under Providence, there was great rejoicing
the title of Free Baptists, it might be well over the liquidation of a debt contracted
for the teacher to call to order, read the by the American Board of Missions.
.|
rules,stick to the text,and demand ofall to‘Why had that debt been incurred?
do better work and more of it.
Somebody's dollar had
been with-

stitution.

easily determine.

of

his inspired apostles.

curiousto know why cold water is named; whynot

inter-

preted by the teachings and practices

The fact is, that cynicism has its root
and support in pride, and that of the most
vicious and deep-seated kind. It makes
no difference whether it begins with the
depreciation of others, .and ends with the
elevaiion of self, or whether the converge,
order is pursued. The result is the same.

— Weekly Review.
ST

beaming with

On re-reading the article referred to,
we are half inclined’ to think thatthe

mine opinion.” We may be allowed to
say that we can not but differ very wide- every
innovation upon the pldn, and
ly from the several answers given.
‘every perversion of the spirit, of ‘the true
cold waterinstead of wine at the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper?”. we would
say no, most emphatically. And we are

cheeks

health and happiness, and thought of the
contrast between them then,and what they
had been, poor, homeless, forsaken, my
heart thrilled with gratitude, that Charity,
sweet Charity, still has her abode on the
earth.
What keeps that institution in existence? What enables it to gather those
little waifs from the street, from the vile

-eneth man’s heart.” It is used by Isaiah
as asymbol of blood,of bloodof suffering;
andif our Lord used wine to represent his
shed blood insuffering, andits efficacy for
“¢¢ cleansing from all sin,” ‘‘ making glad In that same land, where the Banyan
tunities, because ‘ he had respect unto
* We walk the heart of man,” who will say that the tree spreads its broad branches to shel‘the recompense of reward.”
by faith.” Faith in the promise that says, selection was nota fit one, and that the ter the weary traveler, a lady sits surcareful observance of this choice is not an rounded by scores of dark-hued pupils,
¢ In due season we shall reap, if we
faint not.”
¢- Be ye strong, therefore, inperaiive duty?
| Years,
long, toilsome ‘years,
have
and let not your hands be weak ; for your
5. ¢* Spiritual discernment,” faith, good passed since first she trod that strange
work shall be rewarded.” We ug keep
our eyes upon that shining promise. intentions, &c., may answer well as soil ; cares such as would have crushed
—andnet T
-+-moral-eonditions, but-eannever—substi- -many-a-less heroic-spirit; have -been—hers
will be overcome, ‘Like Asa, we shall tute a divinely appointed ceremony.
It to bear; yet unfalteringly, uncomplaintake courage, renew the covenant and
is
one
thing
to
approve-the
desire,
moingly she has pursued her toilsome way;
consecration, and the little ones shall be
tive, intention, and quite another to ,en- and now, in the afternoon of life, though
sav ed. — Christian Union.
=
dorse an action as being in itself prop- her step is often weary, and the enfeebed frame clamors loudly for rest,
er. .
:
To SECURE ATTENTION.
The teacher
6.
The argument for the use of though the yearningto tread the soil of
should expect the attention of his class.
her native land, and greet once more the
In mind, we get about what we will to water in the Supper of the Lord, is subhave. This expectation need not be ex- stantially,—If you have the spiritual dis- friends of her youth, is almost insupportpressed in words; for it is one of those cernment, the exact letter of the precept able, yet the brave spirit falters not, but
things that reveal themselves without Pop exampleof our Lord is of little’ mo- labors on, to save, if she may, a few
words. If a teacher have a well ground- ment. But who has not observed the more gems for the crown of the martyred
ed confidence in himself, he will hardly
:
fail to inspire his pupils with confidence untold mischief of this license in the One.
That noble school! The school of the
in him.
In mo-t classes, such self-con- past, indeed, in the present? This has
fidence is essential to success.
He who been the great argument for the substitu- orphan and homeless!
Who may esdoubts is condemned.
But the teacher's tion of sprinkling and pouring for Seript- timate its value?
Who
may tell of
self-confidence must be well founded, far
the rough jewels polished there, that are
ural
immersion,
for
the
adoption
of
removed from arrogance ; or it will bring
him into contempt. Nor should the tim- episcopacy, rather than the free church even now sparkling in the coronet of
;
'
.id and doubting give up their classes; government of the model church, recog- God?
for usually they make the best teachers nizing the common equality of the brothBut what keeps the machinery of an enwhen they bave remedied their defect. erhood, and for the mutilation of the terprise so grand, in motion?
Familiarity with the subjects taught, and
Somebudy’s dollar.
with methodsof teaching, will do much Lord's Supper by the apostate church of
the
A few years since, in this favored land
in accomplishing this, = The rest will Rome, in withholding the cup fren
come with
experience, wih increased laity, in the use of the wafer, &e. ‘The of ours, so proudly, boastfully ' called the
success, and with the appreciation which Council of Trent made the following ut- ‘home of the free,’ millions of God's chilconscientious work, modestly done, will,
terance,—** Although our Redeemer, in dren were held in a bondage more fearsooner or later, bring.
The teachers manner of questioning the last Supper, instituted this Sacra- ful, more terrible than any with which
his class will have much to do in holding ment in two kinds, and so delivered the earth is cursed.
To-day those mil-

of Jehovah was the aim of the embassy.

of David.

‘Pull away, lads,” he

cried; * keep your eyes on that.” Every
leap of the boat under the strong arms
brought the light nearer.
‘With acheer
they were at the dock.
God has set our
reward before us. Every toi! for Chuist,
every labor for souls brings it nearer.
Moses left Egypt, its luxuries and oppor-

phat had sent men through his country
to teach the doctrines and duties of the
law. 1tis probable, also, that, on this
second undertaking, he went by deputies,
not in person.
To restore the worship
** He set judges in the land.”

start

the oars fell from nerveless hands.
The
skipper caught the gleam of the light-

** Brought them
before,

where a

represented,

ness fell. Under a clondy sky, no compass on board, pulling only at random;

Ephraim was the hill countryof Ephraim,

aud not a specific place.

meeting,

were

. REwarp.
They fished too long. They
bad pulled but half the way when dark-

slave can

«equal a king.
*« From Beersheba to Mount Ephraim.”
"Two extreme places, one at the southern
the other at the northern boundary of the
kingdom .of Judah.
Hence, the king
went all over his kingdom.
Mount

back.”

similar

churches

ments to visit several of them to
schools.
Sunday-School Times.

Fully

purposed to do the will of God. ‘Greater
credit, piety can not receive. So let it be
«with us.

of

the missionary could hear of but two
churches in the body baving Sundayschools, and was able to maze arrange-

in removing the hich places, hut he did
in overthrowing this evil.
* Hust preto scek

show

ence between

advice

trous to the worship of Jehovah in. Judah.
“ Wrath.” The displeasure of God. Yet
no record of judgments on Jehoshapias
is given,
“intendent of one of the schools formed by
¢¢ There are good things in thee.”
This him which has grown into a church of
isthe prophet’s own commendation.
It fifty members. “The church had sent this
man and one of his teachers
as its
was also a statement of God’s view of the representatives, and they were among
king.. Blame is here tempered by praise. the most active and useful rhembers of
God loves to commend.
Two evidences the body ; and being enthusiastic Sunday school men they did much to interest the
of good in this man were named.
¢7uken away the groves.” . The pillars or other members in Snnday-school work.

pared thine heart

will

petent authority,

Our

than one

the whole, the best available book. 1hen
have every hymn carefully examined,and
every tune carefully tried, and mark out
whatever is objec: jonable or worthless.
It is a pastor’s right and duty to“ sve that
his Sunday-school is not singing error,
irreverence, or folly.
It is the duty of
those who conduct the singing to see that

men tends to corrupt the good. This union of these royal families proved disas-

Jehoshaphat did not

also

either by careful examination or on com-

year.

more

sing shall. be atleast respectably “good. —_—
and thus erred.
Association with wicked
Baptist Yeaphery
__ men, which endorses their sins, is itself!’
sinful.
Too intimate union with wicked

idolaters.

*I

ties of bread used in the Supper, we have
never seen nor heard of any varieties
which bear any comparison to the differ-

ing at a}l, is worth using

of Jehoshaphat’s house with that of
Ahab. Politically,
this alliance was wise,
Indeed, Jehoshaphat helped the ungodly
Syrian against Israel, and Ahab helped
the ungodly
Syrian against Judah, so
long as this alliance was not formed.
Syria was growin: in power; and enlangering both of these kingdoms,so long
as they were not uniled.
Jehoshaphat
married his son to the daughfer of Ahab,

at-

best in such

a changing list of singing

liance of the two kingdoms, but the uniun

images of Asiarte,

Job,

thinking that the school should have a
pious superintendent, he resigned, and site, involves, of necessity, such supreme
became the teacher of a Bible class, being better versed in the Scriptures than regard for the exact example and precepts
an. other of them. But when the schoel of Jesus as would forbid the use of suhbecame disorderly, he said: ¢* If you have stitutes upon any pretext.
no respect for the holy Sabbath, nor for
To the third question, ‘ Would a
vourselves,to keep order while I'm teach- church which should make use of water
ing the Word of Gad, I'll either leave the
school, or I'll flog every one of you.” for wine subject itself to discipline?”
« 80,” he wrote, * they made me super- we would answer, yes, or it ought to be
intendent again ; and I straightened them disciplined; and nothing would more
out, and we've had a good school ever effectually represent the Free Baptists as
since.” . He is very strict in his observadrift, in the estimation of the Christian
ance of the Sabbath.
Few church members read the Bible as much as he. A world, than their sanction of such a sub-

Rehoboam was met by Shemaiah, It was
the seasonable hour for the man of God
to speak. Good occasions impress good
words.
The wise preacher ‘adapts his
truth to the circumstances.
Words fitly
spoken are opportune.
Itis sometimes
worse than useless to exhort men to repent.
*¢ Shouldest thow help the ungodly?”
The Israelites are meant. They are called « ungndly,”vecause of their idolatrous
practices. - Jehu charges them, on this
_ account, with

Drive

** became responsible for $50 to obtain a
preacher for part of .his time, .and gave.
his horse-shoeing, he veing a blacksmith.
Afterward, wishingto get a bet er preacher,he became responsitile for $100. There
was a protracted meeting, and many

who rebuked Asa for an -alliance with
Syria against Baasba.,
Jehu is first noticed as prophesying against Baasha more
than thirty years before.
1 Kings 16:1,
7. To thisadd the fact that he wrote
the life of Jehoshaphat and we have all
that is known of his history,
‘¢ Went out,
to meet Jehoshaphat.” So Asa, returning
from the victory over the ¢ Ethiopians,”
was met by Azariah,

“the school.

house, and you will find the latch-string
out.”
The
missionary
went, and a
school was organized,
with the ¢‘ rongh,
wicked old sinner” as superintendent.

\

In the Star of Nov. 14, appears an editorial in answer to several questions
touching the propriety of using water,
rather than wine, in the Lord's Supper.
Elihu said to

well to leave to the Church of Rome all
such manipulations upon God's institutions, Tt is deeply to be deplored that
religious bodies, coming of the mother
church,
though prote-ting, have preserved any of her characteristics.
Baptists do not trace their lineage back to the

What. supports those schools? What
enahles those self-denying ones thus to
toil for America’s despised children?
Somebody's dollar.
.
A few weeks since, I ligiened to the
sweet songs of a band of Xen
from
that noble institution, the Baldwin Place
Orphan's Home. As I gazed: into the
bright eyes of those little ones, looked

| frequent,”

WINE OR WATER—WHICH?

Sabbath - School Lesson.---Feb. 3.
‘QUESTIONS

ligion, the use of both kinds was not un-

Communications.

Tr

a —

CYNICAL CHRISTIANS.

:

:

————

‘* THE ROOMIEST CHURCH.”
In commenting on our Mr. Abbott's
quiet change of base, the Christian Union
suggestively .remarks:
‘If catholicity
retains the control which it now possesses in the Episcopal church, and narrow-

ness ohtains the control which it does not
now possess in the Congr egational churches, Mr. Abbott's departure will be but one
of many. The *roomiest’ church will
have eventually the greatest strength in
men as well as in numbers,”

Well; the Episcopal church,—if we
reckon up all its apartments, High, Low,
Evangelical, Broad, Ritual, ete., and allow that its dome spans -the wide space
between, say, all that good Dr. Tyng believes, and all that Bishop Colenso disbelieves,—has the look of rather a *‘ roomy”
church, that's a fact.
But its best friends
claim that even that church can’t stand

everything ; that, as to faithand

practice,

it does draw the line somewhere.
And
the seeker of comfort in its fold finds that

a good deal depends on the particular
room he opens into and the character of
its custodian. After all, he who is bound
for the ‘‘roomiest church” may as well
climb over its farther paling at once. *“The

outside church”
has even been roomier
than all the rest put together and has always truly boasted *‘ the greatest strength
in numbers.” In its broad Sahara, the
reveler in the largest liberty of thought

and

action

may

wander

sweet will, with none

to

at his

own

gpolest or

make

afraid: Stop, though ;fwe do. remember
one instance in which\even this church
Dat
put up the bars.
It wasup in Vermont.
A church had been tried for years with a
crooked
member, who was forever disgracing
elf and it, but who when cornered always wept,

and confessed, prom-

ised better things, and had to be Seripturally forgiven. Finally, the seventytimes-seven limit was far passed; there
was no trunk in town large enough to
hold

more

of the

man’s

* confessions,”

and the church met, predetermined to cut
him off peremptorily this time. A set of
wags met in the tavern across the way at
the same hour, and sent a “messenger to
the: church-meeting with a solemn reso-

Diogenes, the'Cynie, has always been lution, informing the brethren that it
very—mueh—overrated—He -was—one—of- outa -bo-useloss.for- thom ~ta-ejeot-the.——Coan
those m: n who owe their reputation sim- erring member, for, with their full knowlply to certain disagreeable’ eccentricities, edge ot his character, his former associbacked by unlimited .self-appreciation. ates had unanimously voted that they
His search for an honest man was ridic- ‘could not conseientiously receive him baek
ulous and useless, because, in the first into the world.
That action, however, was exceptional.
place, it implied the lofty assumption that
he was the sole and supreme judge of And *“ the outside church” still: remains
honesty, and in thie second place, his very the only one we know of that is roomy
sensational method of advertising, by enough to answer literaMy the description
carrying a lantern through the streets in by which an ardent partisan sought to
open daylight, was certain to attract'a allure a fiiend into his fellowship: ** Why,
rabble of rogues and impostors to apply man, in our church you can believe just

for the place, and in all probability resulted in the old philosopher's
being
egregiously
taken
in by some glibtongued moralist.
Now, although cypicism, as a philosophy,

was-a failure, was a habit of thought

and speech, it has been extremely popular and enduring. To this day the
cheapest way in the world to get a reputation for great depth and stren th of
mind is to set up as a cynic. The method is easy. All that is necessary is to
stand off and grumble. In every realm
of thought and aciion we find a large
class of people

who make

this

their oc-

cupation, and even in the church there is
a prevalent way of looking at and talking

about things which plainly . deserve to be
called cynical. The people who indulge
in it (for their evident gusto shows it to be
.an indulgence) have a profound convic-:
tion that the world ** is going to the bad;”
that vice is rampant to an unparalleled
degree, that ‘‘ the chasm” between science and religion is wider than ever before, and that almost everybody is on the
wrong side; and the church, especially
in other denominations and foreign countries, is corrupt and renegade; that missions do not seem to do much good ; and
that total depravity has risen to the top in

every one except themselves.
They look back and sigh for the good
old times, or they look forward to some
¢ golden year,” and,

lost

in reverie, for-

what you chaose,, and do anything you've
amind to.” ‘But whether that be the sort

of church to **have
est

strength in

bers,”

we have

eventually the great-

men, as

our

well as in num-

doubts.—Congrega-

tionalist.

REMEMBRANCE.
A fine old Highlander told me last year
how the year beforehe had gone back to
the glen he had left half a century ago,
where no man knew him or remembered
him. ¢‘But,”said he,
‘* I heard of one woman alive,up the glen, whom I had thought
well of as a lassie, and she of me, ina

shy way ; still, you see, we had no troth
between us to make things sure, and so
the strain of time and distance broke the
thread. I settled down hereway ; and
the memory of it was all but dead, until
I heard her name. Then I said, *I will
go up the glen and see her.’ I wondered whether she had also lost all track of
me; for it was rather sad to be left out
in the cold in this way. She came to the
door, a white-haired woman, so altered
it was hard to mind her at all. She lookedat me jua-wondering Way; gave one

sharp cry, and said, ‘John,

is that you

after a'l? I asked her, after a while, how
she knew me; and she answered, * The

heart never forgets, John ; don’t you mind
.what good friends we were? Isaw the
laddie and heard him speak when I saw

your face and heard your voice.”

Mem-

get the work which alone can transform
the present into that higher future. The

ory, flashing out into remembrance, had
made all old things new for her, ns she

cynic exclaims with Hamlet—

sat in the near neighborhood of that inheritance in life, where there is no mar-

h.

“ The time is out of joint; @ cursed spite!
That I was ever-born

to set it right,”

and then sits down to wait for some great
opportunity, some revolution, in which
he may become the savior of his coun-

try or the reformer of his church.
future may bring some

such

The

grand mis.

sion : for the present he will content himself with dignified grumbling.
Constant harping ang disgust with the

rying or giving in marriage, but where
en and women shall be as the angels of
God.— Robert Collyer.
a
|, Denominationalism gives variety, beauty, and greater efficiency to the Church
of Christ. An organic union does not
prevent
unbrotherly strife, often most
bitter and protracted. Itis an old saying that * two families can not live peace-

ably together in one house.” They may
belong to the same social ecircly, the
tred for humanity is fatal to that gpirit of same party in politics, the same a ch

‘world react on the soul,

to dead

misanthropy.

and

stiffen it in-

Contempt

or ha-

charity which impels and vivifies ail good

may have similar tastes,

works.

cated in the same schools, be engaged in

people

For

this

reason

it is true that

who are always moaning or snarl-

the

same pursuits,

and

have
yet

been eduthey will -

ing about the dreadful state of things in be better friends by living in separate
the church ard the last ones to take part houses. Yea, more, the more intelligent,
in any labor to make it better. = Take, for and pure, and refined, and Christian
example, those persons who are so very
cynical on the subject of the church's neglect of the poor. How many of them are

they are, the more they will desire separate horses. It is not pleasant to live in a

laboring untiringly there, pouring light
tenement hou-e, even With one's equals.
into those darkened ‘minds, teachipg those willing to do mission woik of any kind, We prefir to have our own famfly. ins
ministration of the sacrament, although, unaccustomed" feet to walk in the paths ‘or to welcome # ragged brother to their ‘house all our own.— Christian
from the beginning of the Christian’ Te of truth and Figltedacness|
comfortable seat in the synagogue P
oF.

knowledges this her authority in the ad0

ATTY

~ropr—

\

v—
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THE MORNING
At such times we are apt to: say,

if ,at such

instead of praise

Life hath its valleys too,
Where we must walk with vain regret,

Elothed, with wild rain wet,

Toward sunlight hopes
that soon may set,
All quenched in pity ing dew.

Life hath its harvest moons, , .
Its tasseled corn and purple weighted vine;
Its gnthered sheaves of grain. the blessed sign
Of plenteous reaping,
bread and pure rich
wine;
Full hearts for harvest tunes.

Life hath its hopes fulfilled;
Its glad fruition,its blest answered prayer,
Sweeter for waiting long, whose holy
air
Indrawn tosilent souls breathes forth
its rare
Grand speech by joy distilled.
Life hath its Tabor hights; .
Its lofty mounts of heavenly recognition,
Whose unveiled glories flash to earth muni-

:

say,

Hh

ton, recently published by D. Lothrop

&

the officers, was, in his turn, two hours a

a time during the whole voyage, the man
at the wheel. Not till the word of command was given inside the

Golder Gate,

** Let go the anchor,” was the wheel deserted. Every two hours the man at the
wheel was relieved by some shipmale
who knew when it came his turn, The
man at the wheel would say what point
of the compass must be kept in mind; the
would

repect

his

words. *‘ South-west by south half south,”
says the-man who seizes the wheel to tuke
his place.
:
Going on deck at midnight there is the
man at the wheel. Coming upto wach the
sunrise you salute the man

at the

if you venture

on

wheel

deck

curious to see the swelling ocean, you
at the wheel,

ship

motionless,

In

a dead

there

stands

the man at the wheel. The sea runs high,
thewave looks down upon you as though’
it would swallow you up. = * Meet her!’
cries the mate;

the

un-

man

at

the

wheel

death warrant

of the

sin seals the

most

favored

sin.

Ever shall we find our safest mode of batthing with sin so be a

new

resort

to

the

cross. Happy is it for us that the blood
cleanseth from all sin; that it continues
to do so every day. I should die in. denot. for

this

truth,

that

0-0
+

*

Cwesar’s palace stood upon the Palatine
Hill at Rome.
During the last few years
almost the entire surface of the hill ‘has
been

excavated,

and

the

ruins

of

the

palace stand now disclosed from the soil
and debris which covered them. On the
side toward the Circus Maximus, a succession of low, arched rooms has been
laid bare.
They are, without doubt, the
barracks for the soldiers, forming the em-

peror’s body-guard.
It was
here the
guard was quartered.
The plaster is
siill clinging to the stones, and upon
these walls you can see the drawings and
caricatures scratched by the Roman soldiers, in their empty moments, nearly two
thousand years age. They, for idle pastime, marked the plaster with a nail, ar
an iron stylus, just as we might idly
scribble on walls about us with

our

lead

pencils. One of these graffati or scratch-.
ings is deeply interesting to us as Chris-

tians.
It is the first,
representation known,

of our Lord.

the most ancient
of the crucifixion

Alas, that it should be a rep-

of

derision.

a man is outlined in an

The

sketch

attitude

of

is

devo-

tion, and underneath, in rude Greek char-

acters, this >®s
adores his God.”

the

rude

through

written;
‘‘Alexamenos
What a flood of light,

scratching,

so strangely

all these ages, throws

kept

upon

the

sort of life going on there, in the barrack
of the great emperor's
You have read of the ‘Saini in

guard.
Ceesar’s

billow ; you go up to the heavens: then
down agaln into the deep.
Household.” Behold the kind of life into
You always feel on shipboard that there which they were thrust—a life of sneering,
is*one man doing something for you. ‘and ridicule, and reproach.
¢AlexameDuring divine service on Sabbath morn- nos adores his God;” and, in the thought
ing, two men at leas:, are always absent ; of those who mock him, his God is nothone, the officer of the deck, the other, the ing but a poor fool stretched upon a
man at the wheel.
If you start in
your cross!
As you think of it you can almost
sleep, you instantly think: there is at catch the ribald jest and laugh with
least one who is awake, the man at the which the caricature was greeted. You
wheel. I never passed him day or night, can almost hear the hooting of his pagan
without giving and receiving ‘a salutation. fellow soldiers. You can almost see the
You feel that he is your personal friend.
sneer upon their faces as they point their

_The compass

lies

di

i

upon the compass, which points the wy

the ship is headed, and the man

at

wheel 1s told to keep her so.

Ifthe

get as near to it as the wind

will

the

wind

sets her off her course, the endeavor is to
allow,

keeping the sails ** full and by” the wind,
the steersman using his discretion how to
do so.
:
One can not see himself thus continu.
ally kept on his course through the deep
without being reminded that if he is a
child of God, he has Christ Jesus as the
man at the wheel te his soulastruly .s at
every moment of avoyage, however long,

he has a man at the

Without presumption,

most confidence, with

wheel
but

of his ship.

with

the

full assurance

faith, every one who loves God,

may

ut

of

say

to the Saviour, ‘Thou shalt guide me
with

to

Men often say to themselves,

their

pastor,

“Well,it 1s

something

impossible

for

to others,

like

meto

this:

be

a

Christian—it is simply out of the question
for me to live a Christian life. My circumstances are too hostile. My temptations forbid. NO man ever found himself
in a rougher path towards being a Christian than the path into which my feet
have struck. My foes are those of my
own household ; or there is a huge crop
of enemies springing up constantly in my
business, or I have become interlinked
with bad companions.
Other people may,

but as for me—I
And, on

the

can not be

whole,

.because

a Christian.
of my

pe-

culiar circumstances I rather think
the
Lord will excuse me, even though I am
not.” Wait. a moment, friend. Think
you, your place worse by any possibility
than that of the saints in Csesar's house-

thy counsel, and afterward receive
me to glory.” He may be as confident of held?
Can your place and chance be
the incessant guidance of his soul by rougher and more. difficult than that of
Christ, as the passenger is of the perpet- Alexamenos ?
.

ual service of a man at the wheel,

_ It used to occur to me: Suppose that
instead of having twenty-eight men taking.
turn, each of them two hours at a time, to
steer me across the globe, the service were
‘lone by a single man who,day and night,

conclusion.

The

Mark
The

Now

is the

time to work

increased circulation of the Morning

Star.

bold

All
new subscribers, paying
for one year, shall have their paperto Jan. 1, 1879.
tion, without much
conscious feeling.
To every old subscriber, who will
The ‘second is, that it is the nature of pay all arrearages
for his Star, and
feelingto fluctuate, while faith may be
steady. Feeling is the torch; faith is the two years in advance
($5.00), or
man that carries ity The torch may wav- will
pay
for
his
own
Star
one year
er, its flame may burn high, or may grow

walkon with even

steps.

If we

thin

year

in

($2.50),

his own

Star one

year

of life, or heard

the

sound

And

been carried on in love, and the dealings
of the world sweetened all along by mutual forbearance and gentleness?” Who

avails not to undo the past.
But who
would not then forego all he ever gained,
ifhe might be again as he was in the
da¥s of his youth, whenever

he thinks of

Friend, even there, amid those wild,
rude soldiers, amid the immense wicked-

was to them, let hin

edness that can

be aitained

give almost

ye beam on eye, and words of: kindness
be juterchanged. = The grave -closeth,
ttilleth all in silence néver to be broken,
suave in empty dreams and idle wishes
poured . forth ever afterward in vain.

proper diet.

kind and pleasant offices can still be exchanged, and life and its varied interests
continue, that we may call forth the
heari’s best affections, that we

may

our

son.

paper

one

was sufficient to give,

¢¢

4.75

claimed:
“Oh, thou enemy of all righteousness, dare to say another word and
I will make it a hundred!” It is needless

¢

and “Smith’s Bible Dictione
APY ieessenssinnnscrsranarsnces

¢¢

and

from

his

in a loud voice ex-

to add. that the adversary spread his
wings and departed.—Christian Union.

larger

As the African negro worships a fetich,

¢

or as the ancient Egyptians worshiped
the meanest animals, such as cats, snakes
and lizards, so we often make idols of our

faults.
human

The fetich propensity is strong in
nature. We clingto what our

¢¢

and

‘‘National

¢“

best friends know to be our ruin. They dare

and

¢

|

due effort to dispose of them.

tin

that

are

to stand at the head of instruments
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None are genuine unless
the signature of J.
HAYDOCK, as agent for the United
States, surrounds each box of Pills and Ointment,
A hand.
some reward will be given to any one rendering
such information as may lead to the detection of
any party or parties counterieiling the medicines
or. vending the same, knowing them to be spu

' We will furnish the Star, to those

and

rers, ANSONIA,

IMPORTANT CAUTION.

list of subscribers,” now have an

STAR

reliet. when

curing all disorders

Skin.

opportunity to see what can be done.

stancee, having contributed fifty dol ars
to a religious enterprise, was
greatly
harassed with the idea that he on given
more than was required of him. He
sought his pillow, but sleep departed.
*“Too much,—too much!’ was constantly repeated. Twenty-five
dollars

TS
mail receive
Address WEBSTER MEG

Dysentery,
Erysipelas,
Female
Irregulari 1e8,
Fevers of all kinds, Fits, Gout, Headache, Indi.
gestion, Inflammation,Jaundice, Liver Com laints,
Lumbago, Pies, Rheumatism, Retention o Urine,
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Gravel, Tic-Doulourex, Tumors. Ulcers, Worms
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Complaint,
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kin-

Ointment

60 a healthy action,
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Those who have said, ¢ put the Star

die zeal and fervor in eur soul toward
our follow-men ; for a day of gloum succeedeth in which there is no longer space
for these dispositions to grow.— Robert

immediate

cious in cases of spasm—in

the one asking it should wish the
Establishment to become bankrupt.

‘Therefors, Tet us {ake heed betimes, while

this

No medicine will so effectaally improve the tone
of the stomach as these Pills; they remove all
acidity occasioned either by intemperance or im-

Communion,” and the Star, is liberal indeed. A
more liberal offer than the
above can not be asked for, unless

while

skin,

* For Stomachs

what Jacob

only

of the

means have failed,

scriber who has paid or will pay all

life lasts, while hand can c'asp hand, and

eruptions

taken according to the printed directions,
the Ointment should be well rubbed mto and
the
small of the back at bed tiwe. This 'reatment
will

some ungentle, unkind, unforgiving, unClubs. of six or more, one-third
dutiful, un:eemly act of Iter life.
|
being
new subscribers, can have the
If over the grave of an Isaac or an
Esau such thoughts have arisen in the: Star -at $2.00 each, strictly in ad-

heart of one who hath been

all

‘In all diseases affec'ing these organs, whether
they secreie too much or too litthe water;
or

(and we

arrearages shall have his own

Does away with
pricking the fing
ors, steaiuing the eyes, he tithprick,
ect and irregu

ar-worked

whether they be afflicted with stone or gravel,
or with aches ana pains settled in the loins, over
the regions of the kidneys, these Pills should
be

The Establishment has also. offered,

and one for.a new subscriber.
year, for $4.00 in advance.

last a life-time.

Disorders of the Kidneys.

here repeat the offer), that any sub-

doth not wish it, long for it? Alas!
we
can not pray for it; for even prayer

price is 25

Invariably cure the following diseases:

in advance;

on a slip sent in the Star

your

-HOLLOWAY’S

Postage, ten cents extra.
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y has cared my headache that was

most invaloable. Tt does not heal externally
alone,
but penetrates with the most search
ing eflect Lo
the very root of the evil,

of the

evil thought nwver entertained, the evil
deed never done, the evil never repaid
with evil ; that the intercourse of life had

Patented June 27,1871, and
Feb. 3, 1874.
Awarded first premium at the A
and Maryland Institute Fosoul
Tnstitule
Is one of the most
important inven.
tions ol the age!
The most pertect
Bution-hole Worker ever invented.
So simple that a
child can work a
more perfect but.
ton-hole with it
than the most experienced han dq
can work without,
it. Every stitoh! 7
is taken with the’
most pe
7
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For Cutaneous Disorders,

and also to every new subscriber
hindful of dust castdown into the grave, whe will send his own name and
who did not wish from his heart that the
evil word had never been spoken, the pay for one year in advance ($2.50).
Sok

me

** Send me five boxes of your pills.”
IT have over 200 such testimonials
want of space compels me to conclude. as these but
Gia

we

The same premium will also be
given for every new subscriber paid
for one year in advance ($2.50) by
any. person who has already paid for

SUPPLANTING.
Who ever saw the last flickering of the

gave

turn maul, for chills and fever.

tained will be ten cents extra.

0-0-8
roe

Pills

PATENT

BUTTON-HOLE
WORKER.

PILLS.

Holloway’s

I enclose a dollar;

little feeling for souls, it may

laith; then: shall omr hearts, under the
care of the indwelling Spirit, glow when
he shall command, and when a revival
of thejr fervent sorrow for the wayward
is necessary to the work in which we
are engaged,

WEBSTER'S

World.

ts
medicine to me is Worth a foliar.
Sents, bisihe
‘Let me have three hoxes of your pills by re-

will send a copy of the Life of Rev,
be that the emo'ions of the heart have George T. Day,
or a copy of the
been already spent with exercise,
and
book
entitled
¢¢
Open
Communion or
have consumed their oil; or it may be
that they are quiescent for a moment, Close Communion.”
!
only that they may glow brighter and
The postage on each book thus obstronger at another time. Let ushave
we have

Whole

“1 guve one of your pills to my hab fe
morbus; the dear little thing got well
fo daplera
“My nausea of a morning is now cured.
”
“Your box of Holloway’s Oin
noises in the head. I rubbed Binent ured
ment behind the ears, and the noise has8 OBP Opn
elt
yng me two boxes; 1 want one for a
poor fam-

for a new subscriber
advance

Facts,

of the

no ppeiite;

chronic.”

in advance ($2.50), and at the same:
one

5

“Your pills are marvelous,”
“
how
Song for avother box and
keep them in the
“Dr. Holloway has

:

time send pay

-

Extracts from various Letters
:

Please read the following of-

fers :

These

Testimony

HOLLOWAY’S

for an

first is, that

ness of Casar’s palace, amid its scoffs and
sneers and lusts and murders the Divine
life triumphed, We may be sure that
Alexamenos was a praying man. Had he meaner the idoly the more ustily, often,
should be my steersman, standing every ‘been prayerless, they had never caricawe are prepared to do battle forit. We
moment at the wheel, buffeted by the tured him in the act of praying.
And glory in our shame, and will suffer no
gale, pelted by the raiw, scorched by the then, besides, there was found just below man to- make void this our glorying.
Men
ating —-every-sefice-in—the
“would be saint; if they Were as anxious
durk this pictured —ridicate—of
the
Lord
“he
|
nights to guard against ‘collisions, till loved, the answer of Alexamenos.
For
cultivate virtues and excellences as
finally I should see the anchor dropped in he took up the nail or stylus and wrote toto guard
and to
their faults. We
the desired haven, without any casualty, | upon the wall his answer to the insult— are like mothers cherish
who are most tender of
delay, loss, damage, from the beginuing “Alexamenos is faithful.”
And so the their deformed children ; our very defects
%to the end of the voyage, i could not part unchristian derision and the Christian an- and misforlunes
With that man without emotions unutter- swer to it have come down to us together. pathy and love tend to awaken our symfor. whatis ill in us.—
"abl
) e. Yet here [ am on the voyage
Well, as I heard about it, and stood
Zion's Herald.
life with One at the wheel who has beenof there
in the very room in which the
there from my infancy to the present hour,
blasphemy and ridicule were perpetrated,
“If Christians are not going to act dif.’
to whom I may with joyful confidence
re. and in which such Christian answer
peat those words, **
Thou shalt guide me was returned, I could not help aver- ferently from other people, what is the
with thy counsel, and afterwards receive ing to myself the fact of the presence use of being a Christian, or what differnie to glory,”
and power of the divine ure in the ence is there between = Christians and
We bless the memory of this translato
soul. . Now, even after these other people ?” Many of us have heard
Who used the word * shalt” in this pas-r human
sage, instead of *‘ wilt.” He lets David two thousand years, I glorified God in this question asked, and although we felt
sure that even
here speak not [repbeticaily, but trust. Alexamenos, and I am
among those pagan, ribald)soldiers, there that the questioners did not always take
fully, confiding himself to ‘divine guidhave been, at least in their sacred into consideration all the facts, we could
ance, not merely foretelling that he will" must
hearts, a kind of recognition of a new, not avoid the conviction that the neglect
be guided, but i
Strange, unearthly power dwelling fin the
of ‘the minor Christian morals” was a
tobe. There may be all the difference bosom of their Christian
fellow soldier.
between, believer and unbelieveg in
say- For, while there is a bluff, harsh, low serious matter, both in itself andin its
& * shalt” rather than ** wilt” in such
influence on the world.
The case stands
a courage which gives sneer for sneer, and
‘onse ag
blow for blow, and tooth for tooth, amd about like this: The laws forbid and
eye for eye, which is human enough and punish the grosser sins prohibited by the
ecalogue, and the moral sense of the
| common enougy, , such sweet and patient
courage as shines otit in this answer community puts others under its ban; so
“Alexamenos is faithful” is something that a man, in order to be Fothected by
more than common and hitman it is even his neighbors, must be outwardly honest,
If Christianity is to
ove on his helm. Some divine.— Wayland Hoytin Baptist Weekly. - moral and decent.
doanything
for
him
which will mark him
+:
They steer wild, * Th
as one of ‘‘a peculiar people,” it must go’
sometimes they are in
Churches and ministers have their own deeper, and affect him in what have come
sea; they have: broached to :
be called the “minor morals."—Ezx. &
great
and peculiaf mission.
Let them “toChron.
them go down forever.
!
keep to’that.
The truth they declare
"
erp ln
always old is always new. Worship”
.
HELP FOR THE WEAK.
may degenerate into ‘weariness; yet
I am ashamed 10 ¢infess it, but
whenI seek to live nearest to God. reev:
the relief for this is in new effusions of
Send in,your orders for the REGISTER of
an evil heart of unbeli
Vr

Offers |

vance.
:
remember, that to
that of the figure of a man with the head
supplang
or deceive is a bitter root, and
The offer of ¢¢ Day’s Memoir,” or
of an ass; the arms are stretched upon a
must trouble a man all his. after days.
cross and the feet rest upon a transverse
of
“Open Communion
or Close
But to forgive and ve forgiven is a blesssupport. On the right, and alittle below,
resentation

Wing
(he bowsprit
s in the teeth of the | rooms

wheel ; the binnacle lamp shines all night

observe in

pale, may stream out on the wind, or sink
down when there is a lull, may blow this
way or that, as it is beat by the currents
in which it burns; but the man ma

A sense of blood-bought

Liberal

- Tas Watchman contains an editorial on
this subject.
After remarking on two or
three things which occasion this burden
of souls,—the prospects of the impenitent, communion with God in prayer and
activity for the impenitent,—it concludes:
There are two things which we would

if sin be pardqped so easily, men will live

THE OHRISTIAN LIFE A POWER.

Co. :
In a voyage of a hundred and eleven
days to San Francisco, and thence to the
Sandwich Islands, China, the East Indies
and New York, there was a man ut the
whet] ¢very moment, day and night, in
storm and sunshine. Every man, except

calm, the

Master,

in it; but itis not so.
To the spiri ual
mind the great love displayed in the pardon of sin is the very highest motive for
overcoming gvery unhallowed propensity.

4-0

The following is from a volume of sermons by Rev. N. Adams, D. D., of Bos-

find the man

to

there is a fountain open still.— Spurgeon

:

THE MAN AT THE WHEEL.

During a gale,

my

again

‘
ECB

BURDEN OF .8OULS.

God hax delivered his' promise of success
to faith, and not to feeling. There may
be very firm faith, ° that genuine faith
which leads at once to prayer and to ac-

4-0-4
* 49+

place

I

THE

vilest of those whose names are written
on the roll, ye: I do helivve in thee still.
To thy cross will I ¢ling ; I will never let
go my hold, for thou hast come to save
sinners even such as I am, and in thee
will I continue to trust.” My dear brethren, you will find that while this restores
your peace, it at (the same times excites
you 10 seek after higher degrees of holiness, It is the idea of the worldling that

— Evangelical Magazine.

his

we’turn

‘Oh!

spair if it were

Of love and truth and cleared intuition.

man taking

before

worthy #8 I am to be thy follower, though

promise of the morn,

Hail! mount of all delight.

Master's

myselt somewhat

moments,

Christ and

tion

the

a

go off to cur own se ves and our own
works, and we sink ‘in the deep mire
where,is no standing. It is a huppy thing

}

That seemed for light and gladness born,
,
Meant only noontide wreck and scorn
.

With WoUrDing

cause,”

a very dolt in

I am

dare again to hope in God ;” and then we

Life bath its faithless days;

Hushed harp

but

* better 1han this by some means,

Nature’s frown
hs
ee
Looks only on our tears.
The golden

fervent,

BL

1a

fruitage

earnest,

“I must try to make

;

its barren yedrs,

When blossoms a Sn

zealous,

sluggard,
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AS

| he set himself to fulfill their request.
Whilehe was pouring forth his prayers
for them, his own flesh was completely
| healed!
The Lord turned the captivity
lof Job when he prayed for his friends.”

que

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

23,

1878.

BENJAMIN
The leaven of humility will make its
niark on any community however adverse.
:
enmnmaasiis

A
All communications designed for publication |
So, from the cases of Paul; Daniel,
should
be addressed to the Editor, and all Jetters | David, Moses, Abraham we learn of the
&c., should

addressed to we Publisher, Dover,

be

self-advantage of prayer for others.

N. H.

15 The Western Editorial Office is at

46 Madison

Par-

[ his apostles,

and

those

who

should

intentions,”

many

of

whom,

best

‘we

asks, Was the Pauline command that

sign

of

a

re

healthy

mind in a healthy body than to see one |
laugh heartily. This laugh may be loud |
and boisterous, or it may be subdued-and |
hardly audible. As temperaments differ, |
so exhibitions of humor will also differ.
This health-giving spirit may show itself
just as purely through The facial expression of the Frank as through the gutturals |
of the Teuton. How quickly the heart |
softens and one’s nature re-answers to the
spirit of fun as one meets it in the office,
shop, street, or parlor. It may be a”boy
or a girl who is excessively amused over
some incident, or the faces mdy be older.
_ "Fhe rich and the poow, the tattered and |
torn, as well as the velvet gowns and the |
broadcloth coats are of one family in the
atmosphere of this humanizing element.
There is a

suspicion

that

ragged

. does seem to betray it ofténer
dress.

= However,

have

garb

than nice

a

good

jolly

laugh when you can, and if it chances
you are on the. street, don’t be selfish

enough to hush it up too suddenly, as if
it were a breach of the peace. There is
generosity in this as well as in the things
more

commonly

subject

to

the benevo-

lently disposed.
There i8 also a.time
PI

Xo.

(Si A her:

BUU

bh

himself would
thing,

WE

n

TOUOL

claim

mournful

to

3

AP

cry, saith.the
TI

that,

NhTH
ut

Pr

as.

her

a general

countenances

faces are to be exposed

cal

4nd

to friends,

sour
neigh-

children, “whose

seen

To be

sure,

caricature

will

are

of

een

more

interest

than

things unseen. Even the best of people
are pleased when policy coincides with
principle; and many, by no means the
worst of people, will open their eyes at
the expediency of a movement, who are
willfully blind as to its righteousness.
The other day the municipal officers of
a certain town in the West applied to the
New York banks for a lpan of one hundred thousand dollars. They were refused,
simply because the bankers were uncertain_ as. to whether they should. receive in
payment the one hundred thousand dellars

or only about ninety. thousand

of it,

them.
Their demagogues will be less
bold in the advocacy of repudiation, even
of the most plausible sort, when they

| find that it does not pay.
ITaving spoken of the
of

some-' | with a few words

strength

humility,

on

we

and of

conclude

humility as a pol-

so, but

tb langh aor to ery.

_ in the calm,

serious

The glory of life is | thou be bidden of him;
countenance

which

is found in the possession of the workers
of the world. That face that shows hard
and fiuit-bearing thought ; whose ships are
on every sea; whose elevators are in
mid-continent, gathering in the grain

££.

§

and

develop-

continental Europe,

tive

promote

sons.
It is no wonder that the contemplation
of this life suggested ‘some inquiries
concerning the Pauline direction that
women keep silence in the churches.”
The concession is made atthe beginning
of the discussion that
the leading questions on this subject are not yet settled.”
The writer says :
The two extreme views advocated are

and

time

satisfy,

a

he had no superior,

ac-

cording to this paper in the proposition
that-se.t)
that-++-the-prineiple-of-man's-hesdship-and

| thee and him come and

and he that bade
say

to thee, Give

| this man place ; and thou then begin with
| shame to take the lowest room.
But
| when thou art bidden go and sit down in
| the lowest room; that when hethatbade
| thee cometh,he may say untothee,Friend,

women

should
To

.

in-

The weaknesses of head-men are pretty

fluences and effects often follow!

well known to their subordinates,

We have in the case of Job an example
of the advantage of prayer for others. A
conference had take place between Job
and his severe and ill-judging friends.

them to be haughty bus adds to the zest
with which their subordinates will be dis-

They had pronounced upon him unmerit-

posed to speak of these

weaknesses.

exhibit an humble opinion of one’s self is

But, at length, his’ three

fiends again approached, and asked his

the surest way of being recognized for
what one is worth.
Ak
i
Not the least of the benefits to be de-

prayers upon their behalf, that their inJjurious treatment of him might be pardon-

directly tends to make our lives peaceful,

“ed reproach.

that their conduct towards Job

2 visited with displeasure. except ‘arouse arrogance, and humility will also

interceded in their behalf. At once produce after its kind. Are not humble

Job.nti

lege was

unmistakable,

though

he

was

seldom present at Commencement, choosing to let the denominational. and local friends direct its affairs uninfluenced

wand

stndent : of Batos

man.

unostentatious,but full

ciple that woman is subordinate to the
man must he maintained nominally, at all

of those deeds that insure a rich reward.
We are sure that thousands of our readers

hazards, even if virtually it has to be
ignored.
‘Her average of ability, piety
and experience sometimes transcends that
of men.” ¢ The judgment of some women
on religious questions is often superior to
that of some men.”
If she is conscious

and

talent than

her

husband has, still it is her nature to recognize him as head, and herself as help-

women are to one another.

~

production of books during 1877 is put down at

5,005, as against 4,888 for 1876

and 4,854 for

Of these 8,049 were new books, and 2,046

The Il. Christian

;

Weekly

would,

ishment.

Ted

We think that our readers will be with
us in these somewhat harsh words, it may
be,as they read the accounts of the Tariff-

ville disaster. This large list of killed
and wounded is plainly the result of trying to cross a bridge with a loadtoo heavy
for it to sustain. The utterly reckless
spirit that should lead to the attempt to so.
cross, is comment enough on the case.
A
Aigid a —

CURRENT

TOPICS.

——EVEN the most serious subjects have
their humorous sides sometimes and this
is ‘especially true of the discussion which
rages so earnestly just now on the subject
of everlasting punishment.
A portion of
the daily press of the country are rejoicing greatly over the supposed ‘‘ new departure” of Beecher, Canon Farrar, Prof.
Swing, and others, blissfully ignorant of
the fact that both Swing and Beecher, so

far as the punishment of the uninstructed
heathen is concerned, only proclaim now
just what all that portion of the Christian
church holding to free moral agency and
the consequent attachment of punishment
to voluntary action, have proclaimed for
more than

a hundred

years

in

America

will unite their sympathies with those of
his afflicted family, whose loss is tob sacred to be intruded uponby further words
of ours.
EC

Oa

SOULLESS CORPORATIONS.
Is itanything more than a useless task
for the press

to

entreat,

and denounce those who
for the lives which come
end

by

trains

exhort,

¢ telescoping,”

breaking down, buildings
with themselves the audiences
walls, imprisoned for want
means of escape; great brick
bling down and burying up
trusted to

them

for

warn

are responsible
to an untimely
bridges

burning up
within their
of "adiquate
walls tumthose who

protection,

and

se

forth and so on?
Not the least discouraging feature of
this subject js the readiness with which
people will excuse and exonerate all parties from personal

blame,

because

some

pretentious smatterer in science talks
ly about the matter
in technical terms.
might just as well say that the man
becuse he bled to death, and regard

glibOne
died
that

conduct

of life in the

world,

who

would

.

says that it is

happy to state that “arrangements are in prog-

corporation?
We answer by asking,
what is the sonl of a movement like
that of the anti-slavery movement,
like the movement against cruelty to animals, like that against the publieaticn and
sale of obscene literature,or like that which
sweeps the country in temperance revi-

vals?

It is plainly the spirit of its mana-

Iie

Cincinnati

Connuereiul

has

pub.

“

/

.

bly the consequences of his ‘habit,’ and
then relying mainly on personal kindness,
is the method which Mr. Gladden thinks
paramount, We must refer to one more
good thought,as good as it is old :
_ Tt does not cost much to make a speech
in a temperance meeting, or to pass:an
evening in a bright room wearing a pret.
ty regalia round your neck and singing

pleasant songs, or to go to the polls anc

cast your vote for the prohibitory candidate ; but to seek out the homes of the
wretched and to contrive ways of making
them happier,—this does cost something.
And yet nothing is plainer than that
Christ,

be

would

earth,

on

if he - were

working in this way.
Wonderful illustrations of the effectiveness of this way of working are too fresh
in the minds of the reader to need mention.
-—ELIsHA M. CARPENTER, of N. Y..
who for more than a score of years has

given especial attention to (the
tion of vicious children confirms
own experience the fact that
chinery of a reformatory will
a disobediant,

,reformafrom his
mere manot grind

dishonest boy into an .obe-

dient, honest boy; thata system of rules
and regulations, of school instruction and
labor, rigidly enforced; will not. in and
of itself, change bad boys, en masse, into

good boys.

He adds, in the Independent,

that it is only earnest personal

effort, that

will lead the bad boy to see that reform
is desirable and then that it is possible.
He further declares that if you have a
sincere desire to do good to these unfortunate youths, they will find it out in
time and listen to you. Thus we are con
stantly driven back to the principle that
mere rules and regulations, though framed by the wisest of the earth, will not re-
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harassing adversity into ome of assured
prosperity.” Taking this with other similar facts'as his text, Dr. Holland .makes
these comments :

If what we have said about the churches
of New York i$ true, how about the rest
of the country? The country has not been
any more reckless in running into debt
than the city, and it has the same ability
to discharge its debts that the city has.
We believe that there is not a church
in - this country that needs to be in
debt a vear from the date of this

article

repudiations

in

high

places,

when

she

cent. as against 11 per cent. inthe country. The other States show similar re-

who sits on the highest

sults.

rowed capital ? Good friends, this is all
wrong. We pray you to right it, at any
sacrifice, and at once !
2

With millions of acres of the

best

land in the world lying uncultivated and
the people thus steadily gravitating to
the towns and cities to be competitors ot
each other in labor and joint consumers
of the products of the land, isit

any mar-

vel that the entire country is on the verge
of bankruptey, financial and

great facts underlying the
may well afford material
30
allhe 107
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moral?
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speculation,
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freedom to abuse.
Yet his ability, enterprise and characteristic intensity of

expression made for the Springfield
publican a national reputation.

Re-

~—Tug

editor of the

Sunday Afternoon

is of the opinion, as stated in the

Febru-

ary number of that magazine; that the increase of drunkenness during the past
twenty-five years is largely due to the
fact that the temperance workers have
given “ five times as much thought and
effort to legal measures for the suppression of intemperance as they have given

ger or managers. Its leaders are therepzess for consolidating the interests of
thetwo resentatives
of its soul, and these have. to: to moral measures.” - There is no good
‘American Tract Societies; thus rémoving all bear the eredit and the discredit of the re‘reason why both the legal and the moral
differences of opinion and actionwhich may
Just so do the publicly recognized methods sheuld not be used simultanhave existed among the friends of the tract form.
leaders an 1 ditéétors of any corporation. | eously; yet the emphasis Should ever be
cause in past years.”
bk

the old ways in which they [the intemperate] have sought relief as the opening
up of new and safer ones.” Truth to tlw
drunkard, telling him frankly and forci.

tished the results of its researches in ten All that is necessary for freeing the churchStates on the subject of population in city | es everywhere from debt is the disposition
and universal determination to pay. That
and cotintry and the ratio of increase in will do the business. Does
anybody
each, as suggested by the article on that doubt this? Does thé doubter mean to insubject in Serébmer’s Monthly for January. timate than any church has incurred =
debt that it eap not pay,and does notintend
In the State of New York, the Conunerciul
to pay? Does he mean to intimate that
finds that in the twenty years from 1850 the Christians of to-day have intentionally
to 1870 the total increase in population loaded a debt upon posterity which they
was 1,285,365, of which 1,172,669 was in will not touch with so- much as one of
villages and cities and only 112,695 in the their fingers ? Then what shall be thought
of the honesty of this operation’ and this
rural districts. During the same period, position? If the church can do a thing
the rural increase in Massachusetts ‘was like this, why should it be thought strange
7 per cent., against an urban increase of that a church-member should manage his
92 per eent. In Ohio, for the two decades own business in the same way? Why
should we be shocked by defalcations and
named, the urban increase
was 108 per

as the cause to be understood, instead of ——ONE of the most prominent out and
saying, and meaning what is said,in plain out journalists of the country has passed
away in the person of Samuel Bowles, the
Saxon, that the man cut his own throat.
If ever there was a’time when the phrase editor of the Springfield Republican.
‘“ soulless corporation” should ‘become He was a positive factor in the secular
|
ime
is now at hand. One press. He hated shams, and rejoiced in
might just as consistfintly call a man a scathing criticism of those in high placmummy as to speak of a corporation that es. This overmastering impulse of his
shows activity in its every part as a body to expose the weak and faulty points in
without a soul. The nice spun cobwebs ‘public characters, it must be confessthe
of logicians and theorizers may show what ed, sometimes led him to abuse
they deem to be the : absurdity of this high privilege of just eriticism and see .a
statement, but common
sense dis- beam when there was only a mote which
misses all their lingo at a glance. called for extraction. is passion for inThere never has heen a theory of life dependent journalism, and for the freeyet advanced, which is superior to the dom of the press, was apt to show itself
common sense of a people as to so- as independence to find fault with, and

cial relations and responsibilities. Proverbs
are not philosophies,and yet asto practical’

luid not so much on the “ shutting up of

and for centuries in the old world.” As to
the duration of the punishment in the future which all these gentlemen agree will
follow conscious sinning, both Beecher
and Swing seem to believe emphatically
that all the probabilities point strongly to
a continuation in the next sworld of the form the civil service ofthe country, will
state of mind and its consequences with not resene thé drunkard, will not close
-which that world is entered.
The only the houses of prostitution, will not aboldifference between the beliefof all Chris- ish the tramp, or reduce pauperism to the
tendom and these men on this question is minimum.
in the grounds on which it rests. The
evangelical world believe in eternal pun- ——Cnrren debts again occupy’ the atishment because the Word of God express- | tention of Leg Holland in Seribner for Febly declares it, while these gentleman rest ruary. The papers have all recorded the
their belief on, metaphysical
grounds fact that the Memorial Presbyterian church
1aainly, as corroborative of the written
of New York City, after many sacrifices
Word. The discussion of this question on by a noble pastor and a generous people,
the whole will be productive of great yet found itself under ‘a great debt.
good, if for no other reason than to undeMr. Edward Kimball offered to help
ceive that portion of the press and public them jn’ raising the killing burden.
In
‘which have persistently entertained the two Sundays the task was accomplished,

We may be asked, what is the soul of a

Germany is the place for statisticians as’ to
the number of books published in a year; but
England must not be ignored. - The English

1875.

His life was

worthy

not prefer a proverb to a philosophy ?

S000
roe

new editions.

directors

doubtless, sharpen up the wits of the class
in general, and those who are in fact culpable in the case of these horrible disasters
would be presented very quickly for pun-

Collec

concessions are made one after another
until the position is reached that the prin-

of better education

like to call themselves,

by his presence.
J
Ife, was a man of Christian integrity
and spirit, and to show that he was sustained by the Christian's hope,. we make
this extract from a letter just received
from Pres. Cheney, who, speaking of a
conversation which he had'only a few days
before held with with Mr. Bates, says:
C ridiculous
delusion
ss orthodox
that
I never saw him so ready to give ex- Christians generally believed in literal
pression to his views on the subject of the
Christian religion. In the conversation roastings, with brimstone surroundings,
he said he had no desire to live, only for of the wicked in the other world. Tt is
certain things—things, I may say, entirely ‘also clear now from the emphatic utteroutside of himself. le had no sooner said ances of the nomjnally Calvinistic pulpits
this than I put to him this question,—
all over the Jand that, whatever may be
« How does it look to you, Mr. Bates, on
the other side 2
« All bright,” said he. true ofthe past, punishment. is regarded
Thanks be to God for such a faith as this. not as an arbitary decree of the Almighty,
Mr. Bates was buried from the Central but a just consequence of responsible acg
:
church Friday, and among the attendants tion.

of a true and

rived from the policy of humility-is that it

as concerns our relations and dealings
with others. Arrogance is very apt to

conditions of which were nearly met at the
time of his death. His interest in the col-

—sincere mourners

and for

. To

dis-

a conditional pledge of as much more, the

ond;

i

and, without doubt, the most precious

he

And if through ambiguities and circumloeutions these try to shift the responsibility of their crimes from one to another,
they must not complain if outraged common sense loses its self-possession and
crys out, Hang them all! The rigorous
punishment of a few irresponsible, as they

were the President and members of the Fac-

keep

this

though

college in Lewiston.
He has
actually
paid to Bates College $100,000, and made

terest to the general reader; no less than
to the patrons proper of the Bibliotheca
Sacra.
Lo,

churches,

and

quish some of his self-imposed tasks.
He was known to the readers of the
Star, by his munificent donations to owr

copious illustrations and the lucid style
render the article one of no ordinary in-

spirit

the diversified

he was somewhat overworked.
Indeed,
he was aware that with advancing years
it was a duty he owed himself to relin-

final conclusions remind one of Joseph
Cook’s ¢¢ forty-ninthlies.”
Ilowever one
may regard the opinions advanced, the

the

not only with

charged with ease and apparently without frictiori various business duties, it'has
not escaped the notice of his friends that

the most cultivated modern society ?
Five propositions are submitted, together
with any number of subdivisions ; and the

im

and

recreations

ficult financial and intricate industrial
problems, which demanded a clear head
and a strong will. As a counselor in affairs, involving sound business judgment,

al demands of the most active and also of

sitenice

His

of bearing not only his own burdens, but
of sharing with others the solution of dif-

regard for the divine word and all ration-

ally or in

influence.

but with many enterprises of national importance. He possessed the rare ability

conscientious

This golden mean is to be found,

its

relations,

in all ages, is enjoined upon all women
in all religious assemblies where men are
present ;second, that the command ofsilence
was binding only upon Grecian women
who had just been converted fromidolatry,
but not yet from all ignorance and its degradation. Is there not a golden mean beat the same

contrib-

commercial pursuits of a large metropolis,

these ; First, that silence at this day, and

rec-

1834,

had created so many claims upon his time
and attention that he sustained important

some times numbered three thousand per-

oncile all Scripture on this subject,

since

were few, his chief pleasure being found
at Belmont, where he owned a large stock
farm. The loss sustained by the death of
one who was so widely. connected with
our business institutions will be severely
felt in many circles, for a long and active
career and reputation of unsullied purity

niost effective discourses being wpon the
spiritual truths of the gospel; *¢ often addressing women alone, she still did not
scruple to speak in the presence of men
when she thought herself constrained to
do so by the Holy Spirit.” Her audiences

tween these two opinions which will

member

titing liberally to sustain the church

her

mate. Iler help may often consistin be| @o up higher: then shalt thou have wor- ing wiser than he.
But her choice is to
- which is to feed the nations; whose well- | ship in the presence of them that sit af make him the hero though herself be the
{ meat with thee. For whosoever exalteth
trained eye will read eur bodies like a | himself shall be abased, and he that hum- heroine.” If Rev. Dr.De Loss Loveisnotan
“Pook, and make the four ‘ends of the | bleth himself shall be exalted.
exceedingly humble man, he must have
enjoyed a deep sense of complacency as
earth contribute
to the restoration of | Picturing to ourselves’ the people who
health; whose mind takes in the con- | listened to these words, and keeping that he wrote these sentences.
But this principle of subordnation of wom- eerns-of men, whereyer they are and what- | picture vividly present while reading this
ever they are,” and having culled and | parable, we shall see that the immediate an to man must be maintained because
modeled sends forth facts and opinionsin a { moral which it was designed to teach is the biblical sentiment corroborates the
never-ending series of newspaper sheefs; fthat
humility is
the
best policy. nature of things in this particular, and, of
whose thoughts wander up and down the | Humility
is
exalted
that
we may course, the Bible has to contribute its
streets and among the hills and through the || avoid shame and get honor. Is not policy share of words and it hasto be explained
pages of the Book in search of the ever- | in the conduct of life more often directed from what these words are derived, ete.
Bedeinltdniichnd
tial Dalat
od simplicity
we hardly see the neces~ lasting truth and Its fit presentation—ItIv fowards the avoidance of shame and the “Jour
the highest privilege and greatest glory of | getting of honor than towards any other sity of this somewhat elaborate exegesis,
when the writer turns right around and
these to be sober.
Weeping must come ends ?
and laughter should, but as incidents in | It is a historical fact that a great man practically takes all the meaning out of
the life whose aim is the fulfillment of a | can not afford to assert his own great- these words; retaining their form for sopurpose....
| ness. Even a Charles Sumner can not be called principle’s sake, but discarding
=—
Ee
a
quite forgiven for infringing on this can-- their meaning in the light of Christian
PRAYER FOR OTHERS.
| on. Men keenly sensitive of their own experience. ¢‘ The harshness or thie hardX custom very largely prevails in pray- deficiencies are on the alert to see indica- ness in the words ¢ submit," <subjeetion,’
er meetings of *‘ requesting prayers” for tions of pride in those superior to them ¢ obedience,’ is in the sounding and not
some friend. Sometimes this request is in ability, training, or even wealth.
in the meaning.” Common kind of peo~made in writing, and sent to the leader of
In all the relations between capital and ple might very properly ask, What is the
the meeting, who reads it at some time labor, between employers and employes, use of keeping up the harshness in the’
during the service. Sometimes a parson were the policy of true humility pursued,’ sounding when there is no meaning in it?
rises in the meeting and asks prayers for .it would, greatly lessen that friction which The trouble is that harsh and hard meana relative, or a friend, often stating some is aggravated by fe haughtiness of the ings have been and are constantly being
particular feature of the case.
~ Often the one rubbing against
the pervershess of put into these words. The injustice of
minister conducting the meeting invites ‘the other. Humility is a good
policy for this.is being seen more andmore clearly
those who desire the prayers of the church the merchant as well as for his clerks. Sup- as the spirit of the meek and lowly Jesus
vi
to express it by rising. Now, all these pose an apprentice happens to know more is permeating the earth.
wetheds of requesting the prayers of ‘in some respects than the journeyman unTo sum up all in a sentence, it has
others gxpress both a scriptural and deep- der whom he is learning his trade, is it taken forty-five pages of the Bibliotheca,
ly felt desire for spiritual improvement; policy for him to exhibit that knowledge ? Sacra to ignore the mutual help men and
«

—

the

and further influenced by the thought woman's helpmate relation to him are
that if they were in danger of being
‘ permanent and obligatory ; while woman's
cheated out of one-tenth of- the pgyment veiling and her silence are but customs,
there was no improbabilitv that, under showing loyalty to principle.”
|
1
|| certain
other’ conditions, their debtors
We have no space to follow out the ar| would so * re-adjust” matters that they gument in detail.
The wholé of ‘the pa| should receive only one-half or one-third. per seems-to us to have been written to
[The Western folks have themselves to let some people down, as easily as may
| thank for this state of their credit.
Only be, from what the age compels the fair| such facts will open the eyes of some of minded to hold as untenablé—that liter-

ley.
then it is the
|
When tliou art bidden of any man to a
. caricature and not the thing itself that
| wedding, sit not down in the highest
does this.
The business of life is neither | room, lest a more henorable man than
times render them

training

Isles and through

THE POLICY OF HUMILITY.
things

where he was a large owner and officer in
the manufacturing companies, the city
was in mourning. We. take an extract
from the Boston Journal, which, after
referring to his wide business relations,
and his connection with the cotton manufactories of the country, says:
Mr. Bates who died in his 70th year
was one of the founders of the Central
Congregational church and hasbeen an ac-

ment she never neglected,” yet this women’s careerof philanthropy eontinued for
thirty-five years; during which. time she
had a lengthened experience in addressing public audiences; both in the British

The policy of a thing invests it with a
peculiar” charm.
As the world goes,

| the sweetness
bors, or strangers, as a piece of generosi- |

ty.

Ap AA

pressions of sorrow, and in Lewiston, Me.,

women keep silence in the churches binding on her ? Here was the motherof eleven

the missionary enterprise, may well exafraid, suffer themselves to be blindfolded.
Holding managers and directors to a ercise our faith’and our perseverance.
more strict personal responsibility would Praying for others we shall at least have
be a good thing in spheres of civilization our prayers returned into our own bosom,
outside of the Indian bureau ; for instance, witha precious increase of interest; for
in saving institutions and life insurance God will be debtor to no man, and under
eompanies. There is an ignorance which | no circumstances will he allow us to seek
the Lord God doth not wink at.
him in vain *
There is no better

the

Looking over the life and character of
Mis. Elizabeth G. Fry, the writer frankly

rent, a child, a husband or wife, an acquaintance or friend, a minister or church,

are

commences

I. Bates,

of Boston. He had been unwell for a few
days, but was expecting to be at his business again soon, when he suddenly died
of heart disease, on Monday evening,Jan.
14th. The business men of Boston received the intelligence with many ex-

.

year with an article under this title, from
the pen of Rev. Wm. DeLoss Love, D. D.

be-

Professor Phelps says that the *¢ Script- | lieve on him through their word, or for
ures recognize but two grades of caste— | his Yruel murderers on the cross; for,
the
good and the bad.”
Also,
that
logKing to the Pentecost, and reading the
« Christian alliance with the wicked do fifth and seventh chapters of Revelation,
not command the respect of the very men |
| we see how the ‘travail of his soul was
for whose favor they are formed.” Per| satisfied, and we learn ‘how to eternity
haps those complainers- of spiritual de- his prayers for others will ever resound
pression may find profit in squaring their | to his increasing glory.
lives to these two rules, In a loving and |
| Sometimes . Christians are slint up in
sincere spirit remind them of their alli- | great distress in prayer for themselves.
ances with the ungodly and they will tell
| Circumstances arise in their experience
you that they never thought of it in just
by which their spirits are completely bethat light.
| wildered.. They know not what to pray
In an interview last wéek, Secretary | for as they ought. But if they are enSchurz is reported to have said that the gaged in sincere and fervent prayer for
Indian service was demoralized by two | others, they will certainly receive advani
classes of persons: ¢¢ One consists of the tage.
We can never be at a loss for a subject
rascals who rob the government, and the
other of upright and honorable gentle- of prayer. Many and various are the cases
that should bring us to our knees before
shen, who, with the best intentions, show
tao great an aptitude -to have the wool God. The Christian in his’ closet, at the
pulled over their eyes.” The time is at family altar, in the religious meeting may
hand when a little more attention should find objects of prayer. To pray for a pa-

be paid to these gentlemen of the

The Bibliotheca Sacra

| ticularly do we see this in the case of our
|
| Lord, when he made his loving prayer for

St,

Chicago,

public of the death of Benjamin

WOMEN KEEPING SILENCE IN
CHURCHES.

=

on business, remittances of money,

Li SYS Gm

E. BATES.

It was a sad announcement that told the

place

repudiates

her debts, and does her business

on

bor-

—Wirnout detracting in the least from
the great and insidious influence which
the Romish church is gaining in this country, let us not be swallowed up with fear
onthat score. Rather let us look occasionally onthe other side,so well presented by
Rev.

J. F. Clarke:

If in the sixteenth century, whenRoman-

ism possessed all Europe,it was notable to
put down the Reformation, how can it
succeed in regaining its power when it is
opposed not only by the Greek church
and

the

Protestant

church,

but.
by

the

| progress of civilization and the spirit of
the age? The nations which have rejected it—Germany, England, Scandinavia,

Russia, and the United States—have advanced from weakness to
power; the
countries which clung tor {t—Spain, Italy,

Austria—have gone

down from power

weakness, and are now
authority.

throwing

——PeorLE do not forget an

to

off ifs

~

honest

and

vigorous reformer in the administration of

its politics. If the Hon. Benjamin H.
Bristow had been a common kind of an
office-holder, and we beg leave not to be
asked fora

closer

definition,

he

would

have received no such complementary
dinner as that tendered him by his
friends in Boston, Friday evening.

largely attended by many

It was

of the most

prominent citizens of Boston and numer-

eus guests from other parts of New England and was pronounced a success in
every way. The Advertiser commenting
on this gathering, says:
The meeting had no other purpose than
that which it avowed. The speakers,
young and old, are neither office-seekers
nor office-brokers, and their interest
in
public affairs is confined to the discussion

and support of principles, with a view to
On
saving the administration
ging
wrecked upon the shoals of
ests

and

petty

New England

personal

'&

is-not engaged!

-

|

|
yet;
just
ing
* fied with things as

x
e
she does most

care

pretty well
But what
are,
thoy
for 1s to establish the

numbers nearly one hundred.

ritof the better
administered in the spi
to; and 2 have
time we all look forward thy
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week of prayer.
The church is awakened,
backsliders are returning and sinners are coming to Christ.

very
encouraging
feature
Pittsfield and West Lebanon

counter-

finds with our high

' Transcript

‘the Boston

school education.

a

what he knqws about pulpit illustrations, The
snbjeet is a good one; so is the man to take
hold of it.
A more liberal education is eliciting the en-

thusiasm of the daughters of England.

Girton

College is crowded with students, and there

is

diction was pronounced by Rev.eJ.

(Chris tian Baptist).
:
God has wonderfully blessed the labors of
their pastd¥Rev. E. G. Eastman, who entered

pears that President Taylor's grave,in Jefferson
Co0., Ky., is unmarked by any monument.
Gov. Mc€Creery wants this matter taken up
und a monument erected to the neglected dead.

sixty, I think, have been added to that praying
army since .his coming among them.
Bro.
Strout and the writer remained over the Sab-

that field a little over a year ago.. More

bath to assist in a protracted

Letters asking proper and respectful questions ought to be treated with due attention.
A correspondent says that he recently wrote to
the ‘President of a college, inquiring who was
its treasurer, as he wished to donate it some
.Receiving
no reply, he kept the
.amoney.
money.
Under the law for prevention of cruelty to
animals, an English court recently had a case

Kittery

foreclo

The Foreign -Mission Society.

Atthe annual meeting of the Freewill |
Baptist Foreign Mission

Society,

Dover, N.

1878, the follow-

held in

Vic-Presidents,
Revs. M. Phillips, R.

Cooley, G." H. Ball, J. M. Kayser, and
E. W, Page, Esq.
Corresponding Secretary, Dr. J. L.
Phillips.

Recording

See.

Rev,

Executive Com.,
Lovgjoy, D. "W. ({

met,

Esq.,

Kins,

O.

Esq.,

CS

Revs. J. Rand,
A.
Durgin, J. L.
am-

B.

Clieney,

Revs.

A.

L.R

1.

C. S.

Burlingame,

Houghton,

Pexry, N. Brooks, N: C.
hi Ul
Financial Sec. Rev. E.
The matfer of the much
of the Constitution and
Society’ was referred to
Committee.

Rer-

PW,

Brackett. S. D.
x
A
N. Fernald.
needed revision
By-Laws of the
the - Executive

during the last two

communicate

with

the

President or

Seeretary of the Society.
CHAS.
-— A

S. PERKINS,
an

an

an

a

Ree. See.

Ministerial Personals.

A Teachers’ Convention,
At the ninth Anniversary of Storer
School, in 1878, it was decided to

Rev. E. Crowell has resigned the pastorate
of the Cowlesville and Marilla.N.
Y., churches,
to take effect on or before the first of April
next.
These churches will then be in need of
a pastor.....Rev 8. F. Mathews has resigned
the pastorate of the church in Ames, N. Y., to

Normal
hold a

teachers’ convention during the coming Christmas holidays.
It was anew idea to most of the
teachers; but by hard labor we made a success
of it, This year it was easy to get up a very enthusiastic convention, of more than fifty teachcra, principally colored, of course.

take effect April 1.

Western.
Ordination.

After a careful examination of brother C. A.
@leason, of Broadway, Union Co., Ohio, by a
committee consisting of the Rev’'s B. ¥. Zell,
J. B. Lash and K. F. Higgins, he was publicly
set-apart to the work of the gospel ministry,
in the usual order, on the 2d day of Sept, 1877.
He has since accepted a call to labor with the
Chester church, where God seems to be blessing his labors.
:
‘COM.

were

is that teachers universally recognize their
* obligation to teach not only letters, but to labor
elevation of the peo-

i
term with

re

N.

nearly

C

J

reed

@linisters and Churehes.
THE

Cornishville

- pastor, © Address, ¥.

F.

Pugsley,

desires,

Cornish,

a

Me.

Rev. J. C. NYE has been holding meetings
. 24 Spring Hope, Pa. Several conversions have
occurred, and a number taken into the church.

A MARKED and growing religious interest is

being enjoyed by the Parishyjlle (N. Y.) church,
of which-Rev. H, 8, Ball is pastor. The congregations are large and an increased ‘interest

in April.

COLLEGE

KF. B.,

another

Cuurcu.

year

‘We

are in debt over $1000
knowing

our

for our
weakness

wished to have the house sold for the debt, and
purchase the same so as to dispossess us.

The

house is of brick, 80x60 ft. Bro. A. H. Chase,
of Hillsdale, Mich., is paying us a visit, and
‘ the Lord is blessing his labors. Sinners are
convicted, anxious ones converted, and the
church very much revived and encouraged.
Eight have been added to the church and oth.
ers are expected to join soon. May God con-

tinueto bless Bro, Chase, and his labors here
and elsewhere.
Wat. B. WoOLSEY,

:

!

>

excellent

of New York for

1875, there were at that time,withir the bounds
of the State, 6,320 church organizations, 6,243
church edifices, and sittings in churches for
2,087,470 persons. The total of church property
was $117,097,150.
The average sum paid to
clergymen is 8839, and the total paid $5,308.
2¢

fle

One-fifth of the Presbyterian
church is to be
found north of the Ohio river and east of the
Mississippi; two-fifths are south of the Ohio
and east of the Mississippi; and two-fifths west
of the Mississippi.
Tennessee contains 25,142
church members, or one-fourth of the whole.

debts

is

incorrect.

says: ‘“We believe there
secrated Catholic churches
being a rule of that church
house of worship with a
only consecrated church in
Immaculate Conception.”

churches are

The

Traveler

are only two conin this diocese, it
not to consecrate a
debt upon it. The
Boston 1s that of the

The American Bible Society has received the
manuscript of the Dakota version of the First

Book of Kings from

D.T.

8. Williamson,

of

Minnesota, for publication.

new

Baptist

O.
eof

Eighteen hundred and fifty

have

been baptized, and tle total membership is now
= y\

I. D. STEWART, Agent.

the

.
I

Charlestown, S. C., has a Huguenot church,
nearly 200 years old.
It was organized in

1877 numbers

of SCRIBNER,

together with

Mr. Frank R.

MoNTHLY,

system

with

you

‘get

and a

half,

with-

for January,

1879, and

also

goods, J, L. Patten & Co., 162 William St.,, N. Y.,
will send
package of Decalcomanie Pictures
with illustrated catalogue, to.every reader’of this

eight

‘expenses;
colored, beautiful, and

any object
painting.

80

as

cents

(stamps

‘“ Roxy,”

taken).

these pictures are highly
are easily transferred to

to

imitate

the.

most

beautiful

EDWARD

Hotices and Appointments.

|

& PORTAGE

church,

Q. M.

hold its next sescommencing Feb,
C. F. MYERS.

will

commencing

M.

;

be

Friday,

held

Feb.

A Lutheran church, for the benefit of foreign
seamen, is in course of construction

at Pensa-

skin diseases.

C. E. WALTERS,

2, pr.

Clerk.

UNION Q. M. (N.Y. will hold its next session with
the Middlesex church commencing Feb. 8, at 2, P.M.
Rev. L. E. Bates will preach the opening sermon.
|
J.D. Smurn,
Clerk.
The

MINISTERS

AND

LAYM!

INSTITUTE

will

hold its next session with the
Fairport church, Feb,
14, The following is the programme :—Sermon, Rev.
Wni, Taylor.
Excuse
Making,
Rev. C. B. Hart;

Church Finances,

Wm.

Walker;

J.

D.

Clague;

Practical

Regeneration,

Christianity,N.

ing many

and Smartings

dall.

Truth,

Rev.

2

C. A,

Hilton;

Rev.

I, Strickland;

a

Rev.

J.

C. A. HILTON,
:
.

of

the

Received.

Call—Mrs

R

J

Cowles=Mrs

best

SCRIBNER'S

D Ladd—W

*
Rev E Owen.

* GW

Mitchell-T F

Forwarded.

Portsmouth

the

includ-

series on

from

Au-

$4.00 a Year. ‘

*D A Goodwin Exeter Me,

Willis Palmer Ironton Taylor Co
A Palmer Horton Iowa,

W

:

SCRIBNER

& CO,

743 Broadway,

ad

+

4

Exp

coughing,

to W

T., Chase and, Miss

In Walworth,

Dee.

Lydia

27, Mr.

A.

Garnsey,

In Smyrna, N.Y., at the residence of the bride's
Jan. 15, by Rev G.

Pease andMiss Viola

R. Foster,

L, Leet, both of 8,

Mr,

los

bad

tu
t

Tixtract bowaivers bottle, Lt is propmed
living who ever
Ly ihe enly perscus
Retuse all
it properly,
linew how io prey

ans, and in the

Barope.

1 {ses of po IPond's Extract,
of fan,
govt fea on application to

%

HIS!
.

Thisis

a Hazel.

oiler prenariyio:

the only arise 2 u-ea by 1

ey

i>

NW.

48 Maiden

Railway.
The

Great

Trunk Line between the East.
and the West.
It is the oldest, shortest, most direct, convenient,
comfortable and in every respect the best line you

can take.

It is the greatest and grandest

organization in the United States,
trols
.

Railway

1t owns or con-

2100 MILES of RAILWAY
PULLMAN
HOTEL
CARS
are run
by it through, between

CHICAGO

& COUNC

alone

BLU

No other road runs Pulman Hotel Cars, or any
other form of Hotel Cars, through, between Chica-

go and the Missouri River.

Lo

and

gives

im-

chial T'roches have been steadily winning
their way into public favor, nntil they are

known

and used nearly z11 over the world.

178 ©

The Great American Consumptive

THE

GALAXY.

By J. WILLIAM SUFFERN, author of “The Nor.
mal,” ete. One of the most complete and attractive
Singing-books ever issued.
Over 300 pages of Part
Songs, lees, Anthems, Changs, Hymn Tunes, and
a very complete elementary department.
Price 81,
mailed post-paid; $10.50 per dozen.

EEAVENWARD, | CRAPEL ANTREMS.
By: JAS. Re MURRAY, P. | By DR. J. B. HERBERT,
P. BLISS, and others, is | The most successful an-

the leading and best book | them book published in
of 8. 8. Songs.
Send |years.
Every
Choir
twenty-five cents for sam- | should haveit. 192 large
le in paper.
Price, in | pages.
Mailed on renal,
3octs.; $30 per | ceiptof price, £1.25. Dishundred.
count on quantities.

Brainard’s New Method for Piano,

$3 00
50

for Guitar, 2 50

for

Cleveland, ohio.
EASTERN AGENTS :
Wm. A. Pond & Co.,
New York.

1y17

Is the shortest and best route between CHICAGO
and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, JowA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH,
CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN
NEVADA,
ANDAUSTRALIA.
ls

Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis Line
I= the short line between CHICAGO

«WW.

and

all points

Green Bay and Marquette Line = |
Is

the only

line

between

CHICAGO

and

JANES-

VILLE, WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC, OSHKOSH,
APPLETON, GREEN BAY, ESCANABA, NEGAUNEE,

MARQUETTE, HOUGHTON, HANCOCK and the LAKE
SUPERIOR COUNTRY.

Chicago and Milwaukee Ling
Is

the old

Lake

Shore

Route, and is the only one

assing between CHICAGO and EVANSTON,
LAKE
FOREST, WAUKEGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA and MILWAUKEE.
.

PULLMAN

PALACE

HOTEL

CARS

are run on all through trams of this road.
This is the ONLY LINE running Pulman cars
between Chicago and St. Paul, Chicago and Mil.
hicago and
waukee, or Chicago and Winona, or
New York Office No. 415, Broadway ; Boston Of
fice. No, 5 State Street; Omaha Office, 245, Farnham Street; San Francisco Oftice,2 New
Montgom-

ery Street; Chicago Ticket Offices : 62 Clark

Street

under Sherman
House; 75 Canal corner Madi.
son Streets; Kinzie Street Depot, corner W. Kin«
zie and Cpual streets; Wells Street Depot, corner

Wells and
Kor

Kinzie Streets.

rates

or information

mot

your home ticket agents, apply to

W. H. Stennett,

Gen.

}

Pass.

Ag’t, Chicago.

!

attainable

from

Marvin Hughitt,

Gen.

Man'g’r

~Chicag

Iydeow]

:

&e., &e., very cheap, at the old place,

STREET, NEW YORK.

Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States,
a0 D., free of Express Charges. C all or send for Explanatory Circular
=.
and Price List.
J. A. BENDALL.
~~

-

Green Bay,

:
;
English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain. Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair
=
Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Maitiugs,

112 FULTON

©

°

in NDRTHERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, and’
for MADISON, ST. PAvL, MINNEAPOLIS, DULUTH,
and all points in the Great Northwest.

"MISFIT CARPETS.

Wm. H. H.

Peacock, of Somerset, Niagura Co., and Miss M,
Gertie Camburn, of W.
In Nassau, at the residence of fhe bride's
parents,
Jan.
9, by Rev. I. B, Coleman, Mr .Geo. H.
Bronson,
of Stephentown, and Miss Cora M, Doty, of N.
In Cape Elizabeth,Jan.17, by Rev. B. F. Pritchard,

father,

atte

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

Th Fairport, N.Y
., Dec 25, by Rev. T, A. Crandall,

Mr. Preston

rhavizhon
in
Poud's Lateact
genuine

mediate relief in Bronchitis, Catarrh, Influenza, Hoarseness, Sore
+ Throat, and Consumptive and Asthmatic Complaints. The Bron-

.

In Houlton, Me,, Jan.16, by Rev. F. IH. Peckham,
Mr. Joseph A, Noble,
of Blaine, and Miss
Gertrude
Shaw, of
Mars Hill.
:

both of F'.

Lhe

“Brown’s
Bronchial
Troches?’’ will allay irritation which induces

Branca HOUSE:
Williams & Manss,
Cincinnati, O.

HH

lle in every Farm-yarl

:
CAUTION:

Coughs and Colds.

containing
over two gollars worth of new music.
Only $1.50 per year with premium.
Catalogue of Music and Books sent free.
S. BRAINARD’S SONS, Publishers

Rev 8 B Young No Foster RT.

J B Wheaton So Litchfield Pa.
J Bishop Toledo Iowa.
.
EXPRESS.
Z A Banker Janesville Minn,
Rev J L Sinclair NoSandwich N
Ossipee.

i

N. Y.

Send 15 ets. for Brainard’s Musieal World,

Va.

first Horsemen

cq

Tor sale by all Booksellers and”sNewsdealurs

The above are the best Instruction Books
these instruments. Mailed on receipt of price.

2

** A H Morrell Harper’s Ferry W Va,
“GH Hubbard Honey Creek N Y.
J W Maxham Montpelier Vt.
Rev H Preble Fairfield Me.
**D Hyde Conklingville N'Y,

Stocks

Harness
or
Saddie
Chafing
Seratches, Swellings, Co's, 1
ings, Paeumonia,
(oie, D
he
ki
Colds, &e. Its rargeof action is wile, and the
relief it afford«isso prompt

Reviews,

MoNTHLY

Holland’s Modern Method

N H.

Street Railroads and

hospitals ofl ’s counry «0:1

Merz’sModern Method forReedOrgan,2 50
Brainard’s Melodic School for Violin, 3:25

BY MAIL.

Colby Vassalboro Me.

No

CP

Maxim—Mrs
L Mooay-=A A Morse—Miss A E
Moway--B F* McKenney—B F Moore—J B Manning—
J Nichols—W H Neal—Mrs R J Morrill—D L Milliken
—1H H Mower—Mrs J Mead—J W Maxham—D Morrill=J C Osgood—G L McPherson—J M Mitchell-B F
Marsden—J Pierce—G M Park—M Prester—Mrs J A
McKenzie- J J Murphy—T
¥ Paine-—A. B Palmer—
8 M Pettengill & -Co—M Philips ~ada B Pike—P M
Walton N
Y—T TPrince—I N
Parsons—C O Potter—
M R Phillips—O D Patch—Mrs J H Rowell—J Rowe—
H G Riehwald—T 8 Rines—H A Rowe-J H Rigney
—G Smutz—M L Sheldon—J E Rand—L W_Stone—
S Ricker—D Sears—(
Stevens—E Smith—D Streeter
—L Swezey—dJ P Sear$h—L H Standfield—N G Sturgis
—C HSmith—F J Scribner—E M Stubbs—J W Scribner--C W Paine—E Tucker—~L £ Tarbell—=N F Tomlinson—D Tower—J Swarts—W C Sargent—Mrs 8 A
Topping—M
8 Thompson—Miss
E C Simonds—C
Vaughan—A Wheeler— Warsaw N Y money order—W
White-L
I Ward—W_Weaaver—F Wormly—D A
Wiggin—A F Wilson—L V Wood—J D Wilsey—R M
Walker—Miss A White,
;
Books

x

Extract.

It is used Ly all the leadinz Livery

Stables,

Clark—J D Chase—H J Couch—A Chase—D Callgy—
E Crowell—=Mrs A G Brace—Mrs G C Columbia~M
Chandler—J
Cook—B M Clark—J I’ Boynton—-IB
Coleman—B R Clark—P L Berry—E H
Butts—M
Bachelder—D Durgin—J Cotton—S Curtis—A J Dutton—L Dexter—J
O Emerson—L Ellis—0 Dake—C
Decker—T Drake—L S Coftin—O E Baker—IL, Chadic. The most obstinate cases surely yie
wick—A
-H Farqubar—A
P _ Foster—F Farr—C F
Frenchi=M J Farnham—Mrs J M Fenner—J A Flint
Balsam, When used perseverin Ty. Stands at the
—CH Surney—R Gray—G A Gorton—A Gardner-H
Gould—Mrs
'E Hull—S Chase Hanson—H J Hall—I
Hyatt—J B Holton—A H Heath—J Hazletor—H Hicks
—W
R Hayes—C A Haines—Mrs 8 Harriman—C J
JOHN
F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO.,
Haines—0O C Harrington—A H Harrison—H IL Hurd—
BH Kenney—C
H Haskins—B
F Herrick—W Har[8ti8]
8 and ® College Place,
New York.
mon—L L
Harmon—A Jones—Miss I. M Keach—O H
n—I L KIhiri—=Mrs
R SKeén- | Brilliant New Collection of Music jor SingingKingsley—G L Joh
1}
Leighton—0O
nedy—G W_ Knapp—Mrs
L Kent-Z
Schools, Conventions, Choirs, dc.
Locke—JB Loveland—S S Lemont—C 8 Loomis—G

W Lang—G C Lougee—L

Exuptions

Breeder, no Livery Man cnn afford fo be with-

NEW

Papers,

of

Price 35 cents,

Clerk.

J A Ames—S H Barrett—O F Bailey.—E Aldrich—
D F Beebe ~A F Bryant—M 8 Brown—A Beal—E K
Abbutt—J 8 Berry—Miss A C Agard—H E Anderson
—M Briggs—0O J Corliss—D H Adams—C M Armstrong—A A.Armstrong—E C Beal-H S Bal'—A Baker—M E Bean—J L Barker—S B Bailey—J
Bean—AS
D Bates—C E Bachelder—D C Burr—C ¥ Batchelder
—A F Bryant—J A Baker—Mrs C
Bradish—N W
Boody—Mrs M P Baldwin -A B Brown—S M_Berry—

Chapn an—G

Complexion.

FARMERS—Pond's

in New Yoik City. It has no

gust, 1877, to January,
1879, inclusive,
and the Christmas Holiday Number of St.
Nicaoras,
more than 2000 octavo pages
of the best and freshest illustrated literature,
costing in book form more than
$50.00.

B. ‘Ran-

THE [name not given] Q. M. will hold its next session at Fairburg, Jeff, C)., Neb., commencing on Friday, at 2, P. M., before the first Sabbath in Feb.
3
?
Wi. MARKS, Clerk.

B

Roughness

heals Cuts,

end Pimples.
It revives, turigorates and
, refreshes, while woncCerfully improving ths

“out it.

¢ American Sports,” and on ¢ The
Picturesque Aspects bf American
Farm Life,”
&e., &e., &c.: that is to say, all the num-

Millennium,J. Luitwiler:
What Shall We Preach,
Rev. L. A:Crandall; Pastoral Visitation, Rev. C. H.
Hoag; The Christian Voter, D. W. Conkling; Essential

and
and

.

TOILYXT USE. Removes Soreness,

splendid

Travel Skefches, Essays,

series of ¢““OuT-0r-DooR”

bers of

with the

I5, at

relieved,

blains,
Frosted
¥eet,
Stings
of
Insects, Musquitocs, ete, Chapped
Hands, Face, und indeed all wunier of

NOVEL, story of Western life: during the
political campaign of 1840; and all or a |
large part of Boyesen’s novel, *‘ A Knight |
of Fortune,” the story of a commuaity of
emigrants in the Northwest;
besides
shorter stories by Mrs. Burnett, Saxe
Holm,
Boyesen,
&c.,
and Illustrated
Poems,

CATTARAUGUS Q. M. convenes with the Humphrey
& Gt. Valley cliurch, Feb. 1, at3, P.M.
;
N. C. McKoox, Clerk.
GEAUGA

Neuralgia
alike

sils, simple and chronic Diarrhoea, Cae
tarrh (for which ‘if is a specific), Chil=

TC

nearly a dozen of the splendidly illustrated

Auburn

all

CHICAGO. & NORTH - WESTERN

8

STEUBEN & BrANCH Q.M. will
sion with the North Bethel church,
8, at 2, P.M.
:

are

many of whom order it for use in their owa

mag-

EGGLESTON'S

and elzewhere.

Earache,

yraetice. In addition to the foregoing, they
oxder its use for Sw~Ilings of all kinds,
Quinsy, Sore Thr_at, Inflamed Ton-

beginning

the

over

often permanently cured.
y
PHYSICIANSof all schools who are acquainted with
Pond’s Extractof Witch Hazel recommend it in their practice, We have letters of
commendation from hundreds of Physicians,

with the rnagnificent ‘“MibsuMMER NuMBER” for August last, including the Splendid ‘ MipwINTER NUMBER” for February
of this year, and ending with the number

a constant

vv

For thisitis a spe-

nose, stomnch, lungs,

Rheumatism

SCRIBNER'S

the best of the illustrated

from any cause.

TOOTHACHE,

EXTRA”: Which is
atid Newsdealers.
.
a
8

can

azines, for one year

Magnetic

They offer a speedy cure

$5,000

been in

cific. It has savetl hundreds of lives when all
other remedies failed to arrest bleeding from

FIFTY DOLLARS.FOR $5.00.

Mr, Charles J. Connell and Miss Cora R. Watson,both

cola, Florida.

1877 and Jan.

For

cxcell ng

'
.
Vegetable

No family can afford tobho without

BLEEDING

of
re-

ber,1877, Dec.,

NER),” in a SCRIBNER
sold by all Booksellers
Price 15 cents.

Ins

manent cure.

These papers have

(also continued in the ¢ Midwinter’ Scris-

Married

churches

formed within the past yeay in New Jersey
making the number now one hundred and
seventy-six.

ar-

Destroyer.

of
gren'

almost instantly Ly exiernal application.
Promptly relieves pains of Burne, Senida,
Excorintions, Chafings, Old Sores,
Boils, Felons, Corns, ete.
Airesis ine
flammation, reduces swellings, stops bleeding,
removes discoloration and heals rupidiy.,
LADIES find it their best fricra. ii assuages
the pains to which they are peculiarly
;
subject notably fullness and
pressur, in
the head, nausea vertigo, &e:
It promptl
ameliorates and permanently heals all
kinds of inflammations aul ulcerations.
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES find in this the
."
only immediate relief and ultimate cure.
No case, however chronic or obstinate can
long resist its regular use,
VARICOSE VEINS. luis the only sure cure,
KIDNEY DISEASES.
ItLasunoequal for pore

Stockton’s
capital
‘‘ RUDDER
GRANGE
Stories,” with the - original illustrations

vol-

speak

Pond’s Extract.
Accidents, Bruises,
Contusions, Cuts, Spirnius, ier: neved

Kimball’s New Method for{ReedOrgan2

It is announced that Rev. J, W. Sanborn, a
missionary among the Senecas, proposes to
translate the Book of Jsalms into the Seneca
‘language.
:

There have been five

in

last

I will

things.”
- EXTRACT
— The

curative virtues cannot be excelled.

printed the earlier chapters of ‘ Roxy,”
Dr. Eggleston’s Novel, from the Novem-

and Magnetic Apbliances,
Bands for Self Cure.

aper who will send

repent.

Catholic

more

for

CHILDREN.

Christmas Holiday Number of 81. NicnoPRICE FIVE DOLLARS AND UPWARDS,
LAs for December,
1877, cofitaining one
Illustrated Pamphlets sent free.
Address,
hundred
pages—the finest mumber of a
BRYAN APPLIANCE CO.,
‘| children’s magazine ever issued.’
:
1y17
147 East 15th St.,, New York.
These numbers will contain all the ¢hap<>
ters of ‘¢ HIS INHERITANCE,” Miss Trafharming
Pictures. — To introduce their
tan’s graphic story of ARMY gLirk; all of

its

members, generally very poor
Others

of the

Extract

thirty years,and for cléanding sx uli prompt

OF

For the convenience
of purchasers
the ¢ Midwinter SCRIBNER,” we have

for Pond’s

Pain

Another NoveltyThe * Scobnse Extra.”

Disease, Nervous Debility, Weakness, &c.

Muson Long, one of the most notorious
gamblers in the West, has been converted and
has united with the Baptist church at Ft.
Wayne,
Ind.
Nearly all
his old cronies,
gamblers and saloon keepers were present to
witness his baptism, whom he earnestly exhorted, after he came out of the water, to

that

“Hear,

PONI'S
'S

been specifically copyrighted, so that they
can be had only in the magazine.

will

Ask

‘Take no other.

BROOKS, with a facPresident’s stories in

his own hand-writing.

out medicine, for all diseases that arise from & loss
of Vital Force, as Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Kidney

Two Baptist churches were organized in
Chicago during 1877—the Central,on the north

We

or

paper, at the close

vitalizing current.

Religions Fiscellany.

assumption

the

recipe

rears for their

Letters

The

The

ism, encircle the body with Electric and

Tama Q. M.—Held its last session with the
-Fairview church Dec. 14—16.
Thewe was not
a very full attendance, owing to the bad state
of the roads, but the business was. done in
harmony, and the meetings of worship were
interesting and spiritual.
Next session with the Oneida church Feb 15
—17.
IH. YI. WITHINGTON, Clerk.

to the census

best,

Ask your grocer for
452.

They restore the Nervous and Debilitated, impart New Life and Strength‘to the waning organ-

side of the city, which, under the Rev. E.
Taylor's leadership, gives great promise
success, and the Morgan Park church.

almost out

POLISH.—The

ING STAR who will be two years

Electro-Voltaic
Belts and

have great reasons to.thank God and take
courage. We are a little band of only twelve
and

STOVE

BRYANS

Woorsey

has declined his

to remain

PASTE

1st, 187%.

spirit. Religious services noted for a large attendance, and a deep spiritual feeling throughout.
All felt that the session was interesting
and profitable.
Next session held with the Tuscarora, N.
Y.,chureh, Feb, 22—24.
:
A. V. WELLS, Clerk.

According

~The Universal Pain Extractor.
Note:

SCRIB-

REMINISCENCES

F.. BEARTA
BEATTY,

The People's Remedy. >

THOUSAND.

¢ PERSONAL

LINCOLN,” by NoAH
simile of one of the

ume, that it will be discontinued if payment, or
some equivalent arrangement, be not made by Feb.

£

in good order, and an

titled,

Other bargains. 24-pp.

ORE 4dwar,
y free.
free, DANIEL

PONDS EXTRACT,

:

ONE HUNDRED

corporators of the Printing
Establishment, notice
is hereby given to those subscribers of the MORN-

Trsvarory € M—Heitd
its Dees
session
with the Adrian church.
Business of Con,

attended to

sur-

hitherto attempt

The edition of the ‘* MIDWINTER
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be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
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Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bible House,
NY,
Tyd4
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W. A. HEADRICK, Clerk.

$n

as well

execution,

days test trial.
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FDSPOND EXTRACT.

contents,

Essays, Reviews, and Fun; * How a Man
Takes Care of his Bahy,” “An Asylum for
Literary Lunatics,” &c., &c.

3 Platt St., New York.
1y42

forces
; its success is marvelous.

There are, it is reported, 1,500,000 people in
London who never attend a place of worship.

call from the church

building.

B. church

M.—Held

everywhere.

The Great South American Remedy for all special diseases, discovered in the great valley of the
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital

after April'l,

Mich. for nearly five years,

of heart.

ee
————

Q.

N- Y.

A CARD.

W. IH Vanderbilt contributed $50,000, and
‘ornelius Vanderbilt $25,000, to the fund recently raised to pay off the debt on St. Bartholomew’s Protestant Episcopal church, New
York city. The ‘entire
debt was $145,000,
which is paid.

REV. G. P. LINDERMAN, who has been pastor of the Free Baptist church of Paw Paw,

ple. Perhaps there is no place on earth, where a
Christian teacher can exert more influence

RAVEN

1 Cor. 13: 8, “Charity never
faileth.,” Owing to the intense cold weather
there was a very small delegation and only five
ministers present.
Brethren Fox, Linebaugh
and Coats were licensed to preach. Reports
from the churches were rather discouraging,
with the exception of the church at Bradshaw’s
Chapel,of which W. A. Headrick is pastor.
It
reports a revival in which there were 20 accessionsto the church and 22 professions of
religion. Next session, each minister is to give
his views on the doctrine of perfection, on
Saturday.
Next session will be held at Bailey’s Chapel, |
commencing on Friday before the 2nd Sabbath |

without

have seen and

represented in the Convention.
One of the encouraging features of the work

one hundred pupils,

as serious a nature us they were |

sinee,0s

Fernald, of Me., were highly appreciated by
- the Convention, and their words of counsel and
encouragement will not soon be forgotten, Hon.
J.T. Hoke, of W. Va., was also present one
evening and addressed the Convention. Md.,

than here in the South.
- We commence dur ur winter
wi

at

any serious injury.....We learn that Bro. C.
8. Frost has accepted the call which the church
in-St. Johnsbury,
Vt. tendered him a few weeks

had not lost their money.
The services of Bros. Calder, of Penn., and

and social

be addressed

he does not. think the accident will result in

heard that company of Christian teachers, I
am sure that they would have felt that they

for the moral

may

at first reported.
Though
suffering
very
severely for a while, yet Bro. Rich writes that

‘to Jan, 2. No child south of the old Mason
und Dixon line will tolerate the restrictions of
the school-room during the holidays, so that
« this is the most favorable season for a convention of teachers.
;
The session continuéd three days, and was
full of interest from first to last. If the pat-

Va,W. Va., and the Dis. of Columbia

He

Ames.....Rev. F. Reed has closed his labors
at Farnumsville,Mass..... We are glad to learn
that
the injuries sustained by Rev. J. N.

not of
—— he schools are nilsuspended from Doe, 21 + Rithi-are

rons of Storer College could

has been a failure.

E. Q. ApaMs, M. D.

L ——————————

(Tenn.)

its

by MARY HarLock. FooTE;
* Tug HumMING-BIRD OF THE CALIFORNIA WATERFarvs,’, Illustrations by Moran, Beard and
Gibson; “RECENT CHURCH DECORATIONS,”
by Clarence Cook, Illustrations of the work
of Bartholdi, LaFarge and St. Gaudens;
‘“ Following the Halcyon to Canada,” by
Burroughs;
‘‘ Majolica,” by Castellani,
&e., &e. . There are also Illustrated Poems
and Stories by Stoddard, Gilder, Boyesen,
Holland, and Stockton, besides Sketches,

——

cheapest, the most desirable.
it. Sold everywhere.

| Headrick, f rom

They are consequently unable to help us to any
great extent, alteough men of generous hearts
who would gladly assist if they had the means
at their command.
It is important that the
demands of our creditor be satisfied by the
early part of next May,
if we areto keep our
church building.
We
solicit your contributions, and any amount, large or small will be
thankfully received, and we desire your prayers that an all beneficient Father may yet bring
us safely through all our difficulties and that
prosperity may again beam upon us.

Any
persons having suggestions to
make in relation to the proposed revision,
can

M. Stinchfield in 1805,

years

EE

winter session with the.Chimmey Top church.
commencing Friday, Jan. 4, at 11, A. M. The

denomination, the contributions in some instances reaching as high as sixty dollars each.
The Mission and Educational causes have al| ways been remembered by us, especially during the last 4 thirty yearss—Our—record—says;
“One hundred and fourteen dollars have been
raised some years for denominational purposes.”
Seventy-five of the men who attend our services are seamen, whose occupation compels
them to face the storms of our New England
coast both summer and winter. Their business

Porkin

Revs. J. Cylder,

Swill re-

erection of other church edifices notin our own

N. Brooks.
S. Holmes.

gists and E. H. TRUEX,

questions by E. L.

influence, and imbue

CO.

OR

Ean.

Among other novelties, there is a double
Keep Manufacturing Co., 165 Mercer St., N. Xu
frontispiece: a Portrait of Abraham Lin‘
coln, from the last photograph, drawn by
QUERUS COPD LIVER
OIL
JELLY,
apWryarr Eaton, and engraved by CoLE;
proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.
‘| and opposite the portrait, a sonnet on LixFor lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutriCOLN,
by RicHARD HENRY
STODDARD,
tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
printed in quaint Old English type, from
with more benefit secured to the patient than with
matrices three hundred years old.
.
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most
One of the most noteworthy features o
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by drug
the Midwinter SCRIBNER is a series en-

7

HAWKINS

of

passes anything wé have

An elegant set of Gold Plate collar and sleéve
Buttons given with each half dozen. Keep’s Shirts.
Samples and full directions mailed free to any ad.
.
dress.
‘
:
Merchants supplied at a. small commission. on
cost.
.
Trade circulars mailed free on application.
-

MoNTvILLE Q. M.—Held its Dec. session
with the church at North Montville, Dec. 14—
16. But few delegates were
present, yet the
good Spirit was with the people.
A feeling of
union and brotherly love, and a desire to press
forward the Lord’s work was manifested, and
a good season enjoyed.
:
Next session with the church at Camden,
Feb. 156—17.
E. Pruscorr, Clerk.

and only one of the original members is now
living. When we examine the records of our
church we are led to believe that it has been a
power for good in this community and elsewhere as far as its influence extends.
It has
assisted in building ten churches in our own
denomination, besides furnishing aid to the

James Rand.

Freasurer, Rev.
Auditor, George

We

spond by donations, largeor small, as their cirFenmstances with enable then to do. Our care

was organized by Rev.

ing officers were chosen:
President, Rev.

Me.

hoping that the brethren and friends

The very best, 6 for $7, delivered free

Fr. Scott Q. M.—Held its last meeting with
the Walnut Creek church, St. Clair Co., Mo.,
Nov. 23,24. Five churches were represented
by delegates. Bro. Bryce was examined and
ordained. ‘Bro. T. Holman preachéd the introductory sermon,Friday evening.
On Saturday eve Bro. Griggs preached the ordination
sermon; Bro. Holman offered ordination prayer; charge and right-hand of fellowship was
given by H. Seward, and benediction by the
candidate.
Closing sermon on Sunday evening
by Bro. Gearhart.
:
Next session with Dilling Grove church,
Vernon Co., Mo., on Friday before 4th Sunday
in Feb. at 10, A. M.
H. SEWARD, Clerk.

and we

variety

$235;
it
Fibs 313 IY } i $50
9, 865 $45—brand new, warranted, 13

Organs, rahi

of SCRIBNER'S

and the beauty of its illustrations,

Keep’s Custom Shirts made to measure,
The very best, 6 for $9, delivered free éverywhéreKeep’s Patent Partly-Made Dress Shirts,

Q. M. was cordially received and

.

in the

Retail price, $7

NUMBER.

asin its entire mechanical

EY
I
as

THe next and annual session will be holden
with the Winter St. church, Haverhill, commencing Wednesday, April 17, at 9, A. M.
GEO. 8. RICKER, Clerk.

were so notified and had little hope of averting
the blow, but the mortgagee, being a Christian
man has givén us a few months longer in which
to reduce our indebtedness to him. Our church
and society members
are doing their best to
raise what money they can for this purpose.
The Rockingham Quarterly Meeting has kindly
passed resolutions recommending our cause to
the sympathy of the churches,
We have decided to issue and ®end circulars to the churches,

kingdom.

W. W. Shearer, 126 Powers’ Block, Rochester,

missionaries and also by Mrz. Porter.

than

of December, 1877.

made
to pro-

A. J. Robertson to the

practical and vital

MoNTHLY,

receipe in German, French, or English, with full
directions for preparing and using. Sent by mail
by addressing with stamp, naming this paper.

Revival

Cordell,
Esq.,W. H. Hall, a.
Rev. Geo. 8
Ricker, Rev. J. Rand, Rev, E.
W. Porter, Rev,
E. N. Fernald, Rev. A. H. Hanscom, Rev. A.
L. Morey, Miss Julia E. Phillips, Mrs. D. F.
Smith,
Mrs. E. W. Porter and others. The interest culminated in the Woman’s Missionary
meeting, Thursday afternoon, which was admirably addressed by two of our returned

AND APPEAL.

.:d on the 11th

The

made on

Dear Brethren and Friends,—Perhaps you
have #2en by the newspapers that the mortgage on our church in this place was to be

* amimal,” within the meaning of the statute.
An exchange thereupon
sarcastically asks,
whether ducks are to be classed hereafter as
belonging to the vegetable, or the mineral

15,

Point.

A STATEMENT

spiritual,

entertained with bountiful hospitality. Rev.
P. W. Perry, of Gt. Falls, N. H., preached
the conference sermon, and addresses were

trust our labor was not in vain, as some began
to seek the Lord.
B. 8S. GERRY.

in which it was decided that a duck was not an

H., Jan.

meeting

. M., and

Tracy.

Washburn

Baptist family though not so stated.
We are often reminded of the vanishing fame
of the Presidents of our eountry. It now ap-

and

- MIDWINTER

The MipwINTER NUMBER

motive, and a desireto relieve human suffering, I
will send, free of charge, to all who desire it, this

Mass: Q. M.—Held its January session with
the High St. church,
Lynn, Wednesday and
Thursday, Jan. 2,3.
Very few were present
from abroad and the attendance at all the
meetings was very small. Nearly every church
was represented by letter or delegates, and
some reported especial prosperity.
The Lynn
church, after a long period of discouragement,
is enterin Ypon a prosperous career under the
efficient leadership of .its “paster, Rev. A. P.

(F. B. and C. Baptist), Rev. E. G. Eastman;
then the debt of $86,72 was raised in a few
minutes; Reading of hymn, Rev.
A. Reddon
(Congregationalist) ; Sermon, Rev. C. S.-Whitcomb; Prayer, Rev. A. Strout,and the bene-

Aecording to the National
Baptist, the
Baptist Year Book, now in press, will show
the total number of Baptists to be, two million
and twenty thousand.
This, we presume, includes all the various members of the great

oo.

the utmost harmony,

'W. Bridges ; Historical statement of the churches

u Joud call for greater accommodations.

Clerk.

Ellsworth Q. M.
!
Next session with the Belfast & Swanville
church, March 22—24.
:
J. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.

THE union meeting-house in Abbott (Me.)
Upper Village, has been thoroughly repaired
and remodeled ata cost of over seven hundred
dollars. The re-dedication took place aecording to the following programme:
Invocation
| by Rev. Mr. Morelend (Methodist) ; Reading of
Scriptures, Rev. B. 8. Gerry; Prayer, Rev. O.

Mr. Spurgeon is about to tell in book form,

E. W. RickER,

Arrangements were

the Un

and the two churches are well united, praying
that brotherly love may continue, and greater
blessings be secured.
Com.

fault that

the May

the clerk.

Monthly,

affections, also a positive and radical cure for nered.
’
vous debility and all nervous complaints, after |
In the series on American Sports, there
having tested.ity wonderful curative powers in
is ¢ Moosu-HUNTING,”
illustrations by
thousands of cases, has felt it his duty to make it Sandham, Ward and Kelly;
¢ A CALIFORknownto his suffering fellows. Actuated by this
NIA MiNiNGg Camp,” Illustrations and Text

were closed for the
present,
Rev. M. H.
Tarbox has labored some in our Q. M. with
ood results. Appointed Elder Ford as Cor,
es. to the Montville 2 M., Elder H. Small to

yoke and found rest to their souls, and others
we believe will soon become disciples of Christ.
The two pastors, C. E. Long and Thomas

NOTES.

;

tract the meetings, but as diphtheria was prevalent and sadly fatal in its character, Hey

in the same house,

Kinney,are working with

4
entertain

:

bronchitis, eatarrh, asthma, and all throat and lung

interest manifested through all the meetings of

Meetings have been

worshiping

Jnteresting

the session.

with most encouraging results. We trust that
more than thirty have taken upon them Christ's

balance the assistance rendered by those
whose benevolence needs to be stimulated
by an appeal to their cupidity.

aid,” is the

Meetings

held nearly every evening: for four weeks, by
the pastors of the two churches (Baptist and

¥. Baptist),

This wasa

of the Deering.
are witholit pas-

PROSPECT Q. M.—Held its December session
with the 1st church in Monroe. Most of the
churches reported by letter and delegates.

Tuk church in Bradford, Me., has recently

by such means. It is our impression that
there are enough people who condemn all
sorts of gambling, and who withhold their
aid from enterprises sustained by such

that will.

i

them in the highest terms, he advises all who
have the opportunity to be sure to hear these
soul-stirring and inimitable melodies.
been greatly encouraged.

church

in the Q. M.

session, please inform

Singers from Harper's Ferry have just made
them a visit at Pawtucket, R. I. Speaking of

oained for good objects in the long run

“Too much text-book

ors,
Any

Rev. F. E. DAvIsoN-writes that the Jubilee

"We have a doubt whether any money is

BRIEF

of the 24 churches

Scribner's

Consumption Cured.
An old physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in his hands hy an East India missionary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy, for
the speedy and permanent cure of consumption,

its last session
A fair delega-

tion present, and
all the meetings were
interesting, Reports were réceived from 21 out

h edifice in
efforts to save the Old Sout
opinion:
ible
sens
a
to
e
voic
Boston, gives

than

NEw DurHAM Q. M.—Held
with the Farmington church.

29

Business Iotices,

in North Berwick, Me., is inthe midst of a
series of meeting, which commenced with the

the reTur Watchman, speaking of
in the
ed
fest
spectable gambling as mani

methods, to more

STAR, JANUARY 23, 1878.

Quarterly leetings,

Com.

WE learn that the church at Doughty’s Falls,

to secu

doubtful

MORNING

safis- «| is manifested in the Sabbath-school, which now

is

basis than 3,
national honor on a stronger gervice to be
re a civil
has now;

THE

\

:
3

MORNING

THE
But Sultan Mahmud changed
it all.”
One evening, while talking about that
od state of government and society, he
said, “Perhaps you would like to hear
the story of my family. It will show you

customs.

WRINKLES,
Every wrinkled, caresworn brow
Bears the record : “Something done”—
Sometime, somewhere, then or now,

how things used to go.”

Battles lost or battles won,

We, of course,

assented, and he gave us, in the most
graphic manner, the following account,
which-he was always ready to repeat, and
which we enjoyed, like many other of his

' ‘Mother nature gave us faces
Very fresh and round and fair;
. Later on, her finger traces
Lines of struggle doubt and care.
Merit marks, I think, are sent us

When some lesson hard we learn;
‘Wealth and fame seem sometimes lent us;
Gainst life’s current upward rowing,
We must earn thers, one by one,
Each an index, truly showing
How much work the soul has done!
:
i
— Vermont Chronicle.
is
OT,
re

old men,

always

on

friendly

The face of the woman I might have wed—
And it filled my heart with tears;
For she loved me well, and I loved her too,
But a shadew fell oer our way ;
And 1 linked my fate with some one else,
And she 1s my wife to-day.

gether when the store

would

allow, and

finally each was considered derelict to his
faith and race by forming. such a close
friendship. As counsel was disregarded,
and the two youth had made a vow of
| eternal friendship, the Moslem father de-

. Long years have passed, and but few regrets
+ Fave lingered around my heart;
For the wife 1 have wed is good and true,
And acts'a womanly part.

IL dare mot think T had happier been

termined to cut it short forever,

With the sweet first-love of my youth,
For she I have wed is a'treasure of grace,
And bas served me with love and truth.

although

the doing ofthis would deprive him forever of seeing again his beloved and only
son. ‘A Moslem will do such a thing’—
But the face that Tsaw in the streets to-night said the old gentleman, with an emphasis,
In'my soul such dreams has stirred,
meaning thata Christian would not find
That J shrink ‘before my wife’s kind gaze,
it in his heart to do it. «
And amstung by each tender word.

« One day,

my knee

Were my old love wed, well then, perhaps,

All these thoughts I could soon dissipate,

shall go, too.’

And vet, had her fate so designed it, I fear,
The man she had wed I should hate.
Can her heart have been true to the past,

‘While ‘mine has fresh anchorage sought?
I must not think that, lest a breach
In the peace of my home should be wrought.

Si

fons: but

I am

bound to
to me.

Tis not from what might have been but from
what is,
' That we now have to gather. delight,
And yet;my old love, not the wife of my neart,
. ‘Will be'first in my dreams to-night.
— Selected.

or

Girdle

upon

each

other’s necks, an!

to be Ibrahim Tutungi nor‘ Ibrahim
chibukgi, but Ibrahim your friend.’
“The young Ibrahim rose rapidly in
favor with the pasha. After atime he
promoted him to be a writer in his great
office at Bagdad, and afterwardsto be a
paid secretary. Next he made him his
it private seeretary, gave him a wife and a
house, and thus Ibrahim, while yet a
| young man, had reached a JBositon of
if honor and influence.
“ After a few years he made him his

quired a firm and vigorous hand. Ibrahim
was the man for the place, and pasha and

The growth of the seminary necessitat-

sultan were satisfied.

eid a removal to larger . premises; and I
“The next change came from the
‘hired, ‘in the same village of Bebek, the death of the old pasha. Ibrahim was
inted—in—his—piwce;—and

dar

;

gaki, merchant of the palace under five tutung: nad become the great pasha of
‘Sultans: Hameb I, Selim JII., Mustapha Bagdad. Henow petitioned forleave to vis~IV., Mahmud II., and nominally, nat it‘Constantinople ; but the sultan replied,
redlly, Abdul Medjid.
“When you leave, the Kurds will come
As the house was largerthan would be down. Stay and keep your pashalic in
Cheliby

Yorgaki

order.”

So he

could

not

see

his

old

pt

and his family occupied one story and the home.
terraceibelongingto it. His family con¢ After a while, the pashalic of Aleppo,
sisted of himself, wife, and adopted son, in Northern Syria, had become disturbed.
Demetri. This latter was a genius in his and one pasha after another had failedto
way, a fine mathematician and linguist. set things to rights. At length the sultan
His first introduction to me was with an said, ‘I will send my pasha of Bagdad
algebraic equation for discussion. He theres’ and accordingly he went and
‘had many excellent qualities, but no straightened, things out immediately.
business tact. The old lady retained Again he pelitioned for leave ite visit
-pigns of ‘the great beauty she once un- Stambool, and was, as before, refused.
4 .doubiedly possessed, her husband loyally
‘¢ He was finally called home in a most
«declaring that, at the time of their mar- unexpected manner. The Huokiah (emriage, she was the most beautiful young peror; literally, the Blood-letter) was
lady the Greek community contained ; and angry with his grand vizir, and cut off his
.she was from one of their chief familics. head. The next thing was to call Ibrahim
The old gentleman,
past threescore and to take his p'ace.
‘ten, was the grandest and %best of the
He was hardly installed in the grand
‘Orientals of the old school. More ithan;
il vizirate at Constantinople
when he sent
six feet:in hight, portly as age drew on,’ two of his body-guard with instruetions to
with a large and well-formed head, a inquire for Joannes Giras, the bread«clear complexion, a majestic white beard. seller, formerly near the upper ‘gate of
and

-

a

Joannes step-

cou

ped out of death into life as suddenly

years

ago?

‘I

remember

well,’ said Joannes. ¢ You said you should
come back to Constantinople, not Ib rahim
Tutingi, nor Ibrahim chibukgi, but lbrahinr/my friend, and so God has wonderfully fulfilled!’
‘The vizir took him to his treasury,and
gave him an account book, saying, ‘ Here
is recorded all that is here deposited. 1
hold an exact copy.

You will

take

‘Remember,’

said

be

banker just as well as to

be

your

be

{ thie Egyptian Bazar.

the

sugar

plums with which they persistently stuffed
the chi dren, regarding all our protests as
absurd, until we absolutely refused to let
them have the children at all.
{
They were very religious eld people.

Je read *the ehurch service every morning, and no word of the whole liturgy|.
was omitted.. Nothwithstanding the er-

- rors that pervade it, he seemed to find the
truth and to love the truth.
We esteemed it a rare good fortune

to |

have such free and pleasant intercourse
Id

:

with persons of 80 much intelligence and
kind feeling, who knew 30 well the oriental world of the past, and who had so many

the depression in feet. For one mile, then,
ter,the horizon or limit of yision is a mile
off. To see two miles in any direciion
across the water, the eye must be two-

thirrds of four feet (or thirty-two

The rule is accurate for all distances within the range of vision. It is curious that
experienced mariners genérally have us

enemy.

erroneous an idea of the

di-tance

of

ihe

horizon at sea #3 uny ‘‘ land lubber” on
board: Ask the captain of an ocean
steamer (as we. hive often done) what

steward, he said to him, ¢ Take my friend
here, give him a fur robe, a Persian pirdle, a saraff’s turban, a horse, ostler,
chibukgi,all in the uniform of my depart-

the Fanar,

two or three

miles

distant.

wife and my two little

quarter,

‘Tell

my

boys what hus

ent volume is for'the current
ary to July.
It is prepared

quarter—Janu-’
by Rev. W.F.

Crafts, whose experience in this class of
work is extensive and whose work as here
given is’ valuahle. The salient points of each
lesson are taken up and illustrated by the aid
of the engraver iv a way to fix the point by

the use of the eye. As an assistance to those
w 0 wish to introduce into their classes black-board exercises these * Helpful Hints” will
prove useful. (Price 50 cents).

this distance is, and the chances

are

that

the

cage,

which

had

Turkish Wars with the Hospitalers,” J, W.
DeForest;
A Glimpse at Some of our Char-

ities.”
Story.

Part 1.; . * Nobody's Business.”
A
Horace E. Scudder;
** A Painter on
Painting.”
The editorial departments are.
well sustained.

The
tains a
which
is on **

Complete Preacher for January connumber of notable sermons.
The one
is creating just now an especial ‘interest
Endless Punishment,” by. Dr. Farrar,

Canon of Westminster, well knownin this

tumbling over each other as if their lives
depended upon getting into the rigging
in the shortest possible time. From that
moment poor Jack had not a moment's
peace. The monkeys with mischievousness unpaalled, would steal everything
they could lay their hands on. If clethes
were hung up to dry, they would carry
them up to the. highest’ point attainable
and pick them to pieces.
It was necessary to set a guard over everything that
was washed or dried. When “the cabinboy swept the deck he had to lockup
the broom, for if he Hid it ever so securely, his back would be scarcely turned be-

is on the same subject by Henry Ward Beecher.
Dr. Duryea contributes an able
** Christ, the Revelation of God.”

by spurgeon,

lately

preached

sermon on
A sermon

in London

¢* The Sabbath-school,” should be read

on

by

ev-

ery friend of the Sabbath-school work.
There
is also a fine sermou by Dr. Rylance on * The
Crowning of the Year.”,
These sermons are
all given in full, in large type and on fine paper. Published by the Religious Newspaper
Agency, 21 Barclay St, N. Y.
Price, single
number, 25 cts. ; per year, $2.00.

“nade

the chibukgi and ask, * Who

is this new

‘and -other objects rising much

As he reached his home, his son Yorgaki, my narrator, saw him first and cried

out, * They haven't killed papa!
Here
he is, mamma, all alive.” The desolated
widow saw him dismount at their humble

door—the caparisoned horse, the servauts,
the rich array! She fainted at the real or
unreal sight and fell upon tbe floor. She
soon revived, and all sorrow was changed
to joy and exultation in which tbe whole
neighborhood joined. But what was he

At night he

returned

to

his

there a festoon where several monkeys
had suspended themselves from a spar in

sea and sky,

or twelve miles

morning

on the way to market.
Hans was large
and stout; the world always went easily
with him;

around the dock

he troubled himself as little as

Peter, on the other hand, was

thin

to

4 good

morrow,

friend

Peter,”

said

| plump
“Soha: Mik Hans, iin a hearty tone of cheer.
neighbor ! 1
answered
“ (zood-lay,
Peter. »soleminly,

“LWHy are

Le

you so downeast?” asked

Hans.
“ Dowticast! Have You no troubles,”
retorted Peter, * that you can not under-

stand why people look downcast?”

+19 said jovial Hans. = ““I've only one

and

tail!

were

engaged,

and a

bor.

They were finally captured.

The owner was furious, but was, after
a while, mollified by an explanation, and

the difficulty satisfactorily adjusted. The
monkeys were gradually sold off, realizing a profit of about $50 above what they
cost.— Hartford Times.
pa

fi

sensi)

DEPP
ling

A BLIND SPOT IN EVERY EYE.
* There is a small pars of the eye that is
shut out by blindness, from seeing the
beautiful things that the other parts en-

joy.

The following directions “will en-

able any one to find it:
Shut your left eye, and with your right
one look steadily at the cross below, hold-

ing the paper ten or twelve inches from
the eye.
X
Now move the paper slowly toward the
eye, which must be kept fixed on the
cross. Ata certain distance tae other

figure—the

letter O—will suddenly dis-

.appear; but’if you bring the paper nearer, it will

come

again

into view.

You

may not succeed in the experiment on
the first trial, but with a little patience
you can hardly fail ; and the suddenness
with which the black spot vanishes and
reappeurs is very striking.
od
AP

A little five-year-old fellow came up to
his mother the other mofning, and with
great earnestness said, “Mother, I saw

+ I was puzzled at first, said Hans, “to - Something run across the kitchen floor
of his father.™ He fell into the ways of
know
whether I was Hans or Peter; but’ this morning, and it hadn't any legs,
others. * He took large gifts, becaihe very

it soon came right.”

rich, but was beheaded, as his tombstone

“¢ At first,”

I

returned

Peter,

*‘I

not whether I was Peter or Hans,

knew

but as

you say, itsoon came right.”
“Then the difference,” remarked Han.

j

either; what do you suppose it was?”
The mother’ § ‘curiosity was excited at the
apparent strangeness of the supposed

or something of that sort, she did not
know what. Having for some time en“ But,” suid they both, ** ourselves Pres joyed his mother's inabilityto solve the
-

5

cluded

the

while

Special. Foatares

WOTK,

with

e

(where

possible)

titles of leading works

ate

and date

of birth,

of their

pro-

duction.
Notices of standard biography and
criticism, titles of the chief poems, essays,
plays and works.
Important works of philosophy, science,
the Belles Lettres, Noms de
Plume of literary men and women are given
and explained.
Familiar quotations, phrases
and proverbs are given.
Characters in poetry
a d fiction are indexed.
Boston has recently
been vindicating
her
literary reputation in a marvelous manner.
No less than 1,100 of the leiters that passed

through the post-office at thy Old South

Fair

are said to have been written by a single person—and to have
been worth reading, too.
The same person wrote 2,000 letters for the
post-office at the Bunker Hill Monument Fair
in 1840.
Some Englishman has unearthed an old book
published 210 years ago which says that Robert Hooke had at that time invented a tele-

it was

possible to hear &
This origi-nal telephone man used 2 * distended wire” to
whisper at

a furlong’s

distance.

communicate sound.

The Rev. Joseph Cook says the

six

greatest

works of fiction of this century are Richter's
** Titan,” Goethe’s * Wilhelm Meister,” Hugo's
** Les Miserables,” Scott's ** Ivanhoe,”

eray’s ¢‘ Newcomes,”

Thack-

and Stowe's
Mrs.
““Unele

Tom’s Cabin,” in the order named;
great gap” between the first three
last,

with
and

* a
the

The ** Methodist Book Concern” publishes
over 1,900 different bound volumes, and 1,000
pamphlets and tracts, and claims a capitalof
$1.517,273.13.
The profits of the Concern—
which
bave averaged $75,000 for a number

of years—ure devoted
bishops.
sohn

to the support

of

Habberton’s serial in the new

the

Spring-

field magazine, Sunday Afternoon, will run
through five numbers, and will: be followed
by one written by Edward Everett Hale.
Stories by John Esten Cooke, Mrs. R. H. Davis, and H. E. Scudder are promised for early
numbers,

It is an ungrateful task to pick a flaw in so
good a book as Charles Dudley Warner’s *Being a Boy;”, but the chapter entitled ¢ John’ 8
Revival” spoils it for use in

our

household.

Ez. & Chronicle.

©

|: Edward Everett Hale’s new

book, ¢ What
Career?” is to form a companion volume to
that wholesome book for young people, “How
to Do It.”

Canon Farrar’s recent sermons that have
elicited so much discussion are to be published

immediately, by

Macmillan, under the titlo

“ The Eternal Hope.”

:

A new volume fun the¢ Epochs

Yl
of History”

serits, ¢* The Beginning of the Middle Ages,
by Dean Church,
Armstrong & Co.
The third volume

is in

press by

Scribner,

of Prof. Stubbs’ 8 ¢ Con:

-stitutional History of England” is announced
animal, and, not knowing what else to
for next year. |
say, she said she supposed it was a worm,

‘¢ is not my body,”
‘“ Nor my body,” put in Peter.
St. Nicholas,

be mentioned as amongst
of th

the rig- : phone by which

ging from ship to ship, all over the har-

and

more and more care-worn every day.

with here

grand hunt ensued, up and down

possible about the cares of life, and seemed to grow plumper every day."
slim. He was continually worrying himself about some trifle, and his face grew

bunches,

Everybody about the dock viewed with
wonder the approaching spectacle. The
ship moved. closely to her berth, and
presently her yard-arms neared those of
several other vessels lying at the dock.
In an instantthe monkeys leaped from one
to the other, and began a tour among the
forests of masts that fringed the harbor
of Liverpool. All the boys and idlers

irri

fine

or

a string, ‘holding each other by the

HANS AND PETER.

it

home

and the

with knots

Hans and Peter met one

be bowstrung and flung into the “Bosphorus.

End,

we assume this to be twenty-four feet, she

wie LO

illustra‘es well the changes, possible and
frequent, in life under the old regime.
In the morning this man went out from
his obscure home a poor breadseller. Toas he supposed,

had been signaled at Land’s

is of course six miles beyond the line that

divides

for the night, and the following day he
1 could have any establishment Jin the Greek
quarter.
Pleasing as a story of remarkable
friend~Lip between n Molsem and a Cheis-

' wards noon he went,

the

from the observer; if she is apparently
fifty feet under water, she is nearly fifteen
miles off. The reader will have no difficulty in applying the rule already given
to these and all similar cases.

‘to do with horse and servants in his small
and humble home?
Hé sent them away

tian youth, carried through a long life,

above

owner was at the dock when she arrived.
sails ofa vessel may be seen in clear Ship-owners generally pride themselves
weather when she is several miles. be-, on the trim appearance of their ships,
yond the horizon; and we can roughly and our friend was weak in this respect,
estimate her distance by the depth to if in no other. What then wus his astonwhich she seems sunk in the water. If ishment to see the ship's rigging crowded

is great!” he would reply, and march on.”

If alive, to bring

the Greek

* Illustrations and Helpful Hints on the
International Lessons for 1878.”
The pres.

he will say ten to twelve’ miles. Tell
ment. and send him to his home.’
¢¢ So they arrayed him, and in that style tim that it is only six, and he will probaThe Ephemeres edition of the Combination
Almanac Calendar, is well worth its price
of splendor he issued from the grand [ bly laughat you. - You can convince him
of twenty-four cents. It exhibits all the year
only by a mathematical demonstration;
vizir's gate.
‘Once in the street, he was looked up- and yet you will find on inquiry that in fore an old ape, half as big as a man, with eath month, so that past and future
on with searching eyes.
Which of the working up his daily ** observations” he would have it, going through the motion
the month extant is artesian
presented.
old bankers has the good fortune to get makes an. allowance of five miles for of sweeping the deck with an air of in-. Numerous tables and general almanac matters
the office?
Recognized by no one, all what he calls ‘the dip of the horizon.”
describable gravity. So great was the are moreover presented. American News Co.,
Whether this is the allowan ‘e made in all annoyance that it was with the greatest New York, are the publishers.
bowed down to do him honor.
Armenians, Greeks, Jews, Turks, Franks, all sa- cases, we are unable to say. If it is,it was difficulty that the officers could prevent
luted him with the respect due to his mas- probably fixed for the average hight of the the men shooting their tormentors, and
LITERARY NOTES.
.
ter and to his place of dignity and power. eye of the observer at sea, which would when the ship touched at Aden half of the
Cassell, Petter & Galpen, of New York, will
For, being in constant communication be considerably less than onagreas transcrew deserted, preferring to take their
publish early in February a ** Dictionary of
with the first officer of the realm, it was atlantic steamship. It is hardly necessary
chances at this inhospitable place than to English Literature,” being a comprehensive
often a great political as well as financial ‘to say that the horizon is not the limit of endure the persecutions of the monkeys.
guide to English
authors and their works.
office. Occasionally one would approach vision at sea, so far as ships, icebergs,
Finally the ship reached home. She By N. Davenport Adams. The following may

i

Ld

inches)

above the surface ; to see three miles, it
must be at a hight of six feet; and so on.

trouble in the world, and that does not
trouble me. My wife complains I have
become so stout.”
¢¢ Happy man!” exclaimed Peter. ¢* My
friends complain because I am so thin.”
¢* My friends say it makes me move too
| slowly,” said Hans.
/
no crime. He had never been guilty of ing and counsel, while I have strength to
“ My wife upbraids me,” returned
theft, murder, robbery, or anything else do it. . I have only one thing to say, but Peter, ¢ because I move so very quickly.”
to be arreeted for!
All the people from it has a great weight of meaning. Never
‘Suppose we change bodies!” said
the shops, Mussulmans. and Christians, give nor take a bribe; and God will bless they both in a breath,
you, and the Holy Virgin will watch ovér
gathered round to testify that Joannes
And they changed.
was a good and honest man, and that his you, and you will die in peace in your
Again, in a few months,Hans and Peter
own homes, as I do in mine. My conaccuser, whoever he might be, was the
met one fine mdrning; and Hans was
criminal. “We know nothimg about it, temporaries have lived by another rule, again large and stoat, while Peter had
and they generally died by the bowsaid the officers, ¢ shut up your shop and
become thin and slim.
string.’ ”
come with us.’
‘ What have you done to my body?”
“ Did you both follow, this rule?” we
asked Hans.
T “It was the arrest of fate.
Poor asked.
Joannes departed, and the terrors of | “I have always followed it; but my
* Wekat have you done 'to my body?”
death took hold of him. He ’met a nefgh- brother Joosnpgs forgot the wise counsel wrk Peter.
|
bor from

At

Fairbanks & Co., Chicago, have brought ont
a neat book of 1562 pages, in limp covers, called

country as the author of * Farrar's
Life of
twenty-three hours out of each twentyC rist.” The attack by Farrar on the doefour, until the cage was literally shaken trine of Endless Punishment is surprising to
to pieces, and the astonished sailors be- orthodox Christians everywhere, An answer
held a cloud of monkeys suddenly issuing Jf 'to this sermon is promised in the February
is-ue of the Complete Preacher. A sermon in
from the hold, scrambling, fighting, and
this number,no less remarkable than Farrar's,

the depression is eight inches; that is, if
the eye is just eight inches above the wa-

a

tragic,
strange, or humorous, | happened to me. I am |going to my death. indicates by a scuiptured head and kife,
svi,
society that “The Holy. Virgin help them!’
and his property was mostly confiscated.”
“ Bad news. travels swiftly. The wife | % But did the government compel you
had forever passed away.
o often suid, “We live now ina new | tore her hair and garments, The ' neigh- to put that sign of capital punishment on
bors crowded in, and added their death ‘the tombstone 7”
wails
to the shrieks of the widow.
“Oh no,” he said, laughing. “We
~ Joannes arrived at the vizirate, waited esteem
it rather a sign of honor. You
§ivt

diame-

ter and quadrupled its area. The *‘ depression of the horizon” can be readily
calculated by this simple rule: two-thirds
of the square of the distance in miles is

‘You are a man of good sense and an
hone-t man,’ replicd lbrabim, ‘and you
can be my

ship-owners.

been provided for them in the ship, in
spite of all efforts to keep them quiet. In
a few days° the homeward voyage was
begun and with it the troubles of the
crew.
:
As son as the motion of the ship was
felt, the monkeys redoubled their noise,
making a regular pandemenium of the
ship. Relays of them shook the bars of the
cage without a moment's hesitation for

feet above the

water we have barely doubled its

saraff.’

-calmness, and repose, he was am object | him with them. If dead, to ascertain if
“ What was his after history?” we askthat would fix the attention of any passer- he left a family ; and who, and where ; and ed, charmed with the story. Our aged
by. He was most scrupulously neat in bring him cxact word.
friend replied,
“My father was a good
person, and, in the summer, was dressed
and jost man, He was content with his
“ The street was'a narrow one, and all
Ain the mest brilliant white; his large vest
regular gains, which were a
gextain- per
the
shops open in front.
The: people
‘and loose jacket being of French pique.
cent. or commission on all his’ transacwere all astonished to see the officers
Nothing «could be conceived of more
He remained saraff to a good old
‘tioms.
enter the bread store of Joannes. “ Are
purely oriental and déstingue.
age.
His
friend died, and he retired, rich
you Joannes Giras, Ekmeki? “I am.’
"The old people were very social, and
(a
‘How long liave you been here? ‘My and honored.
as Mrs. Hamlin spoke the Greek with
When
he
felt
that
his
end could not
father and grandfather were here before
freedom, and I with unfreedom, my
be far off, he called his sons, me and my
me.)
“Then you are the man!
The
language being wholly Armenian, we
grand wizer orders that we take you be- elder brother Joannes, andesaid to us, ‘I
rere oftenfsolicitedto pass the evening
fore him.
Terror and dismay seized am now old and feeble. I shall not live
wi
them;and did so as ‘often ag we
2 A
him. He protested that he had committed long. I wantto give you my last bless-

cou
vp
Our chief annoyance was

when we get a hundred

Joannes,

your

than illiterate

ed, and fought in

we climb the mast, the circle enlarges ;but

‘that I am only a poor breadseller. Give
me some humble office, and I will serve
you faithfully, I can not

others

any rate the master of the ship read it 100

vessel is virtually sailing through a circular pond, twelve miles in diameter. If

keep an exact account of all niy revenues
and disbursements and manage all my
financial affairs. You are to be my saraf’
(banker).

in

not very legible, as is often the case with

circumstances, only six miles off, and the

this,

a third pegson, he will

fell

ed;and the great and turbulent pashalicjre-

Carter, of New York.]

year,

res Ekmekgi,’ and he arose and fc1l upon

nearly forty

now

as did also the agents at Bombay.
There
Harper's Magazine for February isa very
was mucu astonishment at so strange an
order, but the master was bound. to obey | strong and brilliant number, Two celebrated
it.. Accordingly the services of a number English novelists, Willism Black and Thomas
Hardy, contribute the early chapters of their
dozen miles in diameter, the view of the
of natives were secured, the country new novels. The opening article is a pictur.
water may be lovely, but it does aot strike | round about was scoured, and in a few esque description of life and scenery “ Along
us as sublime, for we know that the en- days a hundred monkeys of all colors
our Jersey Shore,” with twenty-four illustratire liquid area is a little more than a and previous conditions were secured. tions. N
n illustrations accompany the
hundred square miles. Butit is just as There were little black monkeys, with article on Tur, the artist, including * The
which no engraving has
large as the expanse of ocean seen from eyes like beads, bigger monkeys with Slave Ship,” fr
the deck of an ocean steamer, if the eye whiskers, and baboons whose grave ex- previously-been made. The other articles are
** The Fieschi Conspiracy,” O. M. Spencer;
is twenty.four feet above the water. The pression of countenance presented a ri- “ A Returs.” A Poem. A. F.; “ Punished
horizon, the boundary ofthe ** boundiess”
diculo us contrast to their undignified an- Enough.” A Story. Mrs R. B. Latimer; * The
ocean visible from the ship, {s,under these ties. The whole crowd chattered,screamDunmow Flitch,1877,” M. D. Conway; * The

I am Ibrahim Tutdingi, and you are Joan-

they

the eastern border were often tobe chastis-

sheets

-of ‘Dr. Cyrus
Hamlin’s book, ‘Among the
Turks,” shortly to be published by Robert

ayanted the first

He was my greatest friend in

my youth, but he went away and never
returned.” ‘Do you think I am Ibrahim
Tatingi?’ ‘Why does your highness make
sport of a poor man like me? I know that
you are his majesty’s grand vizir!’ ‘But

bréudseller!
When you get into any difficulty, come directly to me. If you send

| second in office. * The Kurds (wolves) on

OLD ORIENTAL LIFE.
PThe following tale is from advanced

After

Kiterarp Bebicty.

OF MONKEYS.

Washingtgn on leave bf absence, relates
a very funny occurrence, which came under his observation during his official
residence in Liverpool, A wealthy shipowner, who was better at making money
than at spelling, sent an order to Bom:
bay, and among other things wrote for
two monkeys, which he wanted to present to some friends ; but departing from
the usual mode of spelling the word two,
he put too. Perhaps the handwriting was

as far as the eye can reach but the ‘“blue
above and the blue below.” To a landsman it is a novel and impressive spectacle; an expanse of waters, stretching
away in every direction to the horizon,
seems subiime in its immensity. But as
soon as we ask ourselves what the extent
of this circular area of water actually is,
we see that imagination has more to do
with the impression it makes upon us than
the reality. When we look down from ‘a
neighboring hill upon an inland pond a

He rose upon his knees, with

his neck and kissed him!

m———

below the horizon, and naught is visible

perish.’ * Get up!’ said the grand vizir.
¢1 do not want your life. I wish to talk

“ ‘Yes, but now you can’t. My father
has make me chibukgi to the pasha of
Bagdad, and I am going right off.” Then

Constantinople, and I shall not come back

fess

My. wife is a dear and a true wie

for my wife and children? They also will

tingi?

A SHIP-LOAD

THE BOUNDLESS OCEAN.
sSentimental voyagers haverhapsodized
upon *‘ the boundless ocean” as seen from
a vessel after the land has disappeared

face, he protesied his innocence and begged for his life, and said, ‘Shed not so
much innocent bloud ; for who will care

with you.”

your head cut

ete

his

kissed, and wept,and separated. Ibrahin’s I shall always be your friend.’
last words were, ‘I shall come back to | ‘“ Then clapping his hands to call his

/{ Should 1 happier be, or would she?
thistruth

Ibrahim came to Joannes

and said, *
ve come to bid you goodby, Folie oe see you, aguin for a
long time.’
¢« Wherever.you go,’ said Joannes, ‘I

iLittle reck of the thoughts that trouble me,
Or the tears that bedim my eyes.

would it have been had we wed?

Throwing himself flat upon

as
his shop.
The
Christian boy, Joannes, was my father. “he had experienced the reverse.
After talking awhile Ibrahim said,
The Turkish boy right opposite, Ibrahim,
‘ Time presses; come with me. Do you
became his chief friend.
The two boys,
} Moslem and Christian, were always to- remember the last words I said to you
of fourteen or fifteen, into

That brought up the buried years—

How

ence.

1878.
An American consular officer,

length'he was called into the august pres-

some other questions, the grand vizir said
to him, ¢ Do you remember Ibrahim Tu-

were both

I saw a face in the streets to-night,

And the children who troop around
And ‘deem ne so good and wise,

off!”

* You know,” said he,
the upper gate
of the Egyptian Bazar. Well, just out-

terms, although one was a Christian, the
other a Moslem. Each took his son,alad

MY OLD LOVE.

must be sombody to have

accuser, or why he had been arrested. At

narratives, more than once.

grandfather had a bread-shop. His name
was Joannes Giras, but-always known as
Joannes Ekmekgi—Joannes the breadseller. Right opposite was Ibrahim Tutangi—Ibrahim the tobacconist. They

23,

two mortal hours, unable to ascertain his

folded arms, not daring to look up.

side of that, in that crowded street, my

But our wrinkles we must earn—

JANUARY

Negi

Poetry.

STAR,

problem, he said, ‘It was some water.”

Captain Whittaker, author of the ¢ Life of .
Custer,” 13 at work on a military nov el.
The Early English Text Soclety has
rise to nn early Russian Text Soclety.

given

= .

-

THE MORNING STAR, JANUARY 23, 1878,
®

Ir

Kiterarn Miscellany.
EMBER.
"THINGS TO REM
fir

| covered

My eve

and

shaded

cosy parlor, a fine

house

has,

library

in

its

of standard

books, well bound and set in a handsome

To you the day is

:

woman to approach you and bind you to
secrecy, and then poison
your mind
against another? If there be any difference in your obligations, are you not
bound more to the man who is absent,
than the man who is preseni? [If you can

in abundance were in their appropriate
places, while flowers, rare and beautiful,
filled every available place.
This vine

thus help to kill gossip, it will not matter

book-case, There is a piano and's violin
engravings and paintings are on the

to0 bitterly with tears
g as
are Site
filled| too

To see.

walls, around

s,
: You view a Jeowand grave
igh
at nou

al the simple thought
;
°
Ofone!
une.
Trib
ago
Chic
in
,
.
W
.
—Lulu M.
All are, mot merry that dance lightly,—
(+eorge Herbert.
tid
al
He "who

which

the

climbing

fern

and many another wildwood
growth
twines in and out.
The bay-window on

My heuit. BE

one side, and the broad mullioned window on the other, attract the passer, by

rely ‘on

the

following

Herald:

‘ AtDr.

story

from

Lyman Abbott’s

tion-box meeting,

some

5

comb, and was one of

forty

the

years,

He

and

the

his

main

Supports

wife,

81

yeurs

.old, and now doing much of the housework
for herself and two'isons, were born in Edge.
comb and had twelve children; eight now
living. He was a kind father, a good
husband’
and a peaceful neighbor, living his religion at

ques-

one submitted the

question:
‘What do you do with the
doctrine of falling from grace?” The doctor smiled and said,
‘I believe I'll not

home

and

in

the

neighborhood.

He

has

taken and read the Morning Star for forty
years und wns deeply interested in its pros-

which we are pastor, that if any one
speaks to us disparagingly of an absent
member, we hold it our daty to go to that
absent member immediately and report

ward and rest.

It is known in the church of

erity.

helped lay the corner stone of the

ormer churchy leaving the date of erection
und bis name under the stone, 1833. The
church wus burned May 15, 1874; rebuilt the
same summer,
He has now gone to his re-

that he wants me to say that it isa doc-°
trine which Methodists believe and Preshy-

terians practice.

He

:

Freewill Baptist Publications.

for

if you lose a friend or two; such friends
as these, who talk against others to you, || an8wer that question.’ Dr. Deems was
are thevery persons to talk against you sitting near, and with a smile suggested an
answer.
Dr. Abbott, with a good-natured
to them.
/
Try our rule. ‘We know it to be good. laugh, said: ‘My friend, Dr. Deems, says

We use it.

the bright flowers in one and the green
‘and growing plants in the other.
The

The Chautauqua Scientific Congress is
not entirely destitute of fun, if we may

Com.

Educational.

The Mo

Star.

j

is a large religious paper of

eight pages,

in i

fifty-third volume.
It papiitera > roe
essive. The publication offices are Boston
Chicago, but all communications, save for
Western Department, should be addressedto
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and
the
Do-

Terms per year «
«
.
oe
3.00 |
.
nadvance,
+
=
.
.
$23.50
Special offers, strictly in advance,
with no commission paid :
;
One old and one new subscriber,
$4.
Clubs ot s1x or more, one-(Lird new 5 50
seribers, each
Tdi
».
Postage is paid by the publisher. The Little Star and Myrtle
}
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior Jape,
utifully illustrated
Both papers are of
the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the

neat
dining-room holds its share of
plants, and 1he cozy living room, with its
open fireplace, looks out over a great the conversation and the names; or, still
reat power in a definite enumera- wealth of color from choice pluces which better, to make the party dispataglog
ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan, ) Collegius
i erms : single
ingl copy, each, «
38 cents.
Sere bi blessings in words. It makes
We have alate, Scientific, Tncologieal, Commercial, Pre.
| Packages of ten or more
Order, neat- face the party disparaged.
to one add-fold richer fill all the space in' view.
:
paratory,
Music and Art
artments.
Elective
find out that we are a thousan
most
none
of
this
todo.
Amid
the
many
dress,
each,
ness
and
comfortare
everywhere.
‘The
=
25 cents.
Union,
PARTICULAR NOTICE] Persons wishing obitustudies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious in.
than we thought.—Christian
Payment always in advance, and no commission
‘annoyances
which
necessarily
come
to
mistress
and
owner
of
this
house,
whose
fluences,
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college allowed on money sent, *
arjes published in the Morning Star, who do not
st of those experiences which make the
buildings in the
Northwest.
ition, incidental
the pastor of a large church, and still
Sample copies sent tree.
Wi world kin must become personal to be- artistic touches are everywhere, not only
patronize
it,
must
accompany
them
with
CASI
and library fees, only $15 a year.
Board, $2 to
helps.
I
makes this hospitable home a thing of larger congregation, we think that we
g. Stewart
— Elizabeth
Lesson Papers
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Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholl.
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wih
equal
to
TEN
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FOR
EACH
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WORDS,
to
of twe International Series, for both adults
are as free from the annoyance of gossips
arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
The rude man is contented if he sees but beauty and of comfort, but, strong, gensiand
children,
are
Music
$12
and
Painting
$12
a
term.
For
Catalogue
printed
monthly, at the rate of
insure an insertion. Brevity is specially imporas
it
is’
possible
for
a
man
to
be
who
lives
retineble,
executive
and
consecutive,
she
carmore
of
man
the
on;
going
something
100 copies to one address for $6 00, If the order
address,
tant, Not more than one hundred words can
ries on u large, profitable business, and amongst his fellow-men.
is for less than four montks at a time, the charge
ment must be made to feel; the man entirely
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
.
Will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred.
Hillsdale,
Mich.
refined desires to reflect. —Coethe.
Try
our
rule,
try
it
faithfully,
with
well be afforded to any single obituary. VERSES
helps to organize and arrange all the
Pay
men
in advance. Sample copies sent free.
meekness and charity, and it" it does not are inadmissible,
pick their fields of action, and. suffrage work for this great State.”
. Wise men
:
:
AINE CENTRAL. INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield, The Pralmody
a
there
‘Is
.
little.
he
or
great
!
’
work well, let us know.—Sunday Maga—_— sell the”
B\ Mgjne. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi0-0-0
is the denominational Ryan Book, extén
4-0-4
than ** Do the duty |
to for a ruler
ap
cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
“zine for February.
sively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc’”? All sorts of duties
t left to

stand

alone.

Phd it "will have neighbors.— Thoreau.

who

thee
hing deg + to
can be seen; that which lies nearest — that
which is most vital,—must be done, or the end
Thou art weighed and found
is failure, and

when'they tutor

magnetisms which pervade both the universe
of vouls snd its Author. Beware how you put

wordsof kindness.

pleading on the quivering

the finger of special

south, east er west; beware of failing to bal
ance it on a hair's poiut; for, whoever tutors

to sects
la

gladness. and sunshine, and heaven itself is
not far off; and then it suddenly changes, and

BIOGRAPHIUAL,

long

All Sorts of Minds.

- There is a strong disposition in men of
opposite minds to despise each other. A
grave man can not conceive what is the
use of wit in society; a person who takes
a strong common sense view of the subject, is tor pushing out by the head and
| shoulders ‘an ingenious
theorist, who
catches at the slightest and faintest

struggle

and

opinions,

to

use my

own

words in this connection, which you
pardon me for quoting :.
.

will

analogies ; and another man, who scents
the ridiculous from afar, will hold no

commerce with him who tests exquisitely

:

the fine feeling of the

And dreams, beyond his sentry beat,
The crystal walls in danger.

gives society its daily motion;

With Satan’s borrowed dibble.” *

Of course every earnest man would rejoice to have all men share the faith and
hope which sustain and comfort himself,
-but this feeling should be always tempered by the *¢ charity which suffereth long
and is kind.”

| ridicule chastises folly and imprudence,
and keeps men in their proper sphere;
subtlety seizes hold of the fine threads of
truth ; analogy darts away in the most
sublime discoveries; feeling paints all
the €xquisite passions of man’s soul, and
rewards him by a thousand inward visitations for the sorrows that come from: with-

out.

God

made

italll

Itis

We must despise no sort.

all good!

of talent; they

Thomas Cailyle, though an iconoclast, |
.« MANNERS AND MORALS.
is as reverent a man as lives. In a letter written in 1869 to the late Mr. ErsOur little Weaknesses:
kine, he says:
.
We all have our little weaknesses, and
1 was agreeably surprised by the sight
of your handwriting again, so kind, so the attempt to conceal them from our felwelcome! The letters are ss firm and low-creatures’ observance is as useless as

all have their separate

honestly distinct as ever—the mind, too,
in spite of its frail environments, as clear,

marks English towns and all public places

plomp-up, calmly

expectant,

as in the

best days ; right 80; 80 be it with us

all,

their eradication is undesirable.
The
study of human nature would
lose its
chief attraction, the world’s heroes would
appear, at the best, but tame, unlife-lik+
| monuments of generaliiies, our personal
friands would be uninteresting and weari-

till we quit this dim sojourn, now grown
go lonely to us, and our change come!
FOuF
Fatherv
ch ar
vent
hal
’
lowed be thy name, thy will be done;” empty form, and love a mere

what else can we say? The other night,

in my’ sleepless tossings about,” which
were growing more and more miserable,
these wogpds, that brief and grand prayer,
came strangely into my mind, with an
altogether new emphasis; as if written
and shining for me in mjld,pure splendor,
on the black bosom of the nightthere;
when I,

as it were, read

them word by

word—with a sudden check to my inper-

calculation, if, from

ny

matter

of

the combination

of

moral factors which we call ** character”
was eliminated every peculiarity of temperament,

oddity
‘of
to mark
world at
the most
ence, the

every foible, whim,

pastialiy,

thought or manner, which help
out one’s individuality.
The
large happily. recognizes, with
serene equanimity and indifferuniversality of*¢ litle weak:

nesses ;" and we can afford

with

unruffled temper

[once

cynies, who exhibit their own foolishness
and lack of moral judgment im condemu-

formally

Tepeated

nay, I never felt
the voice of

that

before,

a man’s

most aspiration of

all

how

soul

that

it

prayer;

intensely

is; the

in-

is high

and

pious in poor human nature; right worthy

to be recommended with an

* After

this

manner pray ye.”
Charlotte Bronte.

Not long after the death of her father a
leading journal in this country rejoiced
that there
were no more Brontes:
‘* None left to bear that name which always meant misery and spiritual unhealth" —a statement which hus waited
long for qualification, certainly demanded in the case of the élder sister.
Nothing is more true than that Mr. Bronte
and

his

children

possessed

some

very

positive traits, and in combination pecullar to themselves,
producing a very
striking idiosynerasy. It is plain enough’
that Anne was unhealthy, that Branwe
made a wreck of his life, and that Emily

was a different kind of a woman from any
we shall be likely to meet with.
No
other proof is needed of this last assertion
than *“ Wuthering Hights.” It is not to
be desired that another such book should
be written, powerful beyond most novels though it be. © Its characters are detestable, but drawo with such boldness
that we are applied at the nerve of the’
writer, who could conceive of such a
group of beings, or, having conceived,
carry them on through their universal
parts to the end without faltering. Those
five or six men and women stand out distinetly from any company in. all fiction.
And the girl who projected them against
the background.of that inhuman story

and

to bear

fect wanderings,
with a sudden softness of

composure which was much wmexpected,
Not tor perhaps thirty or forty years had

~~

large and

comprehensive views, its annual rotation ;

Of verbal quirk and quibble,
And weeds the garden of the Lord!

Carlyle’s Reverence.

=

and is alive

mon sense leads to immediate action, and

‘Who sets for heresy his Yaps
|

heart,

to nothing else ; whereas, talent is talent,
and mind is mind,in all its branches! Wit
gives to life one of its best flavors ; com-

¢ The truth’s worst foeis he who claims
' To act as God’s avenger,

is dark and sorrowful; and the clouds shut out
the day. In the lives of the saddest of us there
are bright days like, this, when we fecl as if

we could take up the great w ld in our arms,
Then come.the gloomy hours; when the fire
will neither burn in our hearts nor on our
hearths, and all without and within is di-mal,
cold and dark. B lieve me, every heart has
its secret sorrows, which the world knows
no; and oftentimes we eall a man cold when
he is ouly sad.—Longfellow.
!

In the

OTHER THINGS.

of the past. I have learned to value above
all the orthodoxy of a good and true life.
I have learned in the same school with
John Woolman to feel no narrowness as

needle of Conscience, and forbid it go, north,

* that primordial, necessary, universal, infallible
perception, tutors a Personal God.—Joseph
Cook,
Ah! this beautiful world! Indeed,
I know
not what to: think of it. Sometimes it is all

Thayer, died in
Blackstone, Mass.,
aged 20 years, T months.
Sister

Mr. John G. Whittier, thanking the
Florence Copgregational Sunday-school
for its celebration of his birthday, says:
“ You do not err in your hope that I
may gladly receive this token of your
good will.
No difference of religious
sentiment can make me ipsensible to

‘they are tutoring

Conscience

Miss MARY, daughter of Leonard and Lydia

Whittier.

wanting ”? will be written.—N. Y. Tribune.
There are men who do not know that when
they tutor the magnetic needle they are tuto:ing currents that engwathe the globe and all
worlds. There are men who do not know. that

science, the jeremiads

undisturbed

con-

of misanthropical

ing that of others. In fact,men are at heart
thankful for their hobbies: and though
they may at times profess a regret that

they have not a sufficiencyof moral force
to enable them to adhere strictly to a line
of conduct entirely in harmony with the
ethics of a theoretically perfect existence,
they do, nevertheless, dally with each
favori e little weakness, fondle it, cherish
it, nurse it tenderly, and are often the

tics,there ought to be (and is in nine hun-

dredand ninety-nine cases out of a thousand)some secondary object in every life,
which at times is dearer than all else to

in his heart
money-getAnd in the
whose lives

of sufficient

A) 0

!
wh

A

Contrast.

> If we were asked

to say in one word

the quality that more than
as compared

with

anything

our own,

we

else

should

impor-

neat;

Engli-h

gardens,

bedges,

lawns, all exhibit care and oversight.
Epglish smoke and fog blacken and stain
all the buildings, but English care more
than compensates for this unavoidable
evil. We are not so particular here. We
have a clear atmosphere and brilliant
skies, but we are ad, so far as public
places are concerned, sons and daughters

of Shabbyville.
because in our

This is the more strange
households no such re-

prouch is true.

There are no

neater

or

better kept homes anywhere than American homes, nor any people cleaner or
neaterin:

public

their

habits,

matters

complain

of

It

is

wholly

that this shabbiness

exists, and

this

in

we

arises,

of

course, first, from the neglect of the
official persons we endow ‘with handsome’
salaries for leaving undone the things
they should do; and next, from a strange
indifference on everybody's part to everything that is not within Lis’ own private

administration.—Appleton’s

Journal.

To live on short rations, and habitually
because

one’s

ings justly belong to somebody

earn-

who has

had the confidence “to lend

a helping

hand ; to poise every investmen t over the
point Of obligation to a creditor; to carefully study one’s endurance as so- much
dae to another, and use it as a trust fund
in such a way as to get the most out of
it for another; to make a’ sixpence do the
work of a shilling; to explore every penny
for its last and utmost capacity, to study
how to do without things— all these are
the lessons in the higher classes of God's
university.
Brother,stand firm. The outer

the purple moss, what passionate love for
the freedom and gladness of outward

lite! Surely, such influenced are kindly;

and Subject to them,

Emily

Bronte,

had

trying to make lawyers, preachers, doctors,

the even tenor of existence gone on undisturbed by the little wenkness which
drew each individual from his or her
normal sphere into a mutual territory.—

and clerks, out of matepfil that nature intended for blacksmiths, carpenters, sailors,

have

flowed,

she lived, might one day have found a Home Journal
vhealing:
:
:
mapper
emetm——
But Charlotte did such service for jusHow to Bore Gossips.
~ lice and humanity, did so exalt duty and
self-sacrifice, thatthe world must come
Adopt this rule: Let all who come to
more and more to recognize the service you with stories about mutual acquuintand the spirit.
Author and woman be ances know that you intend, as soon as
Separated; in ‘Jane, Caroling, and “espe- your duties al'ow, to wait upon the parcially Lucy, are laid bare the struggles of ‘ties spok en of disparagingly and repeat
a heart which could ti nd its only rest in just what was said, and who said it: Stil!
Vig Jn ununded church-yard at Ha- better, take out your memorandum-book
:.
Aucomparably better than Mrs. and ask the party to allow you to copy
Gaskell, do ‘thesn tell
the words, so that vou can make no mis
her history—the
roots which that biographer said
:
:
*¢ struck take.
down deeper than she could pen
You will have to do this probably not
eti ate”
are shown in

Galaxy.

the: so-called

fiction.—
The

rr

Grace Greenwood

-

2

at Home.

Lucy Stone visited Grace Gre
at her home in Colorado, which,she uy
18 a neat bfick house covered with vinesod
;

the door-yard was green with

and fresh as that on. Boston

June.

Thrifty “apple

and

grass, soft

Common

cherry

in

irees

grew by the buck fence, while elm and
cottonwood trees. were all along
sidewalk. Grape vines and strawberriher
es

mor» than three times.

It will fly among

your acquaintances on the wings of the
gossips, and persons who come to talk
against other persons in your presence
will begin to feel as if they were testify-

Ing under oath,

ut you ask, ** Will it not be mean to
go off and detail conversations?” Not at
all when your interlocutor understands
that he must not talk against an absent
rson in your presence without expectng you to convey

the words

to

the ab-

sent person, and the nawe of the epeiker.

Moreover, what right has uny man ou
0

and other honest
drawers

‘‘hewers

of water.”

Itis a

of

wood

mistake,

and

have respect.
Hang such society
dy, It is
gotten to the core to-day,
and
there are
now. being

and

educated

daughters
to

who are

play the

parts of

‘Yeading lady” and “walking gentleman”
in the great drama of life, who will light
out a poorhouse or a penitentiary before
they have played their part and

drops.

Go

to

the curtain

work.—Nebraska

man.

:

ory will be fondly cherished

ATES

by a large circle

»

«

MRs. PHEBE, wife of Rev. A. W.

died in Lisbon,

Me.,

Sept. 22, 1877,

Us

Watch-

d

of New

York, covering his Presidential term.

Of

telegrams alone, he must have left more
than a bushel in a compact form. . He sav.
ed them all; none were considered of so
little importance as not to be worth savonce how

little space a

folded letter took up, and what small
trouble to save them, aud how important

they sometimes became. . His only

SCHOOL,

address

the

Pres-

ough a manner as possible.
ate. Send for a Catalogue

MOUNTAIN

A. M. JONES, Sec.,

Sabbath School

YNDON

LITERARY

.

INSTITUTE.—J.

8.

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants.
Spring
term begins March 12, 1878. A
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,
—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Clas-

sical. ‘ Send for Catalogue.

Address,

I. W. SANBORN,

ILTON

Sec. & T'Peas.,
=
Lyndonville, Vt.

EW

COLLEGIATE

HAMPTON

INSTITUTION.—Six regular

courses for both sexes.

For terms of ten weeks

Commercial College.

any in New England.

Cheapest and best of

Summer term begins

5, and

Thursday,June

begins Monday, Aug. 26.

circular fo

Monday, April

20, 1878.

Fall

term

Send for Catalogue and

ev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
New Hampton,

he lived, was married, reared a large family of
children, came to this countiy fourieen years
#20 lust August, and
brought
part of his
family.
He was an engraver by trade. He
was & member of the Church of England in
Dublin.
He leaves to mourn their loss, eleven
children, seven in this country aud four in the
old country.
Sh
RUFUS BROOKS died in Porter, Me., Nov.
29, 1877, aged
75 years.
He experienced
religion in the year 1842 or 1843, under the
labors of the late Rev. E. C. Willy,by whom he
was also baptized, and united wih the F. B.
church in Porter.
He died trusting in the
Lord He leaves to mourn, two children, some
grandchildren,
one sister, and other relatives,
but mot without hope that he is safe with
Jesus,
I. GRANVILLE.

INSTITUTE.—North

Scituate,

R. I.

surviv-

ing son now lives quietly in Greenville.

the Principal, at North Scituate, R. I.
July 11, 1876.

RE GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four

:

terms of ten weeks each.
the thorough

arted.

in which

courses

of study are

efficient workers in the Lord’s

vineyard,

the

former a professor of religion from her 11th
year, and peculiarly
ready for every good
work ; the latter,with fewer opportunitivs, was
not less steadfast or immovable, knowing that
hi~ work was not in vain inthe
Lord.
Both
are universally regretted and the surviving
relatives share tne most profound sympathies
in the community iu which these short but
useful lives were spent.
Davip HYDE,

abors of Rev.

Baptists

aud

Klias Hutchins, and wus baptiz-

Smith Fairfield, two years
Parsons united
- with the KF.

was

a faithiul

laborer

ig

his

church.
He commenced
Preaching in his
church and community a few years since, and

was a fuithful minister umil death,

He leaves

a wife and 6 children (one wite and six children
haviog passed away before him).
His death
wus deeply mourned
by all his friends and
townsmeun,
S. SAVAGE.

GrokGE Hore died in Edgecomb. Oct. 28,

1877, uged 86 years, 8 months, 20 duys, . About
forty
yeurs before, he
gave his
heart to
Christ, and joined

the

F.

B. church in Edge.

postage paid.

.

i

:
as

thoge

in

the

Manual,

The Book of Worship
only a few copies lelt. All gilt

edge; $1.00;

postage, 1) cents.

The Memorials
rise

of the Free
and

progress

thick

Baptisls
of this

body

of

Christians in New York, iill the time of their
union with the-Freewill Baptists. $1.00,
The

History

of the

Freewill

Baptists

covers the first halt century ot our existence,
from 1780 Lo 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events
history.
$1.00; postage

of our denominational
10 cents.

Memoir of George T'. Bay,
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Sermons and Lectures
Price 75 cents, See * Club
Rates’ with the Morning

Star.

Ba pas?

Book

A

“isa valuable little work, and every Chnstianyoulg be benefited by reading it.
25 cls; postage
ots,
!
‘:
Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts. ; postage 3
cents.

Butler's

Theology

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions

of doctrinal thevlogy. and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.

im-

Normal,

help

WW

reading.

$1.0

$1.60

postage, 12 cents.

other ov Acts, Romans and Corinthians.

Whe

for Sabbath

schools

and

Xt 18 an

family

; postage, 12 cents,

Bomister

contains,

in addition

to the usual Calendar,

the names of all Freewiil Baptist churches, arranged in tueir appropriate Quarterly and Yearly

meetings,

with their statistics; the names o1

all

USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

ministers and their posi-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account
03 our

English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.
;

isters, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 95 a
dozen, $7 a hundred.
Postage, 1 cent per copy.

at reasonable

rates.

Two

full

literary institutions. obitaaries

coprses,

EBANON ACADEMY-—=Pupils fitted
aryeulars,

address

the

principal,

ORTHWOOD

Burr,

A. B,, Principal, with

a

IDGEVILLE

«

COLLEGE.—For

dress the Secretary,

circular

-

-

-
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-

”

50
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.

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excellent book for all who would ‘search the Seriptures ” Twenty-two lectures ou the most important points of Bible study, 1.00; pos tage, 9
Cts.
Tracts
were not

com-

For further particulars

=

Lectures

ELIHU

address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 1, 1877.

.

Jackson,

SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.

P. R. CLASON,

plete board of assistants.

min-

Riographies of
;
DAVID MARXS, WILLIAM BURE and Doniel
Jackson are extengively read by their friends,
and. several copies arestill on hand.
Marks,
$1.00, post10 cents.

for busi-

or

of deceased

The

AYES, Sec. Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., Jan. 13, I877.

stereotyped

years, and we can

turnish

till within the last

few

only the following:

cts. per dozen; 50 cts. per hundred.

’

Denominational,

‘WM. REED,
Ridgeville, Indiana.

which contains a historical statement, and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church polily ana institutions,

ad-

Our

ADVERTISEMENTS.

;

Faith and Covenant
:
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de-

sirable church covenant.

Printing Establishment
is a briet historical statement, &c. Publish.
by order of the General Conference, and for

CALVIN SANDERS,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

ed

gratwtous distrib ution.

The above named books are sold by the aozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the order,

Over Oocheco Bank, Dover, N. H.

or on receiving
the books.
Send your orders to

>

| 1. D. STEWART, Dover. N. H.

|
Kansas, Missour: and Iowa Improved

First Mortgage
guarantee,
exceed one

Coupor

Bonds

Farm

guaranteed.

Fashionable Cards, no 2 alike, with name
10c., post-paid. GEO. I. REED & Co., Nassau,

We

as an assurance, that we loan not to
third of the actnal value.
In over

81x years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal. No investor through us ever did or ever will getan acre’
of land under foreclosure. Send for particulars

a day to Wide Awake Agents.
Sample
pi 0 !) and Catalogue free. R. L. FLETCHER, 11
Dey St ,N. Y.
.
:
2636

and xeferences.

Michigan Central Railroad.

J.B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.,
Or Henry
New

Dickinson,

York.

B

Manager,

243

The

Broadway,

;

De

1y49

L

for

Churches,

Schools,

——————

these HARD

TIMES

for

or to let until pa

fered.

&

WATERS’

upright)

&

cash,

or

and

(grand,

are

the

Grand

;

Pacific

Arrive.

Leave,
w—r—

m.|* 6.55 p-m.
m.[* 7.40 p.m.
|*10.3Q a.m.

m.|§'8.008.m.
1%9.00p.m.|{*16.30 a.m.

* Sunday excepted. § Saturday and Sunday excepted
t Dailv,
H. B. LEDYARD,
H.C. WENTWORTH,
Gen Supt, Chicago.
Iy?7
GQ, P. & T. A., Chicago.

Installments,

for, than ever before of=

PIANOS

ORGANS

Clark-st.,,

Night EXPresg.esssescsicees

the HOLIDAYS
dispose of 100 NEW PlANOS and ORGANS, of first-class makers
at lower prices

Route.

a.
Mail(via Main and Air Line) * 7.00
Da;
XPIES8ysecessinssadenne *9.00a.
Relies Accommodation. *3.45 p.m.
Atlantic Express (daily).... §5.15p.

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati,
ve
B2648

will during

67

Chicago Trains.

Fire

A GREAT OFFER ~- THE HOLIDAYS,
We

Office,

Hotel, and at Palmer House.

Alarms, Farms, ete.
ULLY
WARRANTED,
Catalogue

sent Free.

Great Central

foot of Lake-st., and foot of Twenty-second
ot

BUCKEYE
BELL FOUNDRY,
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin

E. P. EASTMAN.

aged 25 years,
23; children of”
of 1iadley, N.
same duy, the
faithful and

are the .same

ness, scientific s¢hools or the best colleges.
GEO. F. CHACE, A. M., Principal.
For further

heavens, to & more cengemal sphere for its
pure and spotless soul,
I'he remarkable taculties of this little darling boy, and the sweetness of his patient and gentle disposi ion
whieh, like the fragrance of sweet scented
flowers, diffused ii self throughout
the household,
and was felt by all who lovked upon his happy
face, gave evidence to his loving and anxious
parents that their home could not hoid him;
and »0 it was.

Miss MARY A WOODCOCK,
and DANIEL WOODCOCK, aged
Dea,
R cuardson Woodcock,
Y., died of typhoid fever on the
23d of Nov. lust, Both were

the

is

Cloth, 60 cents)

excellent

hjguer

of two weeks, a constant reader of the same.
He will be greatly missed in the community,
and his wife and children feel that they have
met with u loss that can not be expressed.

instruction

It contains

are comprehensive; and yet
well arranged; stating in fifteen

and

paper covers, 10 cents.

EST
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia.
This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantaes. For particalar information, send for a circufo to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

Divine Providence.
WILLIE T, infant son of Curtis H. and Lottie
A. Pierce, died in Barrington, May 9, aged 7
months, und 15 days.
Willie was one of tho-e
little angels that come not to this earth to tarry,
but rather to bless, and to plume itself for a

the

:

members.

for more than thirty different
Exercises for ten or a dozen
Formulas and Suggestions.

Butler's Cmmentar,
by the same author,—Prof.J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the

families

principles of

into

The

church

ommercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz. : Classical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent) from $2 to $2.5
er week.
For further information appiy to Rev. Z. HANING, Pres. of Trustees, Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.

of her exemplary tife, and in a firm reliance on

upward

cents;

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—Spriug term begins March 25, 1878. This Institution is one of
the targest and best ithe Stete:
ACIS MOGeTrate.
Send for Catalogue.
J. 8S. GANDINER, Pringjpal,
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y.

piety and love towurd God and man, which so
beautifiod and adorned ;her own
life. Her
demise
hay cast a deep shadow over the
home of her busband and daughter, as well as
over the entire community
in which she
moved.
May the mourning friends find consolation adequate to their sorrow in the sweet
remembrance of her virtues, jn the iufluence

flight

manner

all

Rules of Order.

Winter term will begin Jan. 29, 1878. This new
Institution is: already acquiring a reputation for

Mgrs. Presr, wife of John W. Pierce, died
in Madbury, Sept. 13, aged.55 years and 10
months.
Mrs, Pierce wus a woman of many
rare qualities of heart and mind.
With the
principles of Caristianity decply imbedded in
her nature, her daily life was radiant with **the
fruits of the Spirit,” so fully exemplified in all
ber acts, doings and sayings toward those
about her.' She was a faithful and devoted
wife. As a mother, she was loving, kind,
tender and obliging; and sought to stil inio

rapid

very concise

give the

N. H., July 26, 1877.

IKE SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
HOWARD N., ron of Frank R. and Lois F.
York.
This school was never in better condiLibby,died in Brow ntield,Maine,of pneumonia,
tion
for doing thorough work in Academic InstrucOctober 30, 1877, aged 1 year, 8 months and
tion. No primary instruction. With thiee care8 days.
“Suffer the little children to come
fully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
unto me, and forbid them not; for of such is
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue,
the kingdom of neaven.”
: address the Principal.
:
IRVING B. SMITH.
ROBERT JESSON died in Brownfield, Maine,
APHAM

for

Joges all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies.
Price, Flexible Leather, 75

Spring term begins Monday,

Jan. 28, 1878.

closes

but useful

‘| Scripture Selections
occasions; Order of
different meetings;
INSTITUTE.—WilThe Rules of Order

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangements for the coming year.
Spring term begins
March 26, 1878. For particulars address the Principal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary
Wilton Junction, Iowa.

each.

tion Books

are for adults and children.
i
LESSONS tor Every sunday, ,18, postage ,2
STORY Of Jesus,
oy
«
(13
WoNDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
02
&The Treatise
i
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by
the denomination,
and, our generzl
usages m church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; postage, 1cent.
*
sWinistersManunal.
just issued, designed especially for ministers,

SEMINARY.—Waterbury

Waterbury Center, Vt.

*

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the Jroseedings of the first sixteen sescicns. 50
cents; postage, 9 cents.

thor-

Expenses are moder-

Center,
"Vt.
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal;
ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.
With competent
ev. A. M. FREEMAN,

postage, 2 cents.

The Choralist
:
is a larger book of hymns and tunes of 248
pages. Are selling out those left on hand at 20
cents, and pay postage.

assistants. Expenses are moderate. For further
Jartculars address the Principal, at Hill, N.'H., or’

MRS. ALICE S. SIMPKINS,
wife of H, E.
Simpkins, died near Legrand, Marshall Co.,
Towa, October 9, 1877, in the 29th year of her
age. She was a naive of New York, where
her mother, Mrs, Sarah North, stiil resides.
She leavessiour children, the oldest but nine
years of age, to the bereaved husband and
father.
H. S. Dixon.

more

cents;

+ Lewiston, Me.

REEN

years, and 6 months.
Sister P. experienced
religion some 35 years ago and was baptized
by Rev. C. small, and united with the F. B.
church in Lisbon, of which she was a worthy
and beloved member at the time she was called
from labor to reward.
In Feb., 1867, she was married to Bro. P. (a:
second marriage of both), and was a faithful
co-worker with him in the churches where he
labored.
She was a good mother, a devoted
wife and an excellent Christian woman.
Her
loss is severely felt by an afflicted husband,
who in May, 18754 was suddenly stricken with
paralysis, from which he still suffers. After
this her care for him was unceasing,until tired
nature failed. She is mourned by her family,
the church and a large circle of friends, but
they mourn
not without hope.
¢ She hath
done what she could,” and is gone to the
home of the blessed.
*.

thoge

€0, $1.10; Morocco Gut, 1.5; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
Postage § cencs each. Small, Morocso, 83 cts;
postage 8 cents,
:
The Sacred Melody
:
is a small book of 225 hymns and seversi
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings,
35

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col

aged 62

ed by
Elder
after. Brother

He remarked

THEOLOGICAL

information

lege, and every effort is made to do this in as

Purinton,

Throughout
his life he carefully saved all
papers and even took to Greenville complete

ing.

further

Wo

ALBEE PARSONS died in Eustis, Me., Nov.
4, 1817, aged neurly 65 years.
Bro, P. exrerienced religion dt. 12 years of age,under the

newspapers

COLLEGE

—For

of friends. The mourning parents, brothers
and sisters, have the heartfelt sympathy of the
community in which they live. May that sympathy sustain them to bear their loss.

Andrew Johnson, it is said, preserved
all his papers and died leaving them in the
upper. story of "a shop in
Greenville.
daily

term

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FuLLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine,
4
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

}

files of three

Spring

since. She bad always been a worthy, con.
sistent, and active member since that time,
ever ready to confess her Saviour before the
world, whether at home or in the prayer room,
or in her intercourse with society.
Her mem-

and a

big one, to teach the boys and girls to believe that to labor is disgracefal, and to do
nothing for a living is more becoming the
society in which they expect to move and
many men’s sons

low.

Summer

was converted and united with the F. B.
church in Blackstone, some eight or ten years

the minds of her children

Debt.

and comforts of life

Expenses

Monday, Jan, 28, 1878.

This Institution furnishes College Preparatory,
3
i
out
» ‘en
d | moved to Ireland when
to
Dublin,
the
capital,
with
his
parents.
There
course of Study. For further particulars ‘address
fences,

had

that in which it would

term begine

begins
Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19, 1878. Send to the Secretary or
Principal for a Catalogue.
3

tance
to be laid bare to every reader in
biographies,or more or less truthful newspaper articles, and whose idiosyncrasies man may shiver and tremble under these
are unknown out of their immediate cir- loads, but the inner man—the real man—
cle, these little weaknesses often form can grow strong, and acquire a beauty that
‘links of acquaintanceship and chains ot will break out ot the hard bud in the genial
friendship which would never have been light of the world to come. Stand up to:
forged but for them.
The circumstance this training, and when you have graduatof Ossipee, NH
of -two—atoms—of —humanity; ordinarily ed, whatever men-may read-on-this-sigde-of| DANIEL WENTWORTH,
Oct. 23, 1877, Ajed 75 years.
Bro. W.
widely separated, being brought by kin- your tomb, on the other side of it saints died
indulged
a
hope
in
Christ,
was baptized, and
dred tastes into contact on a mountain, and angels will read, “Graduated with ei with the F. B. church more than fifty
— €§gistian Advocate.
in an old curiosity-shop, in a wood, or in honor.”
years ago, and his life gave proof of genuine
piety and trust in God®
He was quiet and una choir,often leads to the discovery by one |
assuming in his dcportment; but tirm in his
Go to Work.
of the existence in the other of harmony
devotion to bis convictions of duty.
He was
of thought and concurrence in ideas preThere are more young American men in a goud ¢i izen, a friend of temperance, a kind
+ was diseased in feeling and in judgment viously considered unique, and -incapa- the penitentiaries in this country, learning husband and an indulgent father, as well as an
The whole course trades, than there are outside of them. active Christiun, or rather he was ail this, beunsound, Yet, all through that book of ble of appreciation.
warped but giant growth, what a keen of a life may, by some such accident, be The principal cause of this is, we are ed- cause he was a Clirisiian. He was, (if we are
mistaken) a subscriber tor the Star from
relish of nature's delights is shown, what turned into a totally different channel from ucating our young men for gentlemen; not
its commencement, and until his last sickuess,

tenderness for wild birds, what joy in

Full board’of teachers.

Jan. 4,
Thayer

have to say neatness. English streets are
well paved and clean ; English 10ads are Nov. 11, 1877, aged72 years, and 8 months.
well kept ; English railway stations are in, He was born in "Birmingham, England, re-

Be it deny one’s wife and children the luxuries

woman, old china,rare prints, scarce editions, art or science, philanthropy or poli-

considered

uses;

they all improve, exalt and gladden life.—

Sidney Smuth.

which to bestow his affection,and which he

eancall his own special weakness.

the holder—something which
he ranks above his professed
ting, or other occupation.
case of humble individuals,

duties and

all the happiness of man for their object ;

better for it. He must be an unhappy
being who has no particular object on

are not

Obituaries.

square

[}

BEST

Illustrat-

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.

{0 Temch=-

New D:pot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salles

stops, $53 1 7 stops, $65 ; 8 stops, $70 5 10

Mail (via main ine) ......../ *¥735am| 7:40pm
Special New York Express’ | *9:00 a m{*7:40 p m
“Accommodation c.eeeseseseof 8:40pm|
1:50 pm
Atlantic N. Y. Expss (daily) 5:15 pm| 8:00am:

MADE,

warranted

for § years.

ed Catalogues Mailed.

Greatinducements

to the trade.

discount

A

liberal

ers, Ministers, Churches, Sehoula) Lodges,
&c.
PIANOS, 7=octive, $140;
1-3 oc=
tave, $150.
ANS,
2 stops, $48; 4
stops,

$85;

not used a
HORACE
ers and

York.
The

:
N.

12

stops,

$90;

in

perfect order,

year. Sheet musie al half price.
WATERS & SONS, Manufactuar-

Dealers, 40 East

14th Street,

New

* TESTIMONIALS.”
Y. Times says: ‘Waters’ Orchestrion

Chime Organ ” is a beautiful little instrument, sim-

ly perfect. The Chime of two and one-half octave
Peis and the artistic effects capable of being produced by the pa er are singularly fine,
The tone is

full, clear and resonant,

and

a very

interesting effect is produced with the chime of
bells.— Christian Union.
:
The Waters’ Pianos are well known among the
very best. We are enabled to speakof these in.
struments with confidence from personal knowl
edge.—~N. Y. Evangelist.
‘We can speak of the merits of the Waters’ Pianos
from personal knowledge, as being of the very best
quality
.— Christian Intelligencer.
y37

Chicago Trains.
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(For the week ending, Saturday, Jan, 19.)
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General
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ed States
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ator from
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Hural ad Domestic,

John %. Williams has been elected
McCreery’s successor in the UnitSenate from Kentucky, and at the
the Maryland democrats last evens
B. (Groome wus nominated for Sen;
that State,

The session of the Senate was

AMERIOAN HONEY.
Every one who has traveled in Switzerland will recollect how plenty honey is
throughout that ceuntry.
At the hotels
it is supplied ad libitum without extra
charge as a part of the * plain breakfast”
of rolls.and coffee.
In most parts of this

l}

devoted principally to the consideration of the
Personal.
tinancial question. Mr. Edmunds of Vermont
Charles
A.
Dama,
editor of the New York
submitting an important amendment to the | ‘ Sun,” is a steadfast Swedenborgian,
Matthews resolution, and Mr, Baileyof TenWilliam M. Evarts has been chosen president
nessee favoring, in a speech of great length,
of the Yale Alumni Association.

the remonetization of silver.

.

In the House, &

country,

‘Whitelaw Reid has been elected regent of the

large number of bills on a variety ef topics
wére introduced and referred to appropriate
committees, and the womun suffragists were
refused permission to argue their elaims to
the ballot before the House on Saturday next.

New York State University.
"
Mr. Layard will soon resume his excavationsat Nineveh.
He is now sixty-ome, but
as grea’ an enthusiast as ever.

TUESDAY. Mr. Voorhees’s financial speech
occupied most of the sessions of the Senate, and
was listened to by crowded galleries and floor.
Mr. Matthews gave notice that he should ask a

millionaires, of whom the richest is Asa Paeker, worth $12,000,000.
i
The President is now in his fifty-sixth ‘year
and
Mrs.
Hayes
is in her forty-seventh

Philadelphia

is credited with

on the other

hand, it

has been a

comparatively
costly
luxury; but now
there is reason to hope that it will soon be
as abundant and cheap as in Switzerland.
The efforts of the dealers have already resulted in taking it from the list of luxuries
-and bringing it into general demand for

ninety-nine

award.

source of untold wealth to the country,

Speeches were made by Messrs, Merrimon and
Maxey in favor of the Matthews silver resolution. In the House, a number of private bills
were consiglered-and eulogies pronounced on
the death of the late Sepater Morton.
Both
branches adjourned ugtil Monday.

| and bees will be kept in sufficient number
Miscellaneous—~¥Foreign.
to gather the millions of tons of sweets
The Arctic steam-yacht,Pandora;
was bought
formerly wasted.
Exaggerated and
in-

balance

of

the

Geéneva

in London,

don Bennett.

Thursday,for

Sitting Bull's band is

News

from

the

Eastern

British Northwest

War.

£4000 by James

Gor-

()

still at

territory,

Fort

credible
the first

Walsh,

evincing

St. Petersburg and Berlin unite in declaring
that the
Queen's specch and the debate on the
address, | ough reported as pacific, have not
plea
the
Russian Government, and that

rd Salisbyry’s declaration that

the tide of

war was approaching a point at which British
interests might be touched, and where it must
be stopped, if necessary,is regarded as a serious
menace, coming from such a source, There is
an uneasy sense that a crisis from which peace
or war may result is approaching, and thata
few days will decide whether we are to be
mere lookers on, or active participants in the

great struggle.”

kot

©

Fires, Crimes,

Accidents,

etc,

The Hamiston House and Gaw’s brewery at
Idaho, Col,, were burned on Saturday.
Loss,

$15,000.
A fire at Chapen,

Cooper’s store, post-office and Dr. Pratl’s residence.
Loss, $14,000.
Sessler’s packing-house at Waterloo, Iowa,
was batned, Thursday.
Loss, $30,000.
The Blair croquet manufactory in Lowell,
Mass., was destroyed by fire, Sunday morning,
involving a loss of $42,000.
.

i

*

aly
I1l., Thursday. destroyed

John Maxon’s woolen mill

in Chester, Pa.,

‘was destroyed by fire on Saturday morning.
Loss estimated from $15,000 to $20,000; fully
insured.
.

Keeler’s dry -goods store, grocery
and
Masonie hall at Concord, near Jackson, Mich.,
was burned, Wednesday.
Loss, $12,000.
A boat. with nine boys, was swept over the
dam on Simes Creek, near Huntington, Va.,
Thursday.
Four boys were drowned.

*

A pas-enger train on the Connecticut Western railroad returning from the Moody and
Sandey meeting at Hartford, Tuesday evening,
was thrown into

the

Farmington

river,

near

Tarriffville, and resulted in thirteen deaths
and wounding forty-six persons, The bridge

—a Howe truss—seems to have been in good
condition,
and to have given way simply because subjected to a weight greater than it
weighed about sixty tons, and were followed
hy cars closely packed with execursionists.
Many of the deaths were caused hy drowning;
but the water prevented the wreck from catch-

ing

hy

fire.

a

Political.
Governor
McClellan was inaugurated dt
' Trenton,
N. J., Tuesday, the
ceremonies

being of an imposing character.
George Williamson, present

dent of Centra!

America,

- eollector at New Orleans.

minister-resi-

has been appointed

An immense mass meeting at the Georgia
capital, Friday night, demanded the repeal of
Ihe fesumption act, remonetization and green-

-

backs.

:

Latest

.

News.

The discovery
was made this ( Monday)
morning that four prisoners hal escaped from
the State prison in Charlestown, Mass, —
William M. Tweed has applied to the Supreme
Court for a discharge under the poor debtors’

expression may seem at
with the record of 200,-

season by bees kept

within:

miles as a basis for an
ment

is

no

longer

an area

of ten

estimate, the state-

a mere

hyperbole

of

speech.—Journal of Chemistry.

A
DON'T STIMULATE THE YOUNG.

If you give to a

healthy man of twenty,

who has never tasted it,either,a cup of tea
or coffee, it will keep him

If you give to one
fermented

or

awake all night.

who

has

distilled

never

drank

liquors, a glass of

beer, wine, or weak whiskey and ‘water,
it will make him more or less dizzy,
and perhaps give

him a headache.

If you

persuade one who ‘has never smoked, to
try a cigar, it will probably npauseate him,

and for a time make him severely sick!
. Now, what is the conclusion. from these

facts?
and

Simply that tea, coffee, fermented
distilled

their

liquors

.pature.-

and

tobacco

medicinal;.are,

“in

are in
brief,

drugs, and that, at least while the body
is growing, while it still has a superabundance of vital force, it does not need
the

preservative

properties

of

tea

story of house No. 1284 Callowhill street, Phil-

babyhood

allow their little

-more

children

drink tea and coffee,—nay, before

to

the little

things think of asking for it,tempt them to
sip it out of their own
from high to low, are

be in fashion.
dren ag

adelpbia, and found a mil for the manufacture

They

nearly

as

teaspoon! Women,
always anxious to

will dress their chil-.

possible

like

the

little

aristocrats of Beacon
street and Fifth
Avenue, and why will they not feed them
also as these little * swells” are fed?' A
Beacon street mother would be horrified
at the thought of giving young children

of counterfeitirade dollars in full operation:

Educational.
The number of pupils enrolled in the public
schools of Chicago is 53,529.
The average
daily attendance the past year wus 37,130" of
whom 1,177 were in the high schools.
The

either tea or coffee.
milk with oat meal,

simple

cost of conducting the schools was $604,073.
York

puddings,

Plenty of the richest
or mush, or hominy,

juicy

bread and butter,

form

meat,
the

cold

principal diet

of these rich children who

paid last year inteachers’ salaries

and

look so rosy

$7,915,000.
There are in the State 11,883
school-houses, valued at $30,386,000.
There are 1,193 students in Michigan Uni-

and
And

versity, as follows: Graduates,8; seniors, 50;
juniors, 62; sophmores, 92; freshmen, 128; in

Green tea. No. Itis the mild, so called’
¢ English Breakfast tea,” that alone is

school

in June,

1879,

and

so handsome. Tea they never get.
if their mothers drink tea, it is not

the stimulating, nervous Japan,

pharmacy,
67; in law 366; in allopathic medicine, 228; in homeopathic, 68; in dentistry,
44.
!
The University of Minnesota will abolish its
preparatory

| San

Francisco has had in her public

teachers

of military

drill

and

the

S-4-0-4-6
49+

for the

FRUIT CELLARS.

|. -

The importance

schools

of a suitable

gymnastics.

There is a proposition before the Board
ucation of that city to abolish both.

Oolong or

drank in the fashionable world, and it has
been adopted, simply because it is more
favorable to beauty and health than the
others.— Boston Post.

high schools of the State will be called upon to
do the work of preparing the students
university.

of ed-

Mr. John Scott, of Oakland, Cal., has agreed
to contribute $20,000 for the establishment of

to every

place

fruit

in which

cultivator

to store the

products of his orchards late in the autumn and during the winter is strangely
overlooked.
No
farmer's establishment
can be satisfactory without a fruit cellar,

:

The Harvard
College
treasurer’s report
shows that the receipts of the last year were
$566,767.43; the expenses $197,433.83; met in-

crease of funds, exclusive of gifts and legacies,

$59,333.60.
i
The girl students;at University College, LonMr.

Hux-

er becomes cold.

The outer room

cays.

To

keep

fruit, several

conditions

be no more dampness than ordinarily exists in the cold outside air. The room
should be susceptible of ventilation in proper weather, not by direct currents of air;
but by air modified before it reaches the
fruit. A fruit room must be frost proof;
it must be cleanly and accessible. As re-

of

Prof. Masson, the biographer of Milton, the
money.
Socrates Brooks, councilman of Manchester, | Joseph Hume scholarship in jurisprudence,
Va., is reported a defaulter to that city in A young and pretty girl, Miss Ellen M. Wat$2800. He will probably be indicted.
son, won the Rothschild scholarship of £50 a
The Senate naval affairs committee has re- year.
‘
‘orted
in favor of removing the naval observa.
Nebraska
is
said
to
have
more than 2,500,
y. abt to
ington to a more favorable
000 acres of land set apart as a permanent en-

the fruit during the autumn months after
it is gathered, and it is cool, well lighted,
and dry. The windows are left open and

a free circulation of air allowed

bequest

of $140,000

from Mrs. J. W. Sever, of Boston,of which
sum $100,000 is for a building to be called
| Sever Hall, $20,000 for the library, and $20,

000 for purposes not speeified.
;
There are about 12,000 bound volumes in the
library ef the Museum

tomy
Law

at

Harvard.

of Comparative

. The

library

of

Ana-

the

School contains 19,000 bound volumes,

Union Theological . Seminary in forty years.
oy

fy.

nts were made

Jor d ads ten

before the HousePi-

committee
it io
Washington,
Tu
vor extens
of

o bg

n
time in which

in Pacific line,

| has gent out

1,985 clergy; 124 of whom

foreign missionaries.

Massachusetts expends

are

$20 per capita for

the school education of her children.

Ventila-

son’s growth.
Apples stored in this cellar which would
bring only one dollar a barrel at the time
of gathering we sold last spring and sum-

ATTRACTIVE LUNCHEONS.
There is something very dampening to
the appetite in the aspect of thick bread
and putterrolled in a bit of coarse brown

sticking to

neatly,

packing

the

the market drags

cake in

‘white paper, and the whole in a fresh napkin, in choosing a pretty basket to take
the place of the tin pail,—is not pains
born

fastidious,

fastidiousness had survived

her

the

her dinner-basket at school

had

First, the atmosphere of

a fruit-room should be dry; there should

Ten

years ago we constructed

a fruit

80 satisfactory that we venture to

give a

brief description of it. The division walls
are

constructed of brick,

and

the apart-

distribution ie né¢ighboring markets.”

oe

The'sales

of

Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota brands have been
at $8 @ $9 per bbl. A few favorite brands are held

for an
advance on the latter rate, but $9 is about
the outside price for the best patents received. St.
Louis winter wheats are dull and range from $6 25
@ $750, with a few favorite brands at $77
but $7 50 is about the outside for the best.

@

$8,

BUTTER,

The receipts of Butter for the week have been
727 packages. including 897 boxes

and

7,830

8,.

tubs,

against 7,096

packages for the corresponding week

last year and
51 packages.

5,917 in 1876.
7

not large and

does got warrant any

Exports

and

for the

week,

practicular ad-

moved at any

reasonable

price.

Creameries

command extreme figures, but are in very
supply. We quote:
CreamerieB.
cs vaseasssesnssssesnssasseeaes dl
Fine fall dairy lots
. 26
Bakers... iessssnnsscasas
CHEESE.
The receipts for the week have been
Exports for the same time have been
There has been a steady demand from
and the market is firm at 13 @ 13¢ per
choice factory, and 11} @ 12}{¢ for

.

20
«+10

fair $0.

good.

dis-

than

school-day.— Scribner's Monthly.

and a limited

Northern and Eastern,

There

are now

twenty-seven

the recent cold

We quote:
18
17
13
12

creane

Limed.....

BEANS.

The market has ruled quiet and steady during
the week, and prices are abont the same as last
uoted. Sales of choice Mediums have been at

steady,

trout

and

smaller

‘The Wiscon-

California

tion whether our

amounts

with sa'es

There is a steady market for Onions,

salmon.

GREEN

The ques-

California salmon will soon be determined.
The hatching has been successfal with
about 90 per cent. of the eggs.
The Fish
Commissioners of Maine report an unusually large quentity of salmon, principally
due to the efforts at

fish

culture,

of the rivers of the State.

Several

ers are quite firm.

Sales of No. 1 have been

bbl, and some fancy

a $47

1

WHOLESALE

Moulds.....
Sperm......

12

|

@..
@..

@.. 26
@.. 22

Cannel... 14 00

@16.00

Germany

PAINTS.
! Engpanoil

10 @..

Do.doan oil 10X@.

7%
8
8
9

11%

28

Am.pureds 94g. 4, :
3%
in bulk 2g.
[putty
Jfiuési Pants 1 8, oH

Heavy

The Japanese army department

is about

Py

California exports about $1,000,000 worth

face quantities of small beads,
to have been formerly

in

‘Near Colorado Springs,

supposed

the

possession

Col.,

there hav

i

recently been found more than fifty kinds
of petrified nuts, many of them belonging"
to a class which are now only found in the
tropics.
The average Florida cow is valued ats
$15.12,

|

The average sheep in the United State
is worth $2.27.
:
There

are

1/443,500

country, valued

mules

in

An

Bazar” hasno superior of its class, and is
the favorite, because it is the best. Send
ten cents to W. R. Andrews,

for specimen copy.

:

@l18 00
ee os

12%

fou. 2

" ;
@a..

Sram,
00@ 7 00
Onions,bbl..
1 756 @ 2 20
hehe
Poe

Row
to15 20 @16 00 |, Canada...
155 8 150
Potatoes, bushel—
Early
Rose...
b5@.. 65
scaled Whox 14 @.. 15
Jacksons ..... 44a. . bo
pekld
bbl 275 @ 5 00 Poultry,
# hb... Ba.. 13

FLOUR AND MEAL.
Eges,
doz.... 18a..
Western sup4 00 @ 4 50
limed, doz...... 18@..
Com.ext 500 @ 65 50
|Pickles, % bbl—
Wisconsin—
“| coarse... 500 @ 6
Com.toch’ces 50 @ 9 25
medium... 900 @10
Michigan and Ohio—
fine....... 1150 @13
Choice
ext 600 @ 6 75

mixed....

Illinois and Indiana—
Choice ext

StLouisext.( 25 @ 8 00

Soth’rn ext. 6 50 @ 875 |
Rye Flour.. 450 @ 4 75
Buckwh’tdo2 60 @ 2 70

20

156

00
00
00

1100 @1200

Vinegar # gal.15 @.. 80

6 00 @ 7 50

PROVISIONS,

|,

|

Be f, Mess—

shih]

W'st.mess1200
@12 50
West. ext. 13 00 @13 50

Corn Meal..2 70 @ 2 80 |, F'milyext14 50 @15 00
ont Meal...5 60 @ 8 00 Pak prime Li ol %
Cake, ¥to..

@..

..

Clear...o..14 00.@16 5
ard,

FRUIT:

tee,

.

caddies 1.11% a. 12

Almonds—

gpemoked 10 @..11

Soft shell... 21 @.. 23
Hogs dressed 5 @.. 6}
Citron... ....{. @i.
CUGRICH. To
Currants
.. .. @..
!
{10arolind. «oois 8% @.. 7

Poy h 5 a

1 sot Louisiana... 5%@.. 6

Figs, drums... 9 @.. 10

i ayers .... 1) @.. 16
Lemons#bx 2.75 @ 4 00

SALT—¥ hhd.

ATI
bE
[Turks Island
2 05 @ 22

Any 8. 8. Superintendent desiring to examine
Pansey’s New Lesson Book for Boys
Girls, who will.send his address to

and

D. LOTHROP & (0., BOSTON,
Will receive a copy by return mail,

:
b

|
Ele ant Mixed Cards, with name,13c. Agent 8
(4)
t, 10c. Seavy Bros, Northford, Ct.
dteowd

Cincinnati,
25

SCROLL

CARDS

with name, for only

C. H. Howe, Jericho Center, Vi.
“

by

taking

I fel!

POOLE.

VEGETINE.
SOUTH

SAL,

Mass,

-

Nov. 4, 1876,

i

Dear Sir,— 1 have been troubled with Scrofuls,
Canker and Liver Complaint for three years; noth
ing ever did me any good until I commenced using

the VEGETINE. 1am now getting along
first-rate,
and still using the VLGETINE.
1 consider there is
nothing equal
to it for such complaints.
Can
heartily recommend it to everybody.
Yours trily,
MRS. LIZZIE M. PACKARD,
No. 16 Lagrange street, South Salem, Mass.

VEGETINE thoroughly eradicates every kind of
humor, and restores the entire system to a healthy

PREPARED

s

BY

Boston, Ms.

Vegetine is sold by all Druggists.
ateow?

Fifty pages—300 Illustrations, with

Descriptions

of thousands of the best Flowers and Vegetables in ~~

thie world, and the way to grow them—all for a TWO
CENT pose stamp.
Printed in German and
English.
;
;
Vick’s Flower and Vegetable Garden, [0
cents in Paper covers; in elegant cloth covers, $1.00.

Vick's
Illustrated Monthly
Magazine.
22 pages, fine Hlustrationg, and Colored Plate in
every number. Price $1.25 a Juans Five coples for

$5.00.

Address,

JAMES VICK, Rochester, N. Y.

:

teow
All

devices

resorted

to

position permanent ; tarms and

paper

sent for nine
Criminal
Gazett

cents.

by
for

LER] hur
TED tective
specimen

Address
Cinal
th, FE
Ohi

ap

0
132

In search

of

P. MORRIS,

honorable

Chicago.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

and

13t49

APPARATUS,

Latest invention. Anybody can operate it
with perfect success. Complete outfits from
to $30. Chromo Photography outfits, $3;
== Heliograph, $2.50. Send stamp for full in:
forma tion to
:
E. SACKMANN & CO,
6t1
‘Manufacturers, 278 Pearl 8t., N. Y.
VOUR NAME printed on 50 Mixed Cards for 13¢
25 Fun Cards 10c. Clinton Bros., Lhaauitie

nn.

:

day at home.

and terms free.

Agents

wanted.

TRUE

Outfit

& ©0,, Augusta,
:

THE CURSE
OF RUM.
e.

¥

Price §2.00.

ERYSIPELAS.

@ 3 00 | primefactory 13@.. 1335
lo

curgd

New York or Cincinnati, O.

Herrin

this

Whole number of cigars and cheroots
stamped during the last .fiscal year was

bushel. 5

i ary. . «
Ski

be

AGENTS WANTED.
H. 8. GOODSPEED & CO.,

7

@-+ 25° | Marrow .. ». @.. -Mediums. 1 85 @ 2 00
¥ b—
@ 5 50 [Cheese
@l 2
@ 2 KR

can

FRANCIS MURPHY, over S00 pages.

H 5 %

gliced,# ®.. 6 @

Coven F's Ter g- "8% Bowes

at. $99,480,976. -

:

8x BRA

3%|

Print Cloths..3%@..

to erect a large manufactory of rifles.

|

NOTHING EQUAL TO IT.

S

n

PRODUCE.

Bg

a

4.

Humor

It gave me a good appetite, and
Yours, with respect,
MRS. ELIZA ANN

$12:

8.

Frio:

to local | Sheetingsand Shirtings—|"

Germany, ‘according

ing with Canker

50

"oe.

years.

satisfactory.

better in every respect,

10%

PETROLEUM.

very

There is no doubt in my mind that every one suffer.

VEGETINE,

and women

| Amdodry..
T@..
| Dodo.inoil 7X@..
i Red, Am....7%@&..,
Zine, White—=
¥'ch No.l drys}{@..

Wika... 10%

HUMOR.

Mass., March 3], 1876.

have taken a good many remedies for the Canker
" Humor, and none seemed to help me but VEGETINY.

profitable work.

Upland, Gulf GIue..s vires 14 @..
Gd Ary

Ppapceisy

=~

3000555 SAMPLES to be given to men

|

12
ER 10 ReRefinednesre-isloa.@:. IF
kind of animal food. | MINHADOMESTICS.
any other
thanThe on cattle
plague is not yet extinct in
France and

!

Sir,—Last fall my husband got me two bottles of
your VEGETINE to take for the Canker Humor,

copy of
Amerl

5)
4

Lead, White— -

largely on pork | Low Mia.....14_g-. 11% ride

more

CANKER

ROCKPORT,
H. R. STEVENS
:—

service ; pay liberal;

.. 48 @..
.. 43 @..

Neatsfoot¥gal.
.- 90 @1 25

Maracaibo. . 16%a.. 19
14 8 2
RiO..ovsene
COTTON.

for military purposes.

The Chinese feed

|

COAL.

in|

CURE

rauding the
defrauding
thi public
blic EXPOSED "a A
men in each: state for the de:
AN

OIL

153% Bank do..
30 Menhaden

Adamantine 14
Parafline... 14

popds

pigeons

feel

VEGETINE
WILL

SWINDLER

PRICES.

For th2 week ending Jan. 16, 1878.

.

carrier

are training

made

Baldwins

are held at 85.
We quote common to good at 838 @
$4, but very few sound lots can be bought at the
inside figure.

CANDLES.

Typhoid fever prevails in Rome.

They

sales

APPLES.

have been stocked with black bass, as an
Cumb’land.. .e Ber ae
antidote to pickerel.
In the Matawam- pb Anthracite,
2000 tb
retail... 500 @ 5 50
keag River, 80,000 shad fry have been
cargo... 450 a4 7
placed.—N. Y. Tribune.
COFFEE.
| Mocha,¥ ® 25% @.. 26
¥.. 2 @.. 2 2
Java...
Aer
pr
ITEMS

with

at$425

BostoN

in most

not

VEGETINE.

to

The supply of good Apples is not large and hold-

lakes will prove fitted for

can

MRS. CATHARINE COONS;

; HR. Stevens,

confined

at $2 @ $2 25 per bbl.

of brood

I

Very Fratefuly yours,

Sengca Falls, Seneca County, N. ¥.

POTATOES.

sin Fish Commisioners
report a large
amount of work, having hatched and distributed 1,736,000 lake trout, 6,295,000
white-fish, and

He says, “It is true,”

too thankful.

a

There is very little change
to report in Potatoes.
hatch and distribute the eggs of fishes
Jackson Whites continue to run
in quality and
are slow of sale at 45 @ 50c per bu.
ly Rose are
furnished by the Uaited States Fish Comin fair demand at 60 @ 65c per bu for Northern and
mission.
About 4,000,000 eggs of Cali- Eastern, and choice Houlton stock commands 68c.
fornia salmon were thus distributed in ‘ Sweet Potatoes are in light supply and quiet.
CRANBERRIES.
;
October. Congress has appropriated $5,000
toward
preparing
ponds near-the Wash-— & The demand continues light and sales range from
$4 50-@ #6 per bbw
?
>
.ington Monument for breeding the carp, a good enough to command the outside price.
European species being regarded as desirONIONS.

here.

cured me.

small lots.

whose Commissioners of Fisheries receive,

able for introduction

after the physicians said there was no help for me.

I have had no doctor since. If I feel unwell I take
a dose of VEGETINE, and I recommend it to my
friends.
Your VEGETINE ought to be in every family, Mv
doctor was surprised to see me in good health. Ho
says “VEGETINE is a good medicine.” 1 tell him it

MR. H. R. STEVENS :—

Eastern.....
Northern
Western .....
P. E.1sland...

The market is

States

from death's

1 am 58 years of age. Three years ag
sick with
what thd\doctors called Lambago. For
weeks I was confine
bed. Ilhad three differ.
ent physicians, withou
7 1 received no
relief; T was a great sufferer; finally I became en.
Sirely hej loss, ae Just Sociorse
me Shere wis
no
help; he said he m
possibly save m;
y
injecting morphine in my arms and logs. “The on.
courngement for saving ny life by
having this
done was so small a chance I could not consent to:
run the risk. About this timé my son read your
advertisement in our paper, a testimeny of a “person who had been very sick with about the same
complaint, and was cured. My son went right
away to the apothi
store and
bought a bottle of
VEGETINE.
Before I had used the first bottle I I
found
at relief; I could move. myself in bed.
After taking three bottles I was able to sit up and
move about my room. I continued taking the
VEGETINE, and
I was ina fow weeks restored.to
my former health. The VEGETINE saved my life

18 @/20¢ per doz for

and alt

PEAS.

PROGRESS OF FISH CULTURE.

has done for

those who have been raised
know the value of such a

I took it, and the result was

low Eyes have been selling in small lots
at $225
$2 30 per bu, apd $ 230 is an extreme price.

»

4
>

you to know what VEGETINE

which I have had in my stomach for several

CHEESE.

to give the luncheon
an appetizing appearance to the little people, who depend upon. | $155 @ 8195 per bu, and although some holders are
it, for the working-force of their long best lots. Pea rule quiet at 200 @ $217 with a
few lots of extra hand Jick
at $2 20
per bn. Yel.
>+9
o-O

want

ame.
Only
door can

tention.

the week, owiug to increased suppligs

at lhe close.

in a “pretty cup”; and do what is possible.

1

SENECA FALLS, Nov. 9, 1878,
MR. H. R. STEVENS (— |

snap has inspired a little Yiore confidence, there
are no buyers willing to give over 19¢ for Eastern

The very sight of it took away all appetite;
and she went through the afternoon faint
and fasting rather than meddle with its
contents.
By all means bake the custard

a

«HE SAYS IT IS TRUE.”

632 boxes.
—= boxes.
the trade,
pound for

The stock light for the season and holders feel confi-

demand, and prices drogped to

which

:

ALL DISEASES OF THE BroopIf VEGETINE
will relieve pain, cleanse, purify and. cure such
diseases restoring the patient to perfect health
after trying
different physicians, many remedies,
suffering for years, is it not conclusive proof, if you
still
are a sufferer, you can be cured?
Why is this
light
: medicine performing uch great cures? It works
in the blood, in the circulating fluid. It can truly
@ 35 be called the Great Blood Purifier.
The great
@30
source of disease originates in the blood; and no
@2
@18
medicine that does not act directly upon it, to purify
and renovate, has any just claim upon publie at

. Common to good...... esenns siesssenasas wf 812
EGGS.
The market took a decidedly weak turn early in

upon her.

»

bevgd
that a good deal of what is considered fine
in the country does not _rank higher than second
quality here. Choice Western dairy packed is
scarce and wanted at 22 @ 24c, and some
choice factory commands 18 @ 22¢, but the lower
grades of Western are very dull and con not be

)

nN

a large

Choice fACtOrY cesses sensanse sasressld
8 ISX
Fair
to good, ..evens asnnssensnsrcasneeiel 1G 183
COMMON cuvvrrsdessnnsne Casatueshannans 10
8 1
Choice Westerm.... ct shvasees ernnens 123XQ IY

Spain has more sheep in proportion to
or other convenient out-building,
It is her population than any country in Europe,
not well to store large quantities of fruit’ next comes England, then Denmark, RouSaxony,
Belgium
in rooms under dwellings, even if they are mania and Hungary.
adaptedto the keeping of the fruit. The and Switzerland have the least.
o-b>
hygiene of families must not be jeopardiz>.
Pre
ed by the possibility of evil results arising
A poor fashion journal is an abomination
from the decay or fermentation of vegetain the eyes of all Iadies, butan able one
bles in rooms under family apartments.
is an helper and delight. ¢ Andrews’

cellar under our stable, and it has proved

with

dent of maintaining prices, thongh there is no

childhood,

effect

24,

position on the part of dealers to take more
enough to supply current wants, ‘We quote:

with a distaste for food.
They réquire to
he tempted to eat at all,—tempted, not by
unwholesome
goodies,
but - jy taking
trouble to make simple things dainty and
attractive to them.
:
We have heard a grown woman, whose
describe with a shudder

been

were 4,725 bbls by the Grand Junction Railroad for

NEW

thrown away.
Some children are

along,

Good to Choice «
Common to fair

the parcel, and an apple covered with
crumbs at the bottom of the pail. Such
a luncheon often will prevent a delicate
child from eating at all. ‘A little care spent
in preparation,—in
cutting
the bread

\

‘

26 @ 30c, and lots that are strictly fine will readily
command the outside fignre, but it must be remem-

istry.

2

~ Vegetine..

vauce in quotations. For goo
choice New
York and Vermont dairies20 @ 24¢ per pound can
be obtained, and an occasional choice dairy brings
25¢. Fall lots, which are very scarce, range from

The profits of a good fruit cellar are greater than anything connected
with farm
arrangements.—Boston Journal of Chem-

and

¥

Dear Sir,—As you are an entire stranger to me, I

The receipts of flour for the week have

he market continues to gain strength on medium and choice grades, and buyers are more disposed to give the prices asked, but the demand is

mer at three dollars, without picking over.

trimly

3

865 bbls of alt kinds against 9,866 bbls for the cor.
responding week of
1877, and 17,425 bbls in 1776.

ments, and

the autumn agricultural fairs, were pronounced as fresh as those of the past sea:

or two

No

stock of all kinds. Sales could only -be foreed at
low and unsatisfactory prices and the market is
about as dull and depressed as at any time for
some months. Included in the receipts of the week

until the present winter, in perfect condition.
Some of these apples, exhibited at

paper; with a cookie

Cellar

of which 4,297 bbls.were to Liverdool, 48 00 to Glasow and 600 bbls to Suriham. The market remains
f the same dull state previously noticed. The trade
are purchasing only in small lots to keep up assort-

so long

is closed and no light admitted.

&e.

The EXpons for the game time have been 8,697 bbls,

as no danger from frost exists.
When the
fruit is taken to the inner room, the door

dowment of the public schools. These school ‘gards location, it may be placed on a side
lands sold thus far have yielded an average of hill, the excavation opening to the south,
1 800,009,000.
$7.50 an acre,
i
:
or it may be placed under a barn or stable, |
Harvard
has received a

holds

of Indians.

anatomy,

rister-in-law

eggs, beans, dried apples,
Quincy Market, Boston,
FLOUR.

a ce-

from ‘frost, or they are damp and without
means of ventilation, and fruit soon de-

are important.

Orme,

and

profitable government monopoly.
On a farm in Lyons, Rice Co., Kan, the
ants in their excavations bring to the sur-

ley’s daughter, Marion, won the first prize in
art, Miss Constance I’Arcy the first in art
and Miss

walls

want, as they are usually not adapted to
preserve fruit except for a month or two
after harvest. They often do not protect

tities of apples, pears or grapes are among

Technical

this year,

brick

the products of the farm. The ordinary
cellars under dwellings do not meet the

and this is specially the case if large quan-

city, to be known as the
School.

honors

four

Denims.....-9%
of merchandise annually to Australia.
FISH.
Maine proposes a revision of the fishery
Cod,l'rge,ql3 5)
.and game laws.
small.... 2 75
a
Titathe English
: Hawks are devouring
spar- | Hake atrer 1 0
Pollock..... 150 od
:
Cp
rowsfl on Boston Common .
Shore. ... 7 50
The cultivation of tobacco is prohibited
by law in England. In France it is a very Alowives waive

an institution for the education of'boys in that
Mechanics’

it has

mented flobr. In this room the fruitis
stored early in December, when the weath-

or

coffee, or the digestive and tonic ones of
wine, beer or brandy, or the soothing one
of tobacco,to keep it in health and well-being; but that, on the contrary, when the
youthful system is in its natural state
and either is offered it, disturbance,

thy, took plage at Dublin, Sunday. It is estimated that 60,000 persons followed
the remains to the cemetery.
There were 40 bands
in the procession, the largest seen since the |
burial of Daniel O’Connell.—Secret service
officers raided, Saturday evening, on the third

New

proof’;

either

or less pronounced, is the result.
What terrible responsibility, then, do
oath.——Cleopatra’s
needle has arrived in|
England. ——The funeral of the Fenian McCar- |

don, took high

.

as this
glance,

000 lbs. of surplus hovney gathered in one

no de-

sireto cross to the American side.
A London special says a formal declaration
A Paris dispatch say, President MacMahon
of war by Greece against Turkey would not
gave an audience to Henry M. Stanley, Friday,
probably meét with any opposition from Great
and complimented him upon his explorations
Britain.
:
:
in Africa.
Austria has informed Turkey that she is opA Madrid special says Don Alfonso will be
posed to separate peace negotiations, and will
married to the Princess Marie Mercedes on the
adhere ‘strictly to the treaty of Paris.
Similar
23d,
by Cardinal
-Wavarette.
Ambassadors
views have been communicated to St. Petersfrom
England, Germany,
France, Austria
burg by Lord Derby.
Belgium, Denmark, Sweden and Norway will
It is semi-officially announced that Russia, as be present, but neither Italy, Portugal nor.
a condition of peace, demands large war in- Russia willbe represented.
demnity and the occupation by the Russian
The funeralof the late Victor Emmanuel oc»
forces of the Turkish provinces outside of the
The cortege occupied an
annexed territory until the indemnity is paid. | curred at Rome.
hour and a half in passing a given point, and
The Grand Duke Nicholas and the Turkish
the services at the Pantheon were very imdelegates for arranging terms for a proposed
pressive.
3
:
armistice exchanged preliminary notes at TirThe British Parliament re-assembled Thur#
nova Semenli. The
grand duke declined to
day. The Queen’s speech details the part aldiscuss the subject only at Adrianople, first deready taken by England for terminating the
manding its immediate
surrender,
Assent
Russo-Tyrkish war, and intimates that it may
‘was given by the Ottoman representatives, and
instructions telegraphed to Djemil Pasha to become necessaryfor Great Britain to adept
recautionary measures for the protection of
evacuate the place, which he prepared to do:by
its treaty rights. In the debate on the address
withdrawing to the fortified lines
before
in the House of Lords Earl Granville criticised
Adrianople.
;
the belligerent attitude of Lord Beaconsfield,
Although no official announcement of the
the
premier replying at great length, defining
fact has been received; the
London Times's |
>
correspondent, telegrap Ee
rom Pera yesterday, states that Adriano ie nas been occupied emergency. The Marquis of Salisbury denied
emphatically that there was a division of senhy the Russians.
The
Standard’s representa
timent in the cabinet on the Eastern question.
tive divines that, as telegraphic communieation
The
address was alsodiscussed in the House of
with the town had been severed for several
Commons
last evening, but no auction was
hours, the Moscovites were probably in postaken.
session.
It is also reported that negotiations

for an armistice have
been opened, and that. a
¢onclusion may probably be reached today.
A London dispatch says: ‘‘Reports from

ments are two in number, an outer and
THE WARKETS.
an inner room.
The outer room is but |
partly underground, and is ten by twelve
- BUTTER, CHEESE, AND EGGS.
feet in area and eight feet high, The in!
SATURDAY Jan. 19.
by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
ner room is wholly underground, and frost Reported
Merchants and dealers in butter, cheege and

tion is secured in moderate weather by
families ‘of moderate means, and it has lv opening the inner door and throwing down
taken its place
beside such articles as | a window in the outer room, In this celbutter,” cheese and cream.
Bee men do lar we kept apples of last season's growth,

vote on his silver resolution on Monday ‘mext. i year.
In the #ouise, a variety of bills and resolutions
Mrs. Hayes had no wine on her table at her
were introduced, and
Mr. Price, in committee silver
wedding dinner, and the wife of the
not like to acknowledge the fact that
of the whole, made a speech in favor of silver
Seeretary of War gave her New Year’s callers
heney,
at five cents a pound, returns more
. Zemonetization.
only choeolate and coffee.
:
‘WEDNESDAY. In the Senate, an effort to
on the investment and labor required than
Proféssor Simon Newcomb is the seeond
refer the Matthews silver resolution to the American to be elected a member of the Royal ‘ most other farm products, but it is neverjudiciary eommittee was defeated by a vote of Soeiety of Great Britain, Professor Asa Gyay
theless true. They seem very much afraid
19 10 81. Eulogies on the late Senator Bogy
being the first.
were delivered by several Senators.
No busiMrs. Scott Russell proposes to put a tin roof that merchants,who are now turning their
ness of public importance was transacted in
ever the Coliseum at Rome, and turn the
attention
to its sale, will cut down the
the House.
:
stnueture into an exposition building for the
prices
and
spoil the market. The law of
THURSDAY. The death of the late Senator Mor- year 1880, at a cost of $1,200,000.
supply and demand governs the market
Jules
Verne
owns
a
new
iron
steam
yacht
ton of Indiana was formally announced by Mr.
of 100 tons called the ** St. Michael.”
From
price of commodities, whether wheat or
McDonald in the Senate and eulogistic remarks
Havre, where it was built, its owner intends
honey, and in selling, the question is not
were made by several Senators. A bill was
to sail on a visit to all thé seas of Europe, and
probably toethers also, then—more books of what either can be afforded for, but what
passed in the House permitting persons charged
wonders.
His sailing yacht,in which he has
with crime to become competent witnesses in
it will bring.
The demand for honey, as a
made trips of 1500 miles, now lies at Havre,
United States courts. A bill was also presentluxury, has heretofore absorbed all that
ed granting pensions
to survivors of thes awaiting a purchaser.
was produced, and made it so dear that
Mexican and Indian wars.
Mr. Blair of New:
The Congressional Directory shows that out
Hampshire spoke at length against the remoncomparatively few could afford it. Now,
of 369 members of Congress only 193 are naetizaltion of silver.
tives of the States which they represent.
Onwith
the modern appliances discovered to
FriDpAY. In the Senate a bill was introduced
ly one State, North Carolina, is represented
for reviving the Alabama claims commission | entirely by native born citizens, while the direct these busy workers for man’s bene
delegations of ten States do not contain a sinfit, bee-keeping is destined to develop a
and providing for the distribution of the ungle native.

expended

23, 1878:

-

32

100,

Many of our best citizens inform us that Dr, H.
.
y No.337 Congress St., Portland,
Me, never fails in the cure of the severest forms
of Tor sipelas, Rheumatism, and’ all forms of
Scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin.
y
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